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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is the relationship between the articulation of

speech and the acoustics of produced speech. There are several problems that
are encountered in understanding this relationship, given the non-linearity,
variance and non-uniqueness in the mapping, as well as the differences that
exist in the size and shape of the articulators, and consequently the acoustics,
for different speakers. The thesis covers mainly four topics pertaining to the
articulation and acoustics of speech.

The first part of the thesis deals with variations among different speakers
in the articulation of phonemes. While the speakers differ physically in the
shape of their articulators and vocal tracts, the study tries to extract articula-
tion strategies that are common to different speakers. Using multi-way linear
analysis methods, the study extracts articulatory parameters which can be
used to estimate unknown articulations of phonemes made by one speaker;
knowing other articulations made by the same speaker and those unknown ar-
ticulations made by other speakers of the language. At the same time, a novel
method to select the number of articulatory model parameters, as well as the
articulations that are representative of a speaker’s articulatory repertoire, is
suggested.

The second part is devoted to the study of uncertainty in the acoustic-
to-articulatory mapping, specifically non-uniqueness in the mapping. Several
studies in the past have shown that human beings are capable of producing a
given phoneme using non-unique articulatory configurations, when the artic-
ulators are constrained. This was also demonstrated by synthesizing sounds
using theoretical articulatory models. The studies in this part of the the-
sis investigate the existence of non-uniqueness in unconstrained read speech.
This is carried out using a database of acoustic signals recorded synchronously
along with the positions of electromagnetic coils placed on selected points on
the lips, jaws, tongue and velum. This part, thus, largely devotes itself to
describing techniques that can be used to study non-uniqueness in the sta-
tistical sense, using such a database. The results indicate that the acoustic
vectors corresponding to some frames in all the phonemes in the database
can be mapped onto non-unique articulatory distributions. The predictabil-
ity of these non-unique frames is investigated, along with verifying whether
applying continuity constraints can resolve this non-uniqueness.

The third part proposes several novel methods of looking at acoustic-
articulatory relationships in the context of acoustic-to-articulatory inversion.
The proposed methods include explicit modeling of non-uniqueness using
cross-modal Gaussian mixture modeling, as well as modeling the mapping
as local regressions. Another innovative approach towards the mapping prob-
lem has also been described in the form of relating articulatory and acoustic
gestures. Definitions and methods to obtain such gestures are presented along
with an analysis of the gestures for different phoneme types. The relationship
between the acoustic and articulatory gestures is also outlined. A method to
conduct acoustic-to-articulatory inverse mapping is also suggested, along with
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a method to evaluate it. An application of acoustic-to-articulatory inversion
to improve speech recognition is also described in this part of the thesis.

The final part of the thesis deals with problems related to modeling infants
acquiring the ability to speak; the model utilizing an articulatory synthesizer
adapted to infant vocal tract sizes. The main problem addressed is related to
modeling how infants acquire acoustic correlates that are normalized between
infants and adults. A second problem of how infants decipher the number of
degrees of articulatory freedom is also partially addressed. The main contri-
bution is a realistic model which shows how an infant can learn the mapping
between the acoustics produced during the babbling phase and the acous-
tics heard from the adults. The knowledge required to map corresponding
adult-infant speech sounds is shown to be learnt without the total number
of categories or one-one correspondences being specified explicitly. Instead,
the model learns these features indirectly based on an overall approval rating,
provided by a simulation of adult perception, on the basis of the imitation of
adult utterances by the infant model.

Thus, the thesis tries to cover different aspects of the relationship between
articulation and acoustics of speech in the context of variations for different
speakers and ages. Although not providing complete solutions, the thesis pro-
poses novel directions for approaching the problem, with pointers to solutions
in some contexts.
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Sammanfattning
Denna avhandling fokuserar på sambandet mellan talets artikulation och

akustik. Detta samband är svårbeskrivet, både på grund av anatomiska och
akustiska skillnader mellan olika talare, och på att icke-linjäritet, varians och
flertydigheter förekommer i sambandet för samma talare. Avhandlingen in-
nehåller fyra delar som beskriver relationen mellan talets artikulation och
akustik.

Den första delen handlar om variationerna i talartikulation mellan olika
talare. Talarnas anatomi skiljer sig åt, men studien försöker identifera artiku-
lationsstrategier som är gemensamma för de olika talarna. Flera olika linjära
analysmetoder används för att beräkna de artikulatoriska parametrar som
kan uppskatta talarens artikulation av fonem som inte ingått i analysens trän-
ingsmaterial. Beräkningen bygger på kännedom av andra artikulationer som
gjorts av talaren och motsvarande artikulationer för andra talare av språket.
En ny metod presenteras därefter för att välja antalet modelleringsparametrar
och de fonem som bäst beskriver de artikulatoriska variationerna hos talaren.

Den andra delen studerar osäkerheten i det akustiska-till-artikulatoriska
sambandet, speciellt med avseende på hur det kan vara flertydigt (“icke-
unikt”). Flera tidigare studier har visat att människor kan använda flera olika
artikulationer för att skapa vissa språkljud och detta fenomen kan också visas
med hjälp av artikulatorisk syntes. Studierna i denna del av avhandlingen un-
dersöker icke-unika kopplingar mellan artikulation och akustik i läst tal, med
hjälp av samtidiga inspelningar av den akustiska signalen och data från elek-
tromagnetiska spolar placerade på utvalda punkter på läpparna, käken, tun-
gan och velum. Tekniker som kan användas för statistisk analys av icke-unika
samband i en sådan databas beskrivs. Resultaten tyder på att det för alla
fonem i databasen finns förekomster av akustiska vektorer som motsvaras av
icke-unika artikulatoriska sannolikhetsfördelningar. Vidare utreds om dessa
icke-unika förekomster kan förutsägas, och om kontinuitetsbegränsningar kan
göra den akustiskt-artikulatoriska kopplingen unik.

Den tredje delen föreslår flera nya metoder för att studera sambandet mel-
lan akustik och artikulation. Två av metoderna använder sig av explicit mod-
ellering av icke-unika samband, med Gauss-klockor respektive styckvis avbild-
ning. En tredje metod beskriver sambandet med hjälp av artikulatoriska och
akustisk gester. Definitioner och metoder för att ta fram gester presenteras
tillsammans med analyser av dessa gester för olika fonem- typer. Därefter
utvärderas möjligheten att med hjälp av sådana gester beräkna de artikula-
tioner som svarar mot en given talsignal, så kallad akustisk-till-artikulatorisk
inversion. En tillämpning av inversion för att förbättra automatisk taligenkän-
ning beskrivs också.

Den sista delen av avhandlingen behandlar problem relaterade till mod-
ellering av hur spädbarn lära sig att tala. Det största problemet består i att
förstå hur ett spädbarn normaliserar det akustiska sambandet mellan det tal
det hör från vuxna i omgivningen och de ljud som det själv producerar då
det jollrar. Ett andra problem består i att spädbarn måste lära sig hur mån-
ga relevanta artikulatoriska frihetsgrader det finns i språket, och vilka de är.
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Dessa problem studeras i denna avhandling med hjälp av en artikulatorisk
talsyntes anpassad till spädbarns talrörstorlek. Med denna som bas skapas en
realistisk modell, som visar hur ett barn kan lära sig de akustiska sambanden
och utforska artikulatoriska frihetsgrader. Modellen visar hur spädbarnet kan
lära sig att kategorisera olika språkljud, utan att det från början vet det tota-
la antalet kategorier eller det akustiska sambandet mellan fonemljud i barns
och vuxnas röster. Istället lär sig modellen dessa funktioner indirekt, baserat
på ett övergripande godkännande av hur väl modellen imiterar vuxnas uttal
(vilket simulerar vuxnas återkoppling på barnets försök att härma).

Avhandlingen försöker alltså täcka olika aspekter av sambandet mellan
artikulation och akustik, med variationer mellan olika talare och åldrar. Den
föreslår nya metoder för att beskriva och studera problemet med flertydighet
i sambandet och ger lösningar för att, under vissa förutsättningar, hitta de
unika artikulationer som skapat en given talsignal.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The speech communication mechanism

From a purely communication-systems point of view, speech is a channel to ex-
change information between human beings. The signal, which is essentially the
acoustic waves carried through the medium, air, is modulated by several layers of
information. Speech production is the means of encoding this information into the
speech channel. The most obvious components used for speech production are the
voice source in the larynx and the articulators, namely the tongue, jaws, lips, velum
and the pharynx. In addition, there are cognitive, perceptual and motor aspects
of speech production. This aspects are important for the muscles in the articula-
tors to achieve a certain state of distention or relaxation so that the corresponding
acoustic signal has quite precise qualities. These acoustic qualities are perceived
by the listener and decoded into relevant information, thus completing the act of
communication. Speech perception involves, among other things, the cochlea (in-
ner ear) which break the signal into frequency components in the basilar membrane
and then convert them into neural signals. This is followed by decoding the specific
acoustic features encoded by the speaker to extract relevant information. Figure 1.1
illustrates this process with the help of a block diagram.

The connection from articulation to acoustics is directly observable since a phys-
ical system effects this segment of the communication loop. Hence, studying it is
direct, although difficult. Modeling this direction of the process has gained some
grounds with several efforts in building articulatory synthesizers (e.g., Maeda, 1982;
Iskarous et al., 2003; Birkholz and Jackèl, 2003). Although the quality of synthesis
using these models is not sufficiently natural compared to other methods of speech
synthesis, the degree of control that these synthesizers exhibit is fairly high, helping
researchers understand the process of speech production.

Modeling the inverse direction of the process, i.e., from acoustics to articulation
is not as straightforward and is difficult to verify. There are several theories of
speech perception and not all of them maintain that the inverse direction is even
necessary for decoding speech. Some theories, like the Motor-theory (Liberman et
al., 1967) and the Direct realist theories of speech perception (Fowler, 1996; Diehl
et al., 2004), propose that acoustics are converted into an invariant articulatory

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A block-diagram of the speech communication loop. The question
mark indicates the doubtfulness regarding the need for establishing this connection
during perception of normal speech communication.

representation before perception and understanding. Some other theories, like the
Acoustic Landmark Theory (Quantal Theory) (Stevens, 2002), accept the role of
articulatory knowledge in speech perception but do not propose an articulatory
representation as the unit of perception. Other speech perception theories, like the
Fuzzy-logical model, (Massaro, 1989) propose that speech perception is independent
of an articulatory representation.

The main disagreement between these theories is the unit of information that
is encoded and decoded in speech communication. What is agreed upon, however,
is that this unit of information should be fairly invariant (although some amount
of variation is expected) to different speakers, or otherwise, the transfer of infor-
mation would not be possible. There are many factors that affect the transmission
itself, such as noise in the environment, the structure of the pinnae, the position
and direction of the speaker’s and listener’s heads etc. The units of information
should not be affected by these factors. Decoding the speech signal also involves
a classification problem on the listener’s part where he/she needs to assign the
right labels to the sequence of sounds that was uttered by the speaker. Even if it
is possible for human beings to agree upon the class labels of these sounds, mea-
surement of their acoustic features reveals large differences in not only productions
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from different speakers of various ages and sexes, but also in different contexts of
the conversations, as well as the emotional state of the speakers. Some of these
differences are due to the anatomical differences in the vocal tracts of the speakers.
A child’s vocal tract has different properties (in particular, the length) compared to
adults and there are differences between males and females, although to a smaller
extent.

Whether or not inverse mapping from acoustics to articulation occurs during
speech perception, there are some situations in which this inverse mapping is rel-
evant. The first is when infants develop the ability to speak. They need to learn
the correspondences between the sounds that the adults produce to the articula-
tory configurations of their vocal tract which allows them to reproduce the adult
speech sounds (Guenther, 2006). This phase is quite special and it can be argued
that it occurs only once in a life-time for most humans. The second situation per-
tains to when people learn a new language, often as adults. Here the new language
may have a new set of sounds which are classified in a different way. Many adults
are successful at not only perceiving these new set of speech sounds, but also in
producing them. In this situation, the study of acoustics to articulation mapping
again becomes important (Wilson and Gick, 2006). The third situation is that
of entrainment where two or more speakers tend to change their phonetic cues in
order to sound more like each other (Bailly and Lelong, 2010). In this case, the
decoding also necessarily involves an inverse process whereby the acoustic targets
of the target speech need to be mapped onto articulatory configurations that enable
the speaker to sound more like the target speaker.

This thesis does not deal with trying to establish whether an inverse mapping
needs to be performed during perception of normal speech. It deals more with the
problems that one encounters if and when the inverse mapping is performed and
proposes some solutions with respect to certain aspects and in specific situations.

There are several applications for performing this inverse mapping computation-
ally. One application that has been increasingly popular is to give feedback using
intra-oral visualizations to language learners. One problem with applying inversion
to this problem is the fact that different speakers differ quite substantially in their
vocal tract anatomy. This, on the one hand, restricts the similarity that people
can have in the sounds that they produce; on the other hand, induces people to
develop different articulatory strategies to cope with these anatomical differences.
However, the differences in articulatory strategies may not only be motivated by
anatomy, but also by individual speaker idiosyncracies. In any case, there is a dis-
tinctly individualized articulatory behavior for every speaker. We attempt to solve
this problem by using an articulatory modeling approach.
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1.2 Articulatory modeling and speaker normalization
(Part I)

Articulatory modeling, which accounts for the different variations a speaker is able
to make in order to produce the different phonemes in a language, has been of
special interest to speech researchers, because it provides an insight into the mech-
anisms that control the production of speech. Traditionally, articulatory modeling
has been used with the purpose of building a realistic speech synthesis system, that
models the actual articulations of human beings (Maeda, 1979). The use of artic-
ulatory models have recently spread to include applications such as, in animated
avatars, which include intra-oral representations (Hueber et al., 2011; Engwall et
al., 2006) as a tool to provide feedback on the articulation of speakers. This can
be used for pronunciation training in second language learning as well as training
hearing-impaired speakers (both adults and children) to improve their pronuncia-
tion. Silent speech interfaces (Denby et al., 2010; Hueber et al., 2010) are other
applications where articulatory models are relevant. Building articulatory models
also helps in understanding the basic speech production behavior, especially of the
ability to maintain recognizable acoustic correlates that correspond to phonemes
in a language in spite of largely different anatomies of vocal tracts (Lammert et
al., 2011). Articulatory models, along with an articulatory synthesizer, can be
used to study other phenomena like infant speech acquisition (Ménard et al., 2002;
Chapter 14).

In lieu of the differences in individual speakers, one needs to have an articulatory
model which can adapt to a particular speaker’s articulatory strategies. Part I of
the thesis is devoted to addressing this problem. Using a database of MRI images of
the midsagittal plane of the vocal tract for three French speakers (c.f. Section 2.4),
the problem is introduced in Chapter 2. Some solutions are proposed in Chapter 3,
using 3-way linear analysis methods. The main idea is to find an articulatory model
that explains variations made by all three speakers. The studies suggest that it is
possible to adapt the articulations made by speakers in general, to the articulatory
strategy of a specific speaker, if we have articulatory data of the specific speaker
making other articulations. Chapter 4 takes this approach further by trying to
find the number of articulations necessary for a certain speaker required to make
viable predictions about the other articulations of the speaker. This is verified using
perception tests on human listeners.

1.3 Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion (Parts II and III)

Acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (or just Inversion) is the process of determining
the parameters of the articulation that produced a certain sound from the acoustics
of the signal. The word ‘Inversion’ is associated with what is essentially a mapping
problem because the direction of mapping is the inverse of the traditional direction
of speech communication, which is producing the acoustics based on the articulatory
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configuration. Understanding the Inversion process gives us several insights into the
problems associated with completing the speech communication loop. Although the
Inversion problem is quite an old one within the speech community, the progress
made in terms of finding reasonable and workable solutions has been very slow.

Besides the aim of trying to understand speech communication, solving the
Inversion problem has several other applications. One of the more unorthodox ap-
plications is the possibility of an extremely low bit-rate encoder. The articulation,
in fact, contains almost all the relevant information that is associated with recog-
nizing speech (except, possibly the pitch and voicing information). The advantage
that an articulatory representation has, with respect to an acoustic representation
is the low number of parameters required to encode phonetic information. This can
be encoded in as few as 6 to 7 articulatory parameters, besides information about
the pitch and voicing. Not only that, the articulatory movement is quite smooth
and slowly varying as compared to the acoustic signal. The sampling rate required
to adequately represent the trajectory of one articulatory parameter could be as
low as 50 Hz. This would, thus, enable transmitting speech data at an extremely
low bit-rate, without losing information like co-articulation, or even the identity of
the speaker (assuming relevant voice source parameters are also transmitted). The
possibility of such an application urged several researchers to focus their attention
on solving this problem as early as 1967 (Schroeder, 1967; Mermelstein, 1967). This
became a distinct possibility with the development of an articulatory synthesizer
which could then synthesize several vowels.

The animation of talking heads (intra-oral or external) (Beskow et al., 2003)
also requires the use of Inversion where the acoustics is converted into articulatory
movements of the intra-oral talking heads performed using the Inversion process.
This is required to be in real-time so that the articulatory movement can be syn-
chronized with the acoustics.

Any model which explains infant acquisition, should necessarily include the
ability to perform acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (Guenther, 1995; Chapter 15),
because this is essentially what infants do when they learn to speak. They convert
the sounds that they hear adults making into articulatory movements of their own,
so that their production corresponds to that of the adults.

Improving speech recognition has been one of the most important goals of In-
version. It has been shown that speech recognition can be improved significantly
when recorded articulatory data is used along with acoustic features. The same has
been attempted by augmenting acoustic data with articulatory data predicted using
Inversion (e.g., Wrench and Hardcastle, 2000; Markov et al., 2006; Chapter 10).

Another important application of Inversion is building better articulatory syn-
thesizers (Birkholz and Jackèl, 2003). While articulatory data is limited and diffi-
cult to procure, acoustic data is much easier to collect. Thus, training articulatory
synthesizers on recorded articulatory data can be replaced by training them with
articulatory predictions made through Inversion from acoustics.

In the past, the inverse mapping was learnt using the inversion-by-synthesis
approach (c.f. Chapter 5). More recently, however, thanks to the availability of
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large amounts of articulatory data coupled with improvements in measurement
technology, Inversion has been attempted in a statistical sense. In this thesis, one
such database of 460 sentences spoken by two British English speakers (one male
and and one female) is used in order to analyze the Inversion problem. The acoustic
signal is recorded synchronously with positions of Electromagnetic Articulography
(EMA) coils, that are placed on the jaw, lips, tongue and velum (c.f. Section 5.1).

There are several problems in achieving a perfect Inversion, or even good enough
to encode all the relevant speech information. These problems are dealt with in
great detail in Part II of the thesis. One of the problems is that positions of some
of the articulators are more important for a certain input acoustic feature (c.f.
Section 5.3). Another problem is the uncertainty in the mapping: it may be due
to variance (which may also be considered as noise) in the data, clustering errors
(c.f. Section 5.4), non-linearity (c.f. Section 5.5) and/or non-uniqueness in the
inverse mapping (c.f. Chapter 6). The different uncertainties have been defined
and quantified for statistical models dealing with acoustic-articulatory data sets
of larger sizes. Chapter 6, in particular, looks at one of the most specific types
of uncertainties, namely non-uniqueness in the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping.
A definition as well as a measurement scheme is suggested. Contrary to initial
expectations, factors like variance and co-articulation can affect the predictability
a lot more than non-uniqueness for certain cases. Chapter 7 studies the relationship
between non-uniquely mapped frames and the predictability of the articulation from
the acoustics for these data-frames. Attempts to resolve the non-uniqueness using
dynamic constraints is analyzed in Chapter 8 and the extent to which it can be
resolved, is discussed.

Part III of the thesis presents several new methods proposed to effect Inversion,
and trying to mitigate some of the problems discussed above. The first method (c.f.
Chapter 9), makes use of cross-modal clustering methods to first establish the limits
of the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion and use this knowledge to explicitly model
non-uniqueness. Cross-modal clustering involves clustering using information from
more than one modality (in this case acoustic and articulatory) to improve the clus-
tering in each modality. This improves the accuracy of the inversion to some extent
and avoids the need of using dynamic constraints in predicting the articulation
from the acoustics. An application of Inversion, namely, improving acoustic speech
recognition using information from the articulation has also been explored in this
part of the thesis in Chapter 10. The second method (c.f. Chapter 11) proposes
building regression models locally around the target acoustic data point, rather than
building an overall global model of the acoustic-articulatory space. This method
shows that such local models perform at par with building global models. Some
interesting properties of these local models are also discussed. The final method
that is proposed is a gesture based approach. In Chapter 12, we first define acoustic
and articulatory gestures and propose a method for segmenting them. Further, we
develop a parameterization for the gestures along with Inversion experiments. We
show that studying acoustic and articulatory gestures and their relationship throws
new light on our understanding of their relationship.
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1.3.1 Evaluating Inversion Estimates

Since the predictions of the articulation are trajectories, a commonly used evalua-
tion criterion in acoustic-to-articulatory inversion is the Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) between the measured and estimated trajectories of every articulator ‘a’.

RMSEa =

√√√√ 1

T

T∑

t=1

(
YYY a(t) − ŶYY a(t)

)2

(1.1)

where YYY a is the measured trajectory and ŶYY a is the estimated trajectory of length T .
The mean RMSE (mRMSE) is the mean across all the A articulators, calculated
as

mRMSE =
1

A

A∑

a=1

RMSEa (1.2)

The second standard evaluation criterion is the Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient
(CC) between the measured and the estimated trajectory for articulator ‘a’. CCa

is calculated as

CCa =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑T
t=1(YYY a(t) − Ê[YYY a])(ŶYY a(t) − Ê[ŶYY a])√(∑T

t=1(YYY a(t) − Ê[YYY a])2
)(∑T

t=1(ŶYY a(t) − Ê[ŶYY a])2
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(1.3)

where Ê[.] is the estimate of the expected value, i.e. the sample mean. The mean
Correlation Coefficient, mCC, is calculated by averaging over all articulatory tra-
jectories.

Both these criteria, although used quite often, may not really be effective in
determining where or what the error really is. The estimated trajectory may simply
be out of phase with the true trajectory, which, depending on the articulator in
question, is not as much a problem as making a different trajectory all together.
Besides, the error made for different parts of the trajectory (for different phonemes)
may not be of equal importance. Another issue is that the RMSE would be lower for
smoother trajectories. This means that gestures without much movement (which
then are not as important) would be predicted better than gestures with more
movements. In some cases, different articulatory parameters correspond to almost
the same acoustic parameters (Richmond et al., 2003; Chapter 6). This is due to
the fact that for certain phonemes, some articulatory features are more important
than others and some are of little importance. For example, in the phoneme /p/,
the closure of the lips is the most important articulatory feature, while the positions
of the other articulators are irrelevant, and therefore highly varying. The Inversion
estimate hence needs to be more accurate about the positions of some articulators
when uttering certain phonemes, while it could be allowed to make larger errors for
estimating the positions of other articulators.
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Most of the drawbacks associated with RMSE are also applicable to CC. Ad-
ditionally, calculating CC gives no intuitive idea about the location of the error
and about how significant the error is. It is generally known that a low RMSE
and a high CC is good, but they do not indicate whether the performance of the
state-of-the-art systems are good enough for their purpose.

One evaluation method would be to use these estimates in an articulatory syn-
thesis model and see whether the estimates are able to produce intelligible speech.
The quality of the sound produced by the synthesizers is however highly dependant
on the vocal tract excitation function (or glottal source modeling) (Childers, 1995).
Since these factors are unknown, synthesized speech hence may not make a fair
comparison when the articulatory features are estimated by other techniques than
inversion-by-synthesis.

Another method of evaluating the overall goodness of the estimates is to use
the estimated trajectories to enhance speech recognition. Several studies (Wrench
and Richmond, 2000; Zlokarnik, 1993; Stephenson et al., 2000) have shown that
measured articulatory data improves the performance of speech recognition systems
significantly. However, almost none of the studies that tried to enhance speech
recognition performances with estimated trajectories (or probabilistic models of the
estimates) were successful in improving speech recognition significantly (Stephenson
et al., 2000;Markov et al., 2006; Chapter 10).

However, setting up audio phoneme recognition experiments in order to test
different Inversion algorithms is very expensive. Engwall (2006) suggested that an
articulatory classifier could be used to give a better picture of how successful an
inversion method is for each phoneme. The articulatory classifier relies on a proto-
type articulation for each phoneme to find the closest prototype in each frame. The
evaluation is less exact than a correlation score or an error compared to estimated
parameters, but it does give information about whether important articulatory
features are correct, and if not, the type of error made. This method, however,
does not give a single measurable quantity to find whether a particular technique
is better than another, especially if their performances are comparable for certain
phoneme classes, while they vary for other phoneme classes. It is hence a qualita-
tive analysis tool for finding the strengths and weaknesses of an inversion method,
rather than a quantitative measurement of the reliability of an inversion technique.
A similar method was also used by Ben Youssef et al. (2011) where he showed that
this evaluation can be used for Inversion experiments on audio recordings for which
articulatory data is unavailable.

Keeping this in mind, it is possible to find the weights to be given to the ar-
ticulators, in order to provide the best classification of the phonemes. It can be
looked at as a parameter selection problem, where you select the best parameters
that help the classification. This method is discussed in Section 5.3.

A problem with RMSE or CC based errors is that the estimated articulatory
trajectories may not just be displaced in the position, but may also be displaced
in time. This is especially significant if the articulatory position is critical to the
production. In Section 12.4, we present another method which represents all errors
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made in terms of asynchrony with respect to the original signal. This helps us in
obtaining a new insight into the errors made by Inversion method. It can also be
compared to situations where the video and audio of a speaker are not in synchrony.

1.4 Infant language acquisition in the context of
acoustic-articulatory relationships (Part IV)

The next part of the thesis, Part IV, deals with the problem of modeling infant
speech acquisition. This application is one of the toughest problems related to the
inverse mapping, since it is the most complete and realistic scenario.

There are several problems that infants face while learning to speak. Not only
are their vocal tracts different in shape and size compared to the target adult’s,
they also may be unaware about what articulatory strategies are possible in order
to adapt to this difference. In other words, they may not know what degrees of
freedom in articulation exist, and which of them are necessary to be able to produce
intelligible speech. Secondly, the acoustic correlates that can normalize speech for
different vocal tract lengths cannot be assumed to be intuitively known. In this part,
we attempt to formally assess what kind of problems the infants face in acquiring
speech and try to simulate them. Many of the previous studies assume some of these
aspects to be intrinsically or instinctively known by the infant. In the first study,
we present the idea that such information may not, in fact, be known to the infant
apriori. Chapter 14 first considers two aspects as unknown to the infant, namely,
the number of articulatory parameters and the infant-adult acoustic normalization.
However, in this chapter the total number of classes and their distinction is assumed
to be known to the infant. In a preliminary attempt restricted to vowels, the
chapter tries to motivate how infants can gain this knowledge in trying to establish
a communication with the adults and receiving adult feedback, based on knowing
the number of vowel classes present in the language.

Another problem with simulating infant learning realistically is also to model
how the feedback they receive from the environment is used to supervise the learn-
ing process. Most supervised or semi-supervised methods assume that information
regarding some details, such as number of phoneme classes, or number of articula-
tory degrees of freedom, universal acoustic correlates, or even exemplars of certain
phonetic classes are somehow available to the infant model directly. However, none
of this information is easily communicable to an infant. We, therefore, develop a
paradigm where adult supervision can be simulated realistically, through feedback
in terms of a general approval rating (c.f. Chapter 15). We use this paradigm to
tackle the problem of learning the mapping between adult and infant acoustic tar-
gets, or in other words, acoustic normalization. In this chapter, while the degrees of
articulatory freedom are assumed to be known to the infant, the number of target
phoneme classes are assumed to be unknown.
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1.5 Concluding remarks and future work (Part V)

Part V of the thesis then tries to connect the different studies and proposed solutions
in order to provide an insight to the contributions made by this thesis. The specific
contributions are enumerated and their importance is highlighted. Along with the
concluding remarks this part provides a few directions that one can take to advance
in the field of acoustic-to-articulatory mapping.



Part I

Articulatory Modeling and
Speaker Normalization
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2 Towards a Universal Articulatory Model

The main aim of articulatory modeling is to be able to decompose the variability
in the articulatory configurations into a few control parameters. By choosing a
combination of values for these control parameters/factors, it should be possible to
reconstruct the entire range of articulatory configurations. Here, the articulatory
configuration could refer to the shape and position of individual articulators like
the tongue, lips, velum etc., or the shape of the entire vocal tract during a certain
articulation, or may also refer to the positions of certain flesh-points on some ar-
ticulators. In most references within this part of the thesis, articulators refer to
flesh-points on the tongue contour or locations along the midsagittal section of the
vocal tract.

2.1 Two-mode factor analysis of articulation data

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), has been a highly successful linear decompo-
sition method to build articulatory models (Maeda, 1990; Hoole et al., 2000; Badin
et al., 2002). Consider articulatory measurements from speaker s, which consists
of a row vector of measurements, xxxp ∈ ℜN , for articulation p : 1 ≤ p ≤ P such

that Xs =
[
xxx1

T . . .xxxp
T . . .xxxP

T
]T

. Let the row vector µµµs =
∑P

p=1 xxxp be the mean
articulatory pose over the various measurements of the speaker. Using PCA, XXXs is
decomposed into a set of control parameters ΠΠΠ

[P×F ]
s = [πππ1

T . . .πππp
T . . .πππP

T ]T (pre-
dictors or scores which control the variations in articulations) and posture model
parameters CCC [N×F ]

s , (factor loadings which explain the correlation between the dif-
ferent articulators) by the following equation

Xs = ΠΠΠsCCC
T
s + Ms + Es (2.1)

where F are the number of factors, Ms is the vector µµµs repeated P times and
Es is the residual error. Since the PCA accounts for two modes of variations, i.e.,
variation in articulation posture with respect to the variations in the positions of the
different parts of the articulators, it is called two-way factor analysis. An efficient
decomposition can be effected for articulations made by an individual speaker ‘s’,
such that the entire vocal tract shape can be reduced to as few as 6 or 7 control

13
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parameters or factors. These control parameters can explain as much as 95% of
all the variations the articulatory configuration is capable of undergoing. In fact
it has been shown that the same number of parameters can model the entire 3-
dimensional (3D) variations in the shape of the tongue with relatively reasonable
accuracy (Badin and Serrurier, 2006; Engwall, 2000).

If the PCA and similar factor analysis techniques are applied along with some
simple speech production knowledge such as allowing the basis functions to be par-
allel to the jaw movement and making the jaw movement independent of the tongue
movement, it is possible to exploit the explanatory power of linear decomposition.
To explain further, it is possible to assign physical attributes to these control pa-
rameters, such as jaw height, tongue raising, tongue protrusion etc. This is very
useful in applying speech production knowledge to areas such as articulatory pho-
netics (Menn, 1983), speech recognition based on articulatory features (Livescu,
2005) etc.

2.1.1 Selecting the optimum number of factors

One problem with this method is to be able to select the right number of parameters
for the model. Most authors selected as many factors in the model as was necessary
to explain 90% or 95% or 99% of the data. However, it is not easy to motivate
why a model which explained 95% is more optimal (although not in terms of the
error) than a less parsimonious model which explained 99% of the variance. While
the error made on reconstructing the data used to train the model decreases with
increasing number of factors, this may not be the case for reconstructing data that
were not used to train the model. This is called the over-fitting problem. One could
select the optimum number of factors as the one that minimizes cross-validation
error over a data-set. In case of PCA based linear decomposition, it is possible to
calculate new control parameters from a previously unknown articulation by ‘model
inversion’. This aspect is covered in further detail in Section 3.3.

2.1.2 Articulatory model inversion

Knowing the posture model parameters CCCs, one can obtain the control parameters
πππρ for a new articulation xxxρ (not included in the initial data), as follows

πππρ = [xxxρ −µµµs][CCC
T
s ]† (2.2)

where [.]† is the pseudo-inverse (Moore-Penrose Psuedoinverse) of the matrix. We
call this process ‘model inversion’ (note the difference between model inversion and
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, which we refer to as simply ‘Inversion’). Using
the obtained control parameters one can reconstruct new articulations. For a data-
set of articulations, if we perform a cross-validation, by training the models on a
part of the data and verifying the reconstruction on the remaining articulations,
in principle, one should be able to find the optimum number of factors without
over-fitting the model. This aspect is dealt with in further detail in Section 3.3.
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2.2 Accounting for inter-speaker variability

An important aspect of vocal tract articulatory modeling, from the point of view
of both speech production and its effect on acoustic perception, is the variabil-
ity in the vocal tract anatomy of different speakers. This forces the speakers to
adopt different articulation strategies to be able to produce the intended acous-
tics. Another aspect of variability is the idiosyncratic configurations adapted by
different speakers while pronouncing the same phoneme in a language. There have
been studies showing that different people adopt different strategies for pronounc-
ing certain specific phonemes such as /s, T, D/ and /ô/ (Borden and Gay, 1979;
Ladefoged, 1982; Heffner, 1950). Due to a coupling between these two effects, it
becomes even more difficult to decompose the effect of each of the factors. It is
thus of high interest to study the interdependence between articulatory control and
size/conformation to be able to deal with the inter-speaker normalization problem.
This plays an important role in many applications of articulatory modeling such
as, speaker-independent acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, pronunciation feedback,
silent speech interfaces, infant speech acquisition and entrainment studies.

The crux of the problem lies in the fact that the control parameters learnt on
an articulation made by one speaker cannot be applied on a model built from the
articulations of another speaker. Thus, it becomes very difficult to adapt to artic-
ulations made by a new speaker. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In this case, two
separate articulatory models were built on tongue shapes of two French speaking
subjects. Applying the control parameters learnt from one speaker pronouncing the
phoneme /i/ to a model built on another speaker does not produce valid articulatory
configurations.

In order to mitigate this problem, multi-speaker databases are necessary and
models have to be built in order to account for variability in speakers as well.
Several studies have been based on measurements using Electromagnetic Articu-
lography (EMA) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) in order to elucidate this
speaker variability. Harshman et al. (1977) and Nix et al. performed a three-way
(three-mode) factor analysis on vowel productions of different speakers of Amer-
ican English using the Parallel Factor analysis (PARAFAC) algorithm (c.f. Sec-
tion 2.3.1). They concluded that the tongue postures could be decomposed into
two factors which explain the variations in the production by different speakers up
to a multiplication constant. They also showed how factor analysis did not merely
explain the variations in a statistical sense, but also provided interesting interpre-
tative capabilities. Johnson et al. (1993) provided a more extensive theoretical and
conceptual basis for studying speaker variability in the American English vowel
system. They used canonical discriminant analysis to study differences between
speakers under several conditions such as speaking rate, tense/lax, dialect, gender,
palate shape etc. and cast serious questions on the universal articulatory hypoth-
esis. Hoole (1999) and Hoole et al. (2000) performed PARAFAC on the German
vowel system and showed that the variability for different speakers can be modeled
by two factors. However it is not clear whether the same number of parameters
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the effect of applying control parameters learnt on one
speaker to the model of another speaker. The basis vectors of the two models have
the same rotation factor.

can be applied to consonants as well. Geng and Mooshammer (2009) showed a
method for normalizing vowel systems both in the acoustic and articulatory do-
mains so as to minimize the variability between different speakers with respect to
a normal tongue using a generalized Procrustes analysis. They showed that the
discriminability between different vowels in the articulatory space improved by up
to 90% on normalized articulatory measurements, thus lending some credibility to
the universal articulation theory. Hiroya and Honda (2004b) and Ben Youssef et
al. (2011) have suggested methods for adapting unseen articulations (or acoustics)
from one user to another, based on a linear transformation between the models
built on the two speakers.

In Chapter 3 we have developed multi-speaker articulatory models similar to
Hoole et al. (2000), except that that we extend the analysis to consonants also.
Using several 3-way factor analysis techniques, we have shown that it is possible to
decompose multi-speaker databases into what we call ‘Universal Control Parame-
ters’, ‘Speaker specific weights’ and ‘Universal Articulatory Model’. This method
of analysis makes it possible to control the articulations of several speakers, with
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the same set of control parameters. This is different from other methods such as
that proposed by Johnson et al. (1993), where they propose a linear transformation
from one speaker to another, which is specific to a pair of speakers; or the methods
proposed by Hiroya and Honda (2004b) and Geng and Mooshammer (2009) where
they have a mean or ‘normal’ speaker, whose size and shape can be transformed into
specific speakers. These methods do not try to obtain universal articulatory con-
trol parameters, in principle, but instead find the transformation between different
speakers. They also make a distinction between differences in shape (or conformity)
with respect to the different articulatory strategies adopted by the speakers.

We show that the so called universal model and the universal control parameters
can be used to make predictions for unseen articulations (c.f. Section 2.5 and
Chapter 3), although with a higher error than for known articulations. One must
note that for all these techniques, some amount of articulation data from the target
speaker is required in order to predict new articulations.

2.3 Techniques for three-way factor analysis of articulation
data

Three-way or three-mode analysis is an extension of two-way factor analysis meth-
ods like PCA. Here the three modes (or ways) of variation are across articulations
(phonemes), articulators (tongue posture) and speakers (subjects). The following
are the factor analysis methods we use.

2.3.1 PARAFAC

PARAFAC decomposes a set of data points, represented by a tensor X[P×S×N ]

into three matrices as shown in Figure 2.2. Therefore the tensor X is decomposed
into two matrices, ΠΠΠ[P×F ] and CCC [N×F ] and a tensor H[F×S×F ]. In our context, X
is the multi-speaker articulatory database with P articulations, S speakers and N
articulator points. ΠΠΠ then represents the control parameters of the whole multi-
speaker database. The same set of control parameters can control the shape for
different articulations made by different speakers. If the multi-speaker database
was large enough to account for all possible speaker dependent variations, these
control parameters could be called the ‘Universal Control Parameters’. The matrix
CCC represents how these control parameters shape the articulator points on an av-
erage speaker model. CCC can be called the ‘Universal articulatory model’ if trained
with sufficient number of articulations for various speakers. The tensor H consists
of a concatenation of S diagonal matrices, each representing the speaker specific
weights for the parameters/factors. PARAFAC is often used to derive parsimonious
representations that explain variations in 3-way data.

The decomposition is realized as

Xs = ΠΠΠHsCCC
T +MMM s + Es (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Explanation of the decomposition using PARAFAC

where Hs is a diagonal matrix made from the sth row of matrix H which are the
loading factors for the speaker variability. Xs is the matrix corresponding to the
data of speaker ‘s’. ΠΠΠ and CCC are speaker independent, inter-speaker variability is
modeled as a scaling for every factor by H and Es is the residual error. Note that
if H was a scalar, it would only encode the transformations between the overall size
of the speaker’s articulators.

2.3.2 Tucker decomposition

In Tucker3 decomposition (Tucker, 1966) or 3-mode Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), every data point can be modeled as

Xpsn =

F1∑

a=1

F2∑

b=1

F3∑

c=1

ΠΠΠpaHHHsbCCCncGabc +µµµsn + Epsn (2.4)

where G is called the core 3-D tensor which contains the factor loadings for all
three modes of variation, while matrices ΠΠΠ[P×F1], HHH [S×F2] and CCC [N×F3] are the
control parameters (predictors, scores) for variations along articulation, speaker
and articulator points respectively. E is the residual error. Here the number of
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factors for each mode can be fixed independently to F1, F2 and F3 respectively.
If these number of factors are less than the dimensionality of the data, i.e., if
F1 < P , F2 < S or F3 < N , then the reconstruction from the model is not perfect.
However, the solutions for Tucker3 are not unique. Thus, Tucker3 decomposition
does not have the explanatory power of PARAFAC, because the representation is
not parsimonious and unique. However, explanatory power is not considered as
relevant to the current study as the ability to make generalizations from as little
data as possible. In this study, factor F2 = S is fixed to be the same as the number of
speakers and factor F1 = F3 = F is varied for different values of F : 1 ≤ F ≤ Fmax.
The basis vectors are all forced to be orthogonal to one another.

2.3.3 Two-Level PCA

A more conventional approach has also been considered for the current problem of
generalization in order to carry out inversion in a three-mode decomposition. At
the first level the three dimensional tensor, X, is unfolded to a two dimensional

matrix X̂XX
[P×N ·S]

= [X1 X2 . . .Xs . . .Xs] and decomposed at the first level using
PCA as follows

X̂XX = ΠΠΠΨΨΨ
T

+MMM +EEE1 (2.5)

where ΠΠΠ[P×F ] are the universal control parameters for all the speakers, MMM =
[MMM1 . . .MMM s . . .MMMS ] are the speaker specific mean vectors and EEE1 are the residual

errors. ΨΨΨ
[N ·S×F ]

= [ΨΨΨ1 . . .ΨΨΨs . . .ΨΨΨS ]T contains the concatenated loading factors,
ΨΨΨs

[N×F ] of the articulators for speakers s : 1 ≤ s ≤ S. At the second level, ΨΨΨ is

unfolded further and decomposed into speaker specific control parameters ĤHH
[F ·S×F ]

and universal loading factors CCC [N×F ] for the different articulators.

Ψ̂ΨΨ = ĤHHCCCT +EEE2 (2.6)

where Ψ̂ΨΨ
[F ·S×N ]

=
[
ΨΨΨT

1 . . .ΨΨΨ
T
s . . .ΨΨΨ

T
S

]T
(notice that the only difference between ΨΨΨ

and Ψ̂ΨΨ is the ordering of ΨΨΨs) and EEE2 is the residual error at the second level. ĤHH
contains a concatenation of HHH [F×F ]

s ∀s : 1 ≤ s ≤ S, the speaker-specific adaptation
matrices.

2.3.4 Model inversion

For two-Level PCA

It is now possible to perform ‘model inversion’ when data xxxsρ is not available from
speaker s in the following way:

πππρ =
[
[xxx1ρ . . .xxx(s−1)ρ xxx(s+1)ρ . . .xxxSρ] − [µ1µ1µ1 . . .µµµs−1µµµs+1 . . .xxxS ]

] [
Ψ−s

T
]†

(2.7)
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Figure 2.3: Examples of ‘as visible’ tongue contours for speaker ‘pb’: left /a/ where
the sub-lingual cavity is visible; right /fa/ where the sub-lingual cavity is not visible

where ΨΨΨ−s is the same as ΨΨΨ without the component ΨΨΨs for speaker s. xxxsρ can then
be calculated as follows:

xxxsρ = πππρΨΨΨs
T +µµµs (2.8)

By expectation maximization

If data for a particular articulation is unavailable for a certain speaker, then it
is still possible to construct the three-way model estimated through Expectation
Maximization (EM) (Bilmes, 1998). Since all the factor analysis methods deal with
estimating the covariance matrix, EM algorithm allows this estimation even when
part of the data is missing. The model learnt from the rest of the data can then
be used to predict the missing values, i.e., the predicted values of the articulatory
data X̂ include the ones that were missing values during the estimation of model
parameters.

We use the MatlabTM implementation of PCA, the three-mode analysis imple-
mentation of PARAFAC and Tucker3 by Andersson and Bro (2000) and used our
own implementation of the two-level PCA.

2.4 Data

The data used for this part of the thesis consisted of midsagittal MRI images of
three French speakers who sustained articulations of 73 (P = 73) different phonemes
for 16 seconds each. The reconstructed images had a resolution of about 1 mm in
the midsagittal plane. There were two male and one female speakers (S = 3), all
of them without marked dialectal accents. The corpus consisted of the 10 French
oral vowels /i/, /y/, /u/, /e/, /ø/, /o/, /E/, /œ/, /O/, /a/, the 3 nasal vowels
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Figure 2.4: Plot showing the closest distances between every point on the lower
contour (i.e., Lower Lip, Lower Incisor, Tongue and Epiglottis) to the closest point
on the upper contour (i.e., Upper Lip, Upper Incisor, Palate, Velum and Pharyngeal
Wall) for speaker ‘pb’ pronouncing the phoneme /a/

/Ã/, /ẽ/ and /Ẽ/ articulated without any context and the 10 consonants /p, t, k,
m, n, f, s, S, l, K/ articulated in symmetric VCV context of six vowels, namely
/a, e, E, i, o, u/. The contours of tongue, jaw, palate, epiglottis, velum, pharynx
and lips were hand-traced from the MRI images. For some tongue contours, the
sub-lingual cavity was observable, while for others it was hidden. In order to be
consistent in modeling all the tongue postures, the tongue tip and the point where
the tongue is attached to the lower jaw was detected as shown in Figure 2.3. In the
articulations for which no sub-lingual cavity was visible (as decided by an expert),
the contour from the ‘jaw attachment’ to the tongue-tip was considered as missing
data. The contour from the base of the epiglottis to the tongue tip is defined by
150 equidistant points while the contour from the tongue-tip to the jaw attachment
is defined by 50 equidistant points giving a total of 200 articulator points. The X-
and Y-coordinates of these points consist of what we call ‘Tongue Contours’ for
every articulation (N = 2 × 200 = 400).

2.4.1 The vocal tract midsagittal distance function

We used an automated method to extract the 2-dimensional Midsagittal Distance
Function (2DMDF) or the ‘2-dimensional vocal tract function’ of the vocal tract,
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which measures the distance from the lower contour, consisting of lower lips, lower
jaw, tongue and epiglottis to the upper contour consisting of the upper lip, palate,
velum and pharynx wall respectively. The distances are measured perpendicular to
the mid-point between the two contours. For each articulation, the closest points on
the upper contour to every point in the lower contour is calculated (c.f. Figure 2.4).
The corresponding mid-points are fit into an 8th order polynomial curve to give an
approximate mid-point curve along the vocal tract. This curve is sampled uniformly
for each of which normal lines are found (c.f. Figure 2.5). The distance between the
intersection of each such normal onto the upper and lower contours are 2DMDFs
that we used in this part of the thesis (c.f. Figure 2.6). Since the intersections
are equidistant, the distance between two successive intersections is indicative of
the vocal tract length. Thus the 2DMDF include the midsagittal distances and the
distance from the glottis for the respective points (N = 50 × 2 = 100 in Chapter 3
and N = 13 × 2 = 26 in Chapter 4).

2.5 Generalizing to unknown articulations

Figure 2.7 shows large differences in the 2DMDFs of the three speakers. Thus,
the shape and strategy adopted by one speaker may not hold for other speakers.
An advantage of using these 3-way methods is the fact that not all articulations
need to be known for all the speakers. Using the ‘model inversion’ techniques (c.f.
Section 2.3.4), it is possible to predict the unknown articulatory configurations of
the speakers. This aspect is dealt with in Chapter 3. More importantly, this chapter
tries to establish a paradigm where an unknown (or unmeasured) articulation of a
given speaker can be predicted using a model made from measurements of several
speakers (including the given speaker) articulating a partial set of phonemes and the
corresponding phoneme articulated by the other speakers. Models built by training
on a sub-set of the data for some of the speakers can also be cross-validated to find
the optimum number of factors needed to make these predictions (c.f. Section 3.3).

Another question is, how many articulations per speaker must one have in or-
der to make valid generalizations about the rest of the articulations made by the
speaker. This question is answered in Chapter 4. The first question the chapter
tries to answer is as follows: If only a certain number of allowed articulations made
by a certain speaker can be used for training the model, what is this optimum set of
articulations? This question is answered by implementing an optimization to select
the best set of articulations as well as the optimum number of factors to model
it. The second question is: are these predictions valid? We attempt to answer
this question using a perceptual evaluation of the acoustic productions using the
predicted articulatory configurations.
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Figure 2.7: Plot showing the 2DMDFs for the three subjects pronouncing the
phoneme /u/. One can observe the large difference in the vocal tract shapes for
the three subjects.



3 Predicting Unseen Articulations from

Multi-speaker Articulatory Modelsa

aThis chapter is largely based on Paper A

This chapter has three goals. The first one is to perform 3-way (3-mode) analysis of
the multi-speaker database described in Section 2.4. This analysis is similar to that
made by Hoole et al. (2000), but extended to consonants. Studies (e.g. Badin and
Serrurier, 2006) have suggested a higher number of factors to model the variations
in tongue shapes for consonants. We want to verify whether this is applicable even
to the multi-speaker case. The second goal is to study the generalizing capability
of the different 3-way models. We aim to predict the articulatory configurations for
unseen articulations made by one target speaker, given the same articulations made
by the other speakers. We also require the knowledge of other articulations made
by the target speaker in order to make this prediction. The final goal is to be able
select a suitable number of model parameters which can help make this prediction
without over-generalizing the models. Another issue that this chapter discusses, is
the prediction of the sub-lingual tongue contours for articulations where the contour
is hidden under the tongue. The missing sub-lingual contour is assumed to be
unknown data and the EM algorithm is applied to build the model. Reconstruction
from the model can provide predictions for the hidden contours.

3.1 Three-way decomposition of the multi-speaker database

In order to have a realistic starting point, we compared the decompositions and the
corresponding model error using the various 3-way methods listed in Section 2.3.
Since the goal was not necessarily to explain the factors that contributed to the
variations, but to find a suitable multi-speaker model explaining the inter-speaker
variation, we tested the methods for different number of factors. Figures 3.1 and 3.2

show the mean RMSE
(
mRMSE = 1

S

∑S
s=1

1
P

∑P
p=1

√
1
N

∑N
n=1(Epsn)2

)
for the

model residual (E) in each of the methods for a varying number of factors. Models
for individual speakers are also fitted to tongue contours ‘as visible’ (by skipping
the sub-lingual cavity where it is hidden) in order to verify whether applying the
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EM algorithm on the missing sub-lingual cavities helps in reducing the error. It
was found that the error is reduced slightly only for a higher numbers of factors
(> 5).

3.1.1 Comparison of the three-way analysis methods

Hoole et al. (2000), using PARAFAC analysis on tongue surface contours measured
with MRI, found that only two factors lead to a mean RMSE of 2.3 mm and ex-
plained over 87% of the variance for a set of 9 speakers and 7 vowels. In our first
experiment we modeled only the 13 vowels for 3 speakers as shown in Figure 3.1.
Using a two factor PARAFAC model, the average midsagittal tongue contour recon-
struction error over our three speakers was 3.9 mm while the error for the 2DMDF
was 2.5 mm. The factors accounted for a variance of 71% and 66% respectively.
While the error for the 2DMDF is comparable to the study made by Hoole et al.
(2000), the error for the tongue contour including the sub-lingual cavity is much
larger.

When we extended the modeling to all the phonemes, including consonants,
shown in Figure 3.2, we obtained an mRMSE of 2.3 mm for the three speakers
with individual 5 factor models for each speaker. This is again higher than what was
reported in the literature. Badin and Serrurier (2006) reported an average RMSE
of 1.6 mm for modeling only the tongue surface using 5 factors while Engwall (2000)
obtained an RMS error of 1.3 mm using 6 factors. The main difference between
the present work and the others reported in the literature was the inclusion of the
sublingual part of the tongue contour. The errors calculated only on the tongue
surface were comparable with those reported in the literature (1.66 mm with 5
factors and individual speaker models). Moreover, the 2DMDF (which includes the
lips) gave an average error of 1.58 mm for the three speakers, which is in the same
range as the errors reported in other studies, for vowels. Along with consonants, a
two factor PARAFAC gives an average error of 5 mm (55% of the variance), which
shows that two factors are not sufficient to model the multi-speaker database. At
least 4 factors are required in order to obtain approximately the same level of
explained variance (68%) as with vowels only.

The three-way methods, in general, require twice as many factors as individual
speaker models to get approximately the same error. The first level of unfolded
PCA (c.f. Equation 2.5) seems to perform the best compared to all the other
methods even though the improvement is not statistically significant (p-value>0.1).
However, the number of model parameters that need to be estimated using a 1st

level unfolded PCA is higher than for PARAFAC or TUCKER3.

3.2 Generalizations to unknown articulations

The second set of experiments is aimed at generalizing the multi-speaker articu-
latory models that have been learnt, to predict unknown articulations for one of
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the RMSE (cm) for the different three-way methods
(discussed in section 2.3) over 13 vowel articulations. Top: for the tongue contours.
Bottom: for the 2DMDFs.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the RMSE (cm) for the different three-way methods
(discussed in section 2.3) over 73 articulations. Top: for the tongue contours.
Bottom: for the 2DMDFs.
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the speakers. For this experiment, we have excluded one articulation from one
speaker and used the rest of the data to try to predict that articulation. We used
this leave-one-out approach for every speaker and every articulation thereby try-
ing to establish the over-all generalization capabilities of these methods. For the
PARAFAC and TUCKER3 methods, the missing articulation from one speaker was
predicted using the EM algorithm as explained in Section 2.3.4. For the unfolded
PCA, the missing data was predicted from both the EM algorithm and using ‘model
inversion’ (Equations 2.7 and 2.8). The model was built using only the articulations
of the common phonemes for all three speakers and then inverted using only the
articulations of two of the speakers for the said phoneme. The universal control pa-
rameters, πππρ, and the posture model parameters, ΨΨΨs, were then used to predict the
articulation made by the remaining speaker for the said phoneme using Equation
2.5. In order to make a fair comparison, we also included the case where the indi-
vidual models (using PCA) are made from articulations of all phonemes except the
said one and then the control parameters are estimated through ‘model inversion’
as in Equation 2.2 (referred to as ‘Known articulations’ in Figure 3.3). However,
one must note that for the individual speaker case, the new articulation, xxxρ, is not
really ‘missing or unseen’ as in the multi-speaker case. The ‘missing’ data is in fact
used to compute the ‘missing’ control parameters, πππρ. In the multi-speaker case,
for speaker s, the unseen articulatory data, xxxsρ, is never used in the estimation
procedure. It is only used while computing the RMSE.

Another approach towards generalization is finding a linear transformation from
the control parameters estimated on individual speaker models. In this method,
models are made for individual speakers with whatever articulations are known for
the speaker. For the articulations of the common phonemes between all the speak-
ers, a ‘Linear Transform’ matrix is estimated (using linear regression) between the
control parameters of the different speakers. The control parameters for the un-
known articulation of one of the speakers is then estimated using this transformation
matrix. Finally, ‘Direct Linear Transformation’ between tongue postures for dif-
ferent speakers is also estimated and used to predict tongue postures for unknown
articulations.

Figure 3.3 displays the comparative performances of the different methods for
this generalization. The optimal performance for all the methods is clearly reached
for ‘three’ factors. While TUCKER3 modeling gave the best results for generaliza-
tion of midsagittal tongue contours, the first-level inversion of the unfolded PCA
gave the best results for the 2DMDFs. However, there are no statistically significant
differences between the performances of the different methods. The performance
of the ‘Direct Linear Transformation’ is marginally better than with TUCKER3,
but is valid only for a larger number of factors/control parameters, i.e. six fac-
tors. Again the difference is not statistically significant (p-value>0.1). Figure 3.4
shows the performances of the algorithms in predicting the tongue contours of the
individual speakers.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 shows the generalization to unknown articulations of /a/ by
the three speakers and /i/ by speakers ‘pb’ and ‘hl’. Although the RMS error is
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training. The models are built with 3 control parameters/factors on the ‘Tongue
Contours’

much larger than when the articulation data is known, one can see that the shape is
preserved in most cases and is distinguishable. The figures also show the estimated
sub-lingual cavity even if it was hidden in the original contour. In some cases, like
the speaker ‘yl’ for phoneme /i/, the tongue contour intersects with the other parts
of the vocal-tract, like the palate. This is because no constraints are applied on
the tongue contour in order to restrict them within the boundaries. On the other
hand, the 2DMDFs are constrained to always be greater than 0.1 mm.

3.3 Selecting the optimum number of factors

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, one way to select the optimal number of control
parameters/factors is to perform cross-validation over the data-set of articulations.
Figure 3.7 shows the prediction error for cross-validations with different number of
folds using ‘model inversion’ (c.f. Equation 2.2) for individual speaker models. It
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Figure 3.5: Prediction of the ‘tongue contour’ using 1st level inversion for phoneme
/a/. In this case, ‘known’ articulation refers to the case when the said phoneme is
included in the training data for the said speaker. ‘Unknown’ articulation refers to
the case when the said phoneme is not included in the training data for the said
speaker. Note that if the sub-lingual cavity was hidden in the original contour, it
is predicted by the method.
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Figure 3.6: Prediction of the ‘tongue contour’ using 1st level inversion for phoneme
/i/. In this case, ‘known’ articulation refers to the case when the said phoneme is
included in the training data for the said speaker. ‘Unknown’ articulation refers
to the case when the said phoneme is not included in the training data for the
said speaker. The predicted contours can overlap with other regions of the vocal-
tract because limiting conditions are not included in the model. Thus, while some
predictions are quite accurate, some other predictions can be invalid, such as in
sub-figure (b).
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Figure 3.7: Plot showing the cross-validation method to determine the optimum
number of parameters for a single speaker model. The RMSE shown is the average
error over three speakers for the ‘Tongue Contour’, where the number of articulator
positions N = 200.

is fairly obvious that the function is asymptotical and therefore the minimum is for
a really high number of parameters. However, one can see that the error on the
cross-validated models is lower than the error on the entire model for more than
20 factors. Even though this representation is not as parsimonious as described by
several authors before, a model with a minimum of 20 parameters is required in
order to be able to account for the unseen variations, being sufficiently accurate.
This avoids the under-fitting problem. There is, however, no upper limit to the
number of parameters one can use, other than using all the data points. So, it still
leaves us with the problem of selecting a reduced number of factors/parameters
that can sufficiently explain the variance without over-fitting.

For the function error vs. number of factors, a U-shaped curve is ideal for
the purpose of finding a single optimum number of parameters/factors. It is fairly
obvious from Figure 3.3 that this function is U-shaped, with the optimum number of
control parameters/factors being three. This selection is a better method to select
the optimal number of parameters to describe the model without over-generalizing
as well as being too parsimonious.

3.4 Universal articulatory model?

A universal articulatory model is expected to be valid for any normal speaker of
the said language and for all possible articulations that the language may include.
The 3-way decompositions help in separating the articulation dependent variation
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Figure 3.8: Figures showing how the first three factors/control parameters control
different articulation shapes of the tongue for different speakers. The PARAFAC
models were trained on the tongue shapes of three speakers pronouncing 73 articula-
tions. The dotted lines represent the ±3 standard deviations from the neutral/mean
postures.
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from the subject dependent variation. Therefore, control parameters derived for
one speaker should in principle be applicable to other speakers too. Thus, a simple
decomposition of the 3-way data is not a sufficiently general universal articulatory
model, if it cannot predict valid articulatory configurations for other speakers of the
language. This chapter’s main contribution is towards developing a methodology
to build a Universal Articulatory Model, that can generalize articulatory control
parameters to other speakers. However, it is quite clear that the generalization
may not be valid for speakers not included in this database. The experiments that
were carried out on this data showed that such a kind of generalization is possible
with a mean RMSE of 5.25 mm for midsagittal tongue contours (including the
sub-lingual contour) and 3.3 mm for the 2DMDFs. Figure 3.8 shows how the first
three ‘Universal control parameters’ (universal only for the three speakers in this
database) can be altered to control the shape of the tongue differently for different
speakers, depending on the anatomy of the individual speaker, using PARAFAC.
While, performing a linear transform on the control parameters obtained on one
speaker to those obtained for another speaker performs slightly better than using
these 3-way models, the difference is not statistically significant (p-value > 0.1).
Secondly, these transforms are specific to a pair of speakers. Thus, while this
methodology is also a possible direction of performing speaker normalization, it does
not conform to the goal of this chapter, namely obtaining a universal articulatory
model with universal control parameters.

Since studies in the past have not usually assessed the generalization properties
of the articulatory models, the number of factors used in these models was decided
arbitrarily, although based on expert knowledge (e.g., Harshman et al. (1977) con-
sidered two parameters). The present study shows clearly that three parameters are
optimal for establishing a model capable of generalization to unseen data. Though
this choice may not be suitable to model all kinds of variations for all languages, our
approach offers a more reliable and objective methodology for deciding a particular
number of factors. Deciding this optimal number of parameters as the minimum
in the model RMSE vs. number of factors function, is critical towards developing
a truly universal model.

Other minor contributions included in this chapter is to be able to model unseen
data, such as the sub-lingual cavity of the tongue. This has not been verified
specifically, however. While the predicted sub-lingual cavity was intuitive for some
cases, some other predictions may be peculiar, as in Figure 3.6(b). The method to
extract the 2DMDF is completely automated for different speakers without having
to specify a grid as has been done in other previous studies.

Chapter 4 is directed at finding the minimum amount of articulation data that
is required for a particular speaker in order to be able to generalize the model to
all other articulations. This may also be affected by the number of speakers used
to make this universal model. Another important aspect that has been looked into
is whether this generalization reduces the perceptual discriminability between the
different articulations for the particular speaker. Only such an analysis would be
able to validate the generalization method suggested in this chapter.



4 Selecting Articulations that are Representative

of a Speaker’s Articulatory Strategya

aThis chapter is largely based on Paper B

Building valid articulatory models that are speaker specific requires an extensive
data collection effort both in terms of effort and equipment. While techniques for
adapting to new articulations of speakers are presented in Chapter 3, one does not
know whether these models provide reasonably valid estimates. Secondly, since the
accuracy of the adapted estimates depends on the amount of articulatory data from
the target speaker, one should have a fair idea about how many articulations made
by the target speaker need to be measured in order to make reasonable estimates
for an unknown articulation. Thus, the endeavor is to find a reduced number of
articulations whose articulatory data needs to be collected in order to make viable
predictions about the rest of the articulations for the specific speaker. Since we did
not obtain significantly different results for the different 3-way approaches listed in
Chapter 2, we restricted ourselves to only using the Tucker3 decomposition in this
chapter

4.1 Experimental procedure

We performed two sets of experiments in trying to answer the questions posed in
this chapter. The first experiment was to find out, in order to predict the 2DMDFs
for articulation p made by a certain speaker, what is best set of ζp : 1 ≤ ζp ≤ P − 1
number of articulations (out of the P = 73 articulations in our data-set) that should
be used for estimating the speaker specific transformation. Instead of searching
though all combinations of ζp articulations, we performed a greedy search, i.e.,
assuming that we know the ζp−1 best articulations required to predict articulation
p, we estimate the ζp

th articulation from among the remaining articulations and add
them to the previously selected list of ζp − 1 optimum articulations. This reduces
the complexity of the search. Thus, the overall procedure can be described as

1. For phoneme p, number of training articulations ζ, and speakers s : 1 ≤
s ≤ S, train a Tucker3 model using the 2DMDFs for articulations q : q 6∈

37
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{p, q1p, . . . , q
ζ−1
p } made by speaker s and all the articulations for the remaining

speakers.

2. Build the model for different number of control parameters/factors, F : 1 ≤
F ≤ Fmax. For the current experiment, Fmax = 13.

3. Select the model which minimizes prediction error with F ζ
p number of control

parameters and trained with articulations {q1p, . . . , q
ζ
p} made by speaker s.

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for phonemes p : 1 ≤ p ≤ P .

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for ζ : 1 ≤ ζ ≤ P − 1, to find qp
{1, . . . , ζ} and F ζ

p

6. Find the minimum error over all p for a certain ζ, to get the optimum set of
training articulations {Q1, . . . , Qζ} and F ζ number of factors/control param-
eters.

7. Find the optimum number of representative articulations ζopt required to
model a speaker’s articulatory strategy by minimizing the error for different
values of ζ.

Since the algorithm is a greedy search for each articulation p, the phoneme specific
selection of training articulations {q1p, . . . , q

ζ
p} for a certain ζ, may not be optimal.

But in Step 6 of the algorithm, the combination of articulations, {Q1, . . . , Qζ},
that give the minimum prediction error from among all possible articulations is
selected. Thus, this procedure allows us to select an ideal set of ζopt articulations,
{Q1, . . . , Qζopt}, and Fopt control parameters over the three different speakers in
order to predict the 2DMDFs for the remaining articulations.

In the first case, P − ζ articulations for one target speaker were predicted from
articulations made by the remaining two speakers and ζ articulations made by the
target speaker. We call this Experiment 1a or the ‘2 speakers adapted to 1’ case.
The second part of this procedure (Experiment 1b) was repeated having only one
speaker with all P known articulations and ζ known articulations for the remaining
speakers. These known articulations were used to predict the unknown P − ζ
articulations for the two speakers. We call this the ‘1 speaker adapted to others’
case.

The second experiment was to synthesize the predictions using an articulatory
synthesizer (Maeda, 1982) based on the Area Functions calculated from the pre-
dicted 2DMDFs for different values of ζ. This conversion was effected by the proce-
dure described by Badin et al. (1995) along with an extension made to account for
lip-spreading. Since the data is obtained only at the midsagittal section, informa-
tion about spreading or rounding of lips is unavailable in the 2DMDFs. In order to
circumvent this problem we used the lip protrusion (i.e. distance between the lip
edges and the incisors) as a measure to change the cross-section of the lips. When
protruded the cross-section was assumed to be more circular shape and for a lower
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protrusion, the lips were assumed to have an elliptical cross-section, mimicking
lip-spreading.

This experiment was restricted to the predicted vocal tract shapes of the 10
French oral vowels only for the male speaker ‘pb’. For this experiment we did not
use the {Q1, . . . , Qζ} set of articulations (because some of the oral vowels needed
to be included in this set), but used the sequence {q1p, . . . q

ζ
p}, specific to the vowel

articulation ‘p’. Due to the limitations of the articulatory synthesizer we used, we
could not synthesize nasal vowels. These acoustic productions were then used in
a perceptual judging experiment with four native speakers of French. One of the
listeners was phonetically trained, whereas the other three listeners were naïve. The
acoustic simulations for the predictions using ζ = {1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71} as well
as the simulations using the original 2DMDFs were presented to the listeners, and
they were asked to classify the vowel that they heard. Besides the classification,
they were asked to rate how easy or difficult it was to classify the sound on a scale
of 1 to 10 (10 denotes that it was very easy to recognize the sound). This was
repeated for the two cases: the first case, Experiment 2a, where all the articulation
were known for two speakers and were used for predicting the 2DMDFs for the the
third speaker; and the second case, Experiment 2b, where articulations from one
speaker of the two remaining speaker, were adapted to unknown articulations of
the ‘pb’, using a similar set-up to Experiment 1b.

4.2 Results

The results of Experiment 1a are presented in Figure 4.1. The actual list of best
combination of articulations, for different values of ζ are listed in Tables 4.4 to 4.6.
Figure 4.1(a) shows the mean prediction error cross-validated over all the subjects.
The predictions are compared against both the test speakers articulations as well
as the most similar among the other two subjects. This was performed in order
to ensure that the predictions are in fact generalizing and adapting the model to
the test speaker whose articulation was unknown, rather than to one of the other
speakers that the model was trained on. It is fairly obvious that for a lower value
of ζ, i.e., when the data for the test/target speaker is limited, the model is not
able to adapt to unknown articulations, since the prediction is in fact quite close to
the articulation of one the speakers the model was trained on. This reduces when
a larger number of articulations made by the test speaker is available for training
the models. However, there is an optimum number beyond which the error, in
fact, increases. A similar trend is also observed with respect to the percentage of
explained variance. On using 71 samples for training, the explained variance is only
around 40% of the total variance of the data, while it is around 66% for an optimal
number of known articulations, i.e. 28. The optimum number of control parameters
(factors) that should be used to make predictions depend highly on the number
of articulations used for training (ζ). For the optimum, ζopt, the corresponding
number of factors F opt is 7.
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Figure 4.1: Plots showing the RMSE (cm), explained variance and optimum number
of factors for building models using the best combination of ζ known articulations.
The results are cross-validated over the speakers. For a certain test speaker, the
models are trained with all the articulations made by the other two speakers and the
{Q1, . . . , Qζ} selected articulations (c.f. Tables 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). The plots show
an average over all cross-validations of test speakers. Sub-figure (a) also shows the
error when comparing against the 2DMDFs of the same test speaker as well as
against the 2DMDFs of another speaker most similar to the test speaker. The error
bars are for the cross-validations over different speakers. Sub-figure (d) also shows
the number of training articulations ζ which gave the minimum error with the said
number of control parameters, F ζ
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Figure 4.2: Left: Plot showing the average RMSE over all phonemes for different
speakers used in the evaluation for Experiments 1a and 1b against the number of
training articulations used, ζ. In this case, the models were trained on 73 articula-
tions made by two subjects and the selected {q1p, . . . , q

ζ
p} articulations (specific to

p) for the test subject. Right: Plot showing the average RMS error over all ζ for
individual vowels, p, in Experiments 1a and 1b. (c.f. Table 4.3 for the IPA symbols
corresponding to the ASCII symbols)

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between Experiment 1a, i.e., adapting known
articulations of two speakers to unknown articulations of one speaker, and Exper-
iment 1b, i.e., adapting known articulations of one speaker to the other speakers.
Although the prediction errors are highly varying between different speakers, the
trends are very similar. Obviously the error is lower when adapting from two speak-
ers to one. However, when adapting from one speaker to the others, the graphs in
Figure 4.2(a) show a large increase in the error when the number of articulations
used for training is 22. This may be due to the selection of a new set of articula-
tions which shows a large variation between the different speakers as can be seen
in Tables 4.5. This also corresponds to the sudden increase in variance explained
observed for ζ = 21 in Figure 4.1(b). This may suggest that, when more than one
speaker is available for training the articulatory model, the ability to generalize is
not hampered by the introduction of an articulation that is largely different.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 compare the synthesized formant values for Experiments 2a
and 2b respectively. While one can observe a shrinking in vowel space, the shape is
more or less maintained for ζ = 31/21 and ζ = 71. However, for ζ = 1, almost all
the vowels can be expected to sound very similar to the central vowel /@/. There are
a few confusions in producing the phonemes /œ/(oe) and /o/, and the third formant
for phoneme /E/(E) and /ø/ (ox) is also displaced. This is probably the effect of
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Figure 4.5: Plots showing the vocal tract contours based on the predictions of the
predictions of the 2DMDF for speaker ‘pb’. The vocal tract contours are obtained
by projecting the upper contour by the 2DMDF distances in direction perpendicular
to the upper contour. The models are trained on all the available articulations of
the other speakers, namely ‘hl’ and ‘yl’ and ζ articulations made by ‘pb’, selected
using the algorithm described in Section 4.1.

the incorrect lip-rounding factor which has an influence on the third formant.
Figure 4.5 shows the predicted 2DMDFs for different values of ζ. The predictions

for ζ = 31 and ζ = 71 are very similar, although the predictions for ζ = 31 show
a slightly lower mean RMSE. For ζ = 1, on the other hand, there is almost no
difference in the predictions of the three vowels.

The results of the perception experiments are tabulated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. It
is obvious from the table that some of the vowels are not produced correctly and a
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Table 4.1: The results of the perceptual tests performed by the 4 listeners for Ex-
periment 2a (2 speakers adapted to one). The number in the brackets indicates the
average difficulty in recognizing the phoneme when the identification was correct,
normalized by the difficulty rating each listener gave on listening to the synthe-
sis from the original data. The vowel /i/ was not produced recognizably even in
synthesis from the original data.

ζ 1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71
Vowel
a ø O a(9) a(9) a(8) a(8) a(8) a(8)
E (E) ø ø ø ø ø ø ø ø
e ø ø ø e(6) e(4) œ œ œ
y œ œ œ y(9) y(9) y(9) y(9) y(9)
u œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
o ø O O O O O O O
œ (oe) œ(8) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10)
O (Or) ø O(9) a O(8) a a a a
ø (ox) œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Total

1 2 2 5 4 3 3 3
Correct

large part of the problem lies in the conversion from the 2DMDFs to area functions.
Although a separate lip rounding factor was implemented in this conversion, which
improved the recognizability of the simulations of the original data, this apparently
did not solve the problem for vowel /i/ and it was perceived as /y/ by the listen-
ers in this experiment. Therefore, the results from this vowel are not included.
Thus, there is already a certain level of distortion that is introduced, because the
lip spreading cannot be captured directly from the 2DMDFs. When it comes to
making predictions from other speakers, this factor is further highlighted, making
the recognition of the vowels even more difficult. In Table 4.1 it is clear that when
ζ = 1, almost all the produced vowels are recognized incorrectly for the ‘2 speakers
adapted to one’ case (Experiment 2a). Almost all of them were recognized as the
two central vowels /ø and œ/, which corresponds to the observation in Figure 4.3.
As ζ increases, more vowels are recognized correctly with 5 vowels being recognized
at ζ = 31. The vowels that were recognized incorrectly, were recognized as a largely
similar vowel with the major difference being the lip rounding factor, e.g., /E/→/ø/,
/o/→/O/ and /ø/→/œ/. The number of correctly recognized vowels reduces when
ζ is increased beyond 31. When it comes the Experiment 2b (1 speaker adapted to
others) case, the optimum is for ζ = 21 and 71 in Table 4.2. However, only three
of the 9 vowels are recognized correctly.
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Table 4.2: The results of the perceptual tests performed by the 4 listeners for
Experiment 2b. The number in the brackets indicates the average difficulty in
recognizing the phoneme when the identification was correct, normalized by the
difficulty rating each listener gave on listening to the synthesis from the original
data. The vowel /i/ was not produced recognizably even in synthesis from the
original data.

ζ 1 11 21 31 41 51 61 71
Vowel
a ø ø a(9) a(9) a(9) a(8) ø ø(8)
E (E) ø ø ø ø ø ø ø ø
e ø ø ø E œ œ œ œ
y œ œ y(5) œ œ œ œ œ(8)
u œ œ o œ œ œ œ œ
o ø œ œ ø O O O O
œ (oe) ø œ(9) œ(10) œ(10) œ(10) œ(9) œ(8) œ(8)
O (Or) ø ø a a a a a a
ø (ox) œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
Total

0 1 3 2 2 2 2 3
Correct

4.3 Discussion and concluding remarks

This chapter asks two main questions. The first is, what is the appropriate number
of articulations that should be collected in order to be able to generalize the articu-
latory strategy of a speaker so as to predict unknown articulations? In an endeavor
to answer that question, we proposed a paradigm, which not only helps selecting
this number, but also selects the number of factors (control parameters) the model
needs to be represented by, in order to make the best possible predictions. For
the data-set used in this study, the optimum number of training articulations is 31,
when generalizing from two speakers to one speaker and 21, when generalizing from
one speaker to other speakers. This is clearing surprising, since one may expect
the generalization to be better with a higher number of articulations. The number
of factors that can best make this generalization is 7 and this explains 66% of the
variance observed in the unknown data. Compared to the results obtained in the
previous chapter, it shows that the number of factors definitely depends on the
amount of training data available. While we can say that this method of selecting
the optimal number of control parameters is more accurate than in the previous
chapter, it is difficult to guess whether the same number of factors would be optimal
when more speakers are added to the database. This experiment also shows that
there is an optimum set of configurations that are representative of the speakers of
a language.

The second question that was asked was, are the predictions made from gen-
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Table 4.3: List of French vowels along with the IPA and ASCII symbols

IPA Symbol ASCII symbol IPA Symbol ASCII symbol

a a ø ox
E E o o
e e u u
i i Ã an
y y ẽ en
œ oe Ẽ on
O Or/rO

eralization of a speaker’s articulation viable acoustically? The perception studies
although inadequate due to the problems of conversion from 2DMDFs to area func-
tions, as well as the limitation to oral vowels, shows that only some of the con-
figurations are viable. However, the results are encouraging, because the mistakes
made are relatively small and largely concerned with the lip-rounding factor. Gen-
eralizing from one speaker to others was definitely a more difficult task than the
other way round. Although it may be premature to conclude, it shows that adding
data from more speakers would definitely improve the multi-speaker modeling.

Our future work would be devoted to increasing the size of the database and
finding out what would be a sufficient number of speakers in order to obtain truly
‘universal articulatory models’ for the language. Another direction one can take is
to make a multi-language articulatory model based on data from bi-lingual speakers.
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Table 4.4: Table showing the best combinations of articulations selected for training
the models for values of ζ = 1 to 21

ζ Best combination of Articulations

1 /ẽ/
2 /ẽ/, /upu/
3 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/
4 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /O/
5 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /o/
6 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/
7 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/
8 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/
9 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /ø/
10 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/
11 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/
12 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/
13 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /aKa/, /e/, /a/, /ø/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /ana/
14 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/
15 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/
16 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/
17 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/
18 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/, /eKe/
19 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/, /eKe/, /EfE/
20 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/, /eKe/, /EfE/, /EtE/
21 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,

/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/, /eKe/, /EfE/, /EtE/, /EmE/
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Table 4.5: Table showing the best combinations of articulations selected for training
the models for different values of ζ = 22 to 31

ζ Best combination of Articulations

22 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/

23 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/

24 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/

25 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/

26 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/

27 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/

28 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/

29 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/

30 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/, /afa/

31 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/, /afa/, /uKu/
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Table 4.6: Table showing the best combinations of articulations selected for training
the models for different values of ζ = 41 to 71

ζ Best combination of Articulations

41 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/,
/y/, /a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/,
/oto/, /EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/, /afa/, /uKu/, /ete/, /utu/, /oKo/, /ufu/,
/usu/, /epe/, /ana/, /eke/, /opo/, /oso/

51 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/, /afa/, /uKu/, /ete/, /utu/, /oKo/, /ufu/, /usu/,
/epe/, /ana/, /eke/, /opo/, /oso/, /uku/, /iKi/, /EkE/, /aKa/, /iSi/, /oSo/,
/aSa/, /EtE/, /ESE/, /ofo/

61 /ẽ/, /upu/, /ifi/, /ø/, /Ã/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /e/, /apa/, /Ẽ/, /ala/, /o/, /y/,
/a/, /E/, /EpE/, /aka/, /isi/, /omo/, /oko/, /olo/, /EsE/, /iki/, /ili/, /oto/,
/EmE/, /ulu/, /ama/, /afa/, /uKu/, /ete/, /utu/, /oKo/, /ufu/, /usu/,
/epe/, /ana/, /eke/, /opo/, /oso/, /uku/, /iKi/, /EkE/, /aKa/, /iSi/, /oSo/,
/aSa/, /EtE/, /ESE/, /ofo/, /efe/, /ElE/, /ata/, /eKe/, /EfE/, /eSe/, /unu/,
/iti/, /asa/, /ese/

71 /œ/, /eke/, /ama/, /i/, /O/, /u/, /Ã/, /e/, /Ẽ/, /y/, /EKE/, /o/, /ana/,
/ø/, /a/, /E/, /iti/, /eKe/, /EfE/, /EtE/, /EmE/, /aKa/, /ata/, /afa/, /ala/,
/EkE/, /EpE/, /iKi/, /ipi/, /apa/, /utu/, /oto/, /asa/, /ifi/, /ofo/, /ini/,
/usu/, /EnE/, /oso/, /ElE/, /aSa/, /aka/, /ete/, /efe/, /opo/, /oko/, /uSu/,
/ulu/, /ESE/, /upu/, /EsE/, /ufu/, /imi/, /unu/, /uku/, /ene/, /ili/, /oKo/,
/oSo/, /iSi/, /ono/, /isi/, /iki/, /omo/, /ese/, /eSe/, /uKu/, /eme/, /umu/,
/olo/, /epe/
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5 About Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversiona

aThis chapter is partly based on Paper C

Acoustic-to-articulatory inversion has commonly been performed by applying an
inversion-by-synthesis method, in which an articulatory model (such as proposed by
Maeda (1982, 1988)) is first used to build a code-book by synthesizing sounds from
the entire articulatory space of the model (Atal et al., 1978; Xue et al., 1990; Dang
and Honda, 2002; Laprie and Mathieu, 1998). The Inversion is then performed
by a look-up into the code-book, given the acoustics and a vector-quantization
method. A first problem with this approach is that the synthesis step will include
articulations that never occur in human speech production. A second, is that
the same acoustic features could have been generated by different combinations
of articulatory parameters. These problems have been tackled by optimizing the
code-book to avoid forbidden articulatory combinations (Laprie and Ouni, 2002)
and applying rules to ensure smoothness (Ouni and Laprie, 2002).

Recently, statistically based Inversion methods have been able to provide further
insight. These methods rely on databases of simultaneously collected acoustics and
articulatory data, e.g., EMA (Wrench, 1999; Toda et al., 2008; Richmond, 2002)
or X-ray microbeam data (McGowan and Berger, 2009; Dusan and Deng, 2000).
Some researchers have also employed visual information from the databases (such
as videos or markers on the face) in order to make better predictions of the artic-
ulation (Katsamanis et al., 2008; Kjellström and Engwall, 2009). For a review of
various data-driven methods, please refer to Toutios and Margaritis (2003). In brief,
the problem of data-driven inversion is usually tackled using statistical regression
methods: different types of machine learning algorithms, e.g., Linear Regression
(Yehia et al., 1998), Gaussian Mixture Model Regression (Toda et al., 2004a), Ar-
tificial Neural Network Regression (Richmond, 2006; Papcun et al., 1992), Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) regression (Hiroya and Honda, 2004a), Kalman Filtering
(Katsamanis et al., 2008; Dusan and Deng, 2000) among others. It is then assumed
that the articulatory configuration, given the acoustics, is a random variable with
as many dimensions as the number of measured articulator positions.

One problem with statistically based Inversion methods is their evaluation. As
discussed in Section 1.3.1, the importance of different articulators is different for the
production of different types of phonemes In Section 5.3, we propose a method by
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which we could rank the importance of the different articulatory parameters based
on their discriminability of the phonemes. This leads to describing an evaluation
method based on Weighted RMSE.

The topic, which most of this part of the thesis is devoted to, is the problem of
uncertainty in the prediction of the articulation from the acoustics. Speech produc-
tion is a physical process which depends on the configuration of the articulators and
the voice source. By changing the parameters of a speech production model, one
can control the acoustic parameters of the produced speech. One could therefore
expect the articulatory parameters, given the acoustic parameters, to be a one-
to-one mapping. However, models approximating the vocal tract with connected
lossless tubes (Mermelstein, 1967; Bavegard and Fant, 1995) indicated the possibil-
ity of non-uniqueness, showing that the inverse mapping of the acoustics of a vowel
is to a class of area functions, rather than to a unique articulatory configuration. A
similar result was obtained by Schroeder (1967) using perturbation analysis, where
he showed that the solutions depended on the vocal tract length. If these mappings
were indeed non-unique, then the conundrum of how human beings perceive, and
understand speech in spite of all its variations remains even more intractable.

Atal et al. (1978) demonstrated the non-uniqueness in the inverse mapping (or
Inversion) where an entire region in the articulatory parameter space (which they
referred to as ‘fibers’) could correspond to a single point in the acoustic parameter
space. This is specially possible because the dimensionality of the acoustic param-
eter space which they considered (the first three formants) was smaller than that
of the articulatory parameter space, leading to null spaces that were ambiguous in
their mapping. It was also pointed out that not all these articulatory configura-
tions were viable in a real physical system of one single person producing normal
speech. The problem could be avoided during acoustic-to-articulatory inversion by
placing certain constraints on the articulatory parameter space (e.g., Boë et al.,
1992) . The theoretical basis for non-uniqueness in Inversion was lent credibility
with bite-block experiments, which showed that speakers are capable of producing
sounds perceptually close to the intended sounds even though the jaw is fixed in
an unnatural position (Lindblom et al., 1979; Gay et al., 1981), by compensating
with some other articulator. This sort of compensatory behavior is also exploited
by ventriloquists.

Maeda (1990) explored this compensatory behavior by synthesizing phonemes
using an articulatory model built on data from two different speakers pronounc-
ing the same phoneme several times. He showed that by using compensation, i.e.,
synergy between the different articulators, different positions of the same articu-
lators can produce similar acoustic parameters, in this case the first four formant
frequencies. However, his study was for different speakers (also illustrated in Chap-
ter 4) and restricted to the two phonemes /a/ and /u/. This led to the question
of whether this behavior which leads to uncertainty in predicting articulation from
acoustics is observed within speech produced by the same speaker or not.

In order to study uncertainty in the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping in a more
realistic scenario, larger single speaker databases of simultaneously collected acous-
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tics and articulatory measurements are necessary, such as, EMA and Electro Palatog-
raphy (EPG), Ultra Sound (US) and X-ray microbeam articulography. It is also
necessary to study the phenomena using statistical methods, since it is impossible
to obtain exactly the same acoustic or articulatory parameters for multiple pronun-
ciations of the same phonetic cues, unlike in theoretical models.

Uncertainty in the prediction can stem from various reasons. One of them is
co-articulation, where the positions of unimportant articulators can vary quite a
lot without affecting the acoustics. The second is the non-linearity in the map-
ping. Locally non-linear mappings may create some uncertainty as well as errors
in the prediction. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 present preliminary studies in this matter.
An extremely specific case of uncertainty, where multiple articulatory positions
can be predicted from the same acoustics is explored in Chapter 6. The study of
non-uniqueness in the statistical sense is formalized and its implications in the un-
derstanding of acoustic-to-articulatory inversion are also discussed. Non-uniqueness
does not necessarily imply that it is more difficult to predict the articulation. Chap-
ter 7 explores the relationship between non-uniqueness and the entropy of the In-
version mapping. Chapter 8 studies the extent to which non-uniqueness can be
resolved using dynamic constraints.

5.1 Data

In order to study the presence of non-uniqueness in an empirical sense, we used
the Multichannel Articulatory (MOCHA-TIMIT) database (Wrench, 1999) with
simultaneous acoustic and articulatory measurement for two British English speak-
ers with different accents, ‘msak’ (male speaker) and ‘fsew’ (female speaker). The
database for each speaker consists of 460 phonetically balanced short sentences. Us-
ing the orthographic transcription received with the database, the sentences were
segmented into the respective phonemes (46 phonemes in total) using an HMM-
based forced alignment (Sjölander, 2003).

The acoustics of the uttered sentences were sampled at 16 kHz and 16 bit pre-
cision, using an audio-technica ATM10a microphone. The sentences were recorded
synchronously along with 14 articulatory channels consisting of the X and Y-axis
(horizontal and vertical) trajectories of 7 EMA coils (at 500 Hz sampling rate)
using the AG100 Articulograph system manufactured by Carstens Medizinelelek-
tronik GmbH1. The 7 coils were placed on the Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper Lip (UL),
Lower Lip (LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Body (TB), Tongue Dorsum (TD) and
Velum (V) as shown in Figure 5.1. The position of the coils were selected to rep-
resent the position of the important articulators that have often been described in
previous studies (Perkell et al., 1992; Hoole, 1996). It has also been shown that the
whole tongue contour (or at least the oral region) can be predicted from knowing
the positions of these coils (Qin et al., 2008). Since the magnet for recording the
EMA coils was head mounted, the positions were normalized for head movements.

1www.articulograph.de
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Figure 5.1: The positions of the EMA coils on the speaker’s articulators

The co-ordinates were rotated so that the origin coincided with another coil placed
at the upper jaw, which was invariant to the articulation. The articulatory tra-
jectories were processed as described by Richmond (2002) in order to remove the
drift over a period of the recordings. This basically involved low-pass filtering the
mean values of the utterances and subtracting the smoothed version of the means
from the respective sentences. While this ensured removal of drift which is slowly
varying, it may not be able to compensate for sudden changes in the positions of the
EMA coils, such as if they got detached. However, the distributers of the database
ensured that detachments in the coils during the recording process were compen-
sated for by performing a continuity compensation on the mean and variance before
and after the detachment (Wrench, 1999). The system recorded the data with a
resolution of 0.01 mm, but the effective resolution was estimated to be 0.43 mm on
an average (Hoole, 1996).

5.2 Acoustic parameterization

The acoustic parameterization was a difficult choice. The acoustic parameters
should be able to represent the perception of articulation in a reasonable man-
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ner. In most studies on non-uniqueness, which were restricted to vowels, formant
frequencies were used as acoustic features. In Section 5.4 we extract formants from
the signal using the method proposed by McCandless (1974). When extended to
all classes of phonemes, formant frequencies do not provide adequate representa-
tion of their acoustics. Secondly, formant frequencies do not capture differences in
acoustics such as their relative amplitudes, bandwidths etc. Low dimensionality
of the acoustic space, in case of formant frequencies would create null-spaces in
the acoustic-articulatory transformation that would result in non-unique mappings
that are not realistic. On the other hand, having a more specific description of the
spectrum would include minor variations which are irrelevant to the problem. A
larger number of acoustic parameters would also make the parameter space very
sparse and the models would be ill-conditioned. Last but not the least, while study-
ing transients like unvoiced stop consonants or fricatives, the silence region before
the burst would definitely be non-unique. The case would be similar for fricatives
during the duration of frication. Here a single acoustic window would be insufficient
to capture the long term statistics of the noise spectrum. Therefore we need an
acoustic parametrization longer than a single window.

In order to solve the above problems the following acoustic parameterization
scheme was selected. The frequency scale was approximated by 42 Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) rate filters, a good approximation of the critical
bands of the human auditory system (Moore and Glasberg, 1983).

BW (f) = 6.23 ∗ 10−6 ∗ f2 + 9.339 ∗ 10−2 ∗ f + 28.52 (5.1)

where f is the frequency in Hz and BW is the Bandwidth of the ERB filter.
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (we call them MFCCs for convenience, even

though the scale is ERB and not ‘Mel’) were then calculated on the ERB filter-bank
outputs, which provides a succinct description of the acoustic spectrum. It has been
shown that the distance between the MFCCs is smaller for phonetic sounds that
are more easily confused (Mermelstein, 1976). To reduce the redundant acoustic
parameters, 18 of these MFCCs, representing 98% of the variance, were selected.
In order to avoid non-unique cases related to the silence region before the burst for
plosives, the 18 MFCCs are then concatenated for 11 consecutive acoustic windows
of 25 ms each shifted by 10 ms. Thus each acoustic instance parameterized 125 ms
of the acoustic data. A larger length in time for the acoustic space representation
would ensure that information about the context of the sound is included. Further,
PCA was performed on the 198-dimensional acoustic features and 62 principal
components were taken (i.e. D = 62), which represented 98% of the variance in the
concatenated features. This method of dimensionality reduction ensured that, even
though one value of the acoustic parameters may have variations in the missing
dimensions, the variation would be lower than that of the considered dimensions.
Thus, every acoustic parameter vector may in fact represent a small variation in
the actual acoustic signal, but we assume that this unparameterized variation is
not significant as compared to the variations caused by changes in articulation.
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Finally, it is relevant to add that many state-of-the-art algorithms for statistically
based inversion (Richmond, 2006; Toda et al., 2008) employ similar types of acoustic
parametrization. Whatever the choice of acoustic parametrization, the focus is to
study the variation in the articulatory data keeping the acoustics constant.

The articulatory data was low-pass filtered and down-sampled to 100 Hz, in
order to correspond to the acoustic frame shift rate. Each articulatory data frame
corresponded to the central time instant among the 11 acoustic frames. There were
10,358 data frames for the male speaker and 12,372 data frames for the female
speaker after removing the frames corresponding to silence or breath.

5.3 Obtaining weights for different articulators

The main idea in this section is to find weights for the articulatory parameters in
order to sort them in terms of how important the parameter is to discriminate a
phoneme from the rest of the phonemes in the database. There are several meth-
ods for dimension/parameter selection in the literature; among them, parameter
weighting using Support Vector Machines (SVM) is elegant and simple, and addi-
tionally provides individual weights for every parameter. There are several methods
of feature selection using SVM, as discussed by Youn (2002). For the current work
we use the SVM-Projection Recurrent Feature Elimination (SVM-Projection RFE)
algorithm.

The SVM finds a hyperplane which separates the articulatory space into two
classes, separating a phoneme from all others, while allowing for maximum possible
distances between the support vectors from either class. The support vectors are the
data points which form the boundary between the two classes. The hyperplane can
be in a higher dimension than the data, as used in Radial Basis Functions (RBF)
or polynomial kernels. This means that the separation need not be linear in the
dimension of the data. Thus, if the best separating hyperplane is obtained between
a phoneme and the rest of the phonemes in the language, it will orient itself so as to
make the maximum angle with the most discriminating dimension. By sorting the
angles made by the hyperplane with each of the articulatory dimensions, we know
which articulator is the most important for the particular phoneme. If we normalize
the sorted angles to make them sum to 1, we get a phoneme-weight matrix, W,
with elements wwwp

a for a : 1 ≤ a ≤ A, the number of articulatory channels, and
p : 1 ≤ p ≤ P , the number of phoneme classes in the language.

5.3.1 SVM-projection RFE algorithm

For every phoneme class p versus the rest of the phoneme classes,

1. Train the SVM to get the separating hyperplane g(YYY p|o). Here, YYY p|o are the
normalized (z-score) data points from the two classes, i.e., one class corre-
sponds to data belonging to one phoneme and the other class corresponds to
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the rest of the phonemes.

2. Compute the gradient ▽g(YYY )∀YYY p|o ∈ SV (support vectors)

▽g(YYY ) =
∑

i∈SV

αiYYY i ▽YYY K(YYY i,YYY p|o) (5.2)

Here, K is the Kernel function and α are the coefficients of the Lagrange
multipliers from which the hyperplane is constructed.

3. Compute the weights for individual Support Vectors ̟i

̟i =
| ▽ g(YYY i)|

‖ ▽g(YYY i) ‖2
, ∀i ∈ SV (5.3)

4. Compute the weights wwwp
a (or the angles of the hyperplane) for the phoneme

class p
wwwp

a =
∑

i∈SV

̟i (5.4)

One problem is that the number of instances (frames) for a single phoneme is much
lower than from the remaining phonemes and the SVM is always biased towards the
class with higher number of patterns. Another problem is the presence of outliers,
which could cause a change in the orientation of the hyperplane. To avoid these two
problems, the data each of the classes (one phoneme versus the rest) are clustered
using K-means clustering. The SVM is applied on the K cluster-centroids from
each class. Thus, outliers are filtered out and the number of patterns from each
class remains constant. The MATLABTM package LS-SVM (Suykens et al., 2002)
was used with an RBF kernel (with 0.5 variance) for this work with the number of
means K = 500. A typical separating hyperplane in a dimension higher than the
data is shown in Figure 5.2.

For the true articulatory parameters YYY a and estimated parameters ŶYY a, we can
obtain the Weighted-RMSE, Ewrms, for N testing samples as follows

Ewrms =

P∑

p=1


∑

i∈p

(YYY i
a − ŶYY i

a)T
Wp(YYY

i
a − ŶYY i

a)




N
(5.5)

where
Wp = diag(www1≤a≤A

p ) (5.6)
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Figure 5.2: Non-linear separation boundary for sampled patterns (from K-means)
from phoneme ‘/æ/’ against sampled patterns from the remaining phoneme classes.

The most informative features can probably correspond to a nonlinear combi-
nation, with contributions of more than one articulatory feature. This could be
linearly approximated by a non-diagonal weighting matrix W. However, we ignore
the correlation among features and use a diagonal weighting matrix W.

The weights obtained from the SVM-Projection RFE algorithm show some inter-
esting insights. Table 5.1 presents the weights obtained for the x- and y-coordinates
of the different articulators in the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1). The
critical articulatory channels are the ones with maximum weights. Most often, this
critical channel is in accordance with our intuition. For example, for the phoneme
/A/, the vertical position of the lower lip is most critical, while for phoneme /t/, it
is the tongue tip that is most crucial. The horizontal position of the tongue blade
seems to be the critical channel for the phoneme /U/ along with the horizontal
positions of the lower lip and tongue dorsum. However, some obtained weights do
not seem intuitive. For example, the horizontal position of the velum seems quite
important for the phoneme /t/ from the obtained weights.
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Table 5.1: Weights obtained from the SVM-RFE algorithm, www, for some typical
phonemes in the MOCHA-TIMIT database for the female speaker.

(a) Vowels (b) Stop Consonants

Phoneme æ I U
LJ_x 0.02 0.07 0.05
UL_x 0.09 0.08 0.07
LL_x 0.07 0.00 0.13
TT_x 0.04 0.02 0.02
TB_x 0.01 0.08 0.13
TD_x 0.00 0.10 0.13
V_x 0.01 0.11 0.04
LJ_y 0.16 0.01 0.04
UL_y 0.00 0.04 0.06
LL_y 0.22 0.13 0.10
TT_y 0.14 0.02 0.03
TB_y 0.11 0.17 0.07
TD_y 0.05 0.05 0.07
V_y 0.04 0.08 0.04

p t k
0.05 0.09 0.05
0.02 0.03 0.00
0.04 0.07 0.03
0.03 0.04 0.01
0.04 0.02 0.02
0.02 0.10 0.06
0.11 0.10 0.10
0.00 0.10 0.02
0.34 0.06 0.07
0.07 0.02 0.07
0.04 0.17 0.02
0.09 0.02 0.13
0.05 0.04 0.34
0.08 0.09 0.07

5.4 Measuring uncertainty using cross-modal clustering

The main goal in this section is to quantify uncertainty in the mapping between
different clusters of acoustic features and articulatory measurements. Since the
acoustic-articulatory mapping is essentially non-linear, the most obvious method
to solve this problem is to divide the data into smaller pieces and hope that the
mapping between the acoustic and articulatory sub-spaces is linear. In case of multi-
dimensional data, clustering is the best method to break down a complex non-linear
space into smaller pieces where the mapping can be assumed to be linear. For a
cluster in the acoustic space, one can find a linear transformation to another cluster
in the articulatory space. Finding a linear transformation assumes each cluster to
approximately be a Gaussian distribution. Any uncertainty in the mapping can
then be measured in terms of the covariance between the two modalities. The more
the two modalities are correlated, the smaller the uncertainty. This is true only if
there is a one-to-one correspondence between a certain cluster in the acoustic space
and a certain cluster in the articulatory space.

However, if a single cluster in the acoustic space has corresponding measured
articulatory samples in more than one cluster in the articulatory space, one would
have to deal with a new type of uncertainty. In other words, if one does not know
which of the articulatory clusters the current sample of acoustics map onto, then one
would be further uncertain about which linear regression model to apply to obtain
the correct articulatory estimate. Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán (2007) suggested that
this uncertainty is in fact non-uniqueness if one cluster from the acoustic space maps
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Figure 5.3: A simulated data in two modalities. Each modality has two clusters
represented by the red and blue dots respectively. One can see that in the modal-
ity XXX (figure to the left), the regions of overlap correspond to different separated
clusters in the modality YYY (figure to the right).

onto more than one cluster in the articulatory space (in this case, the clusters were
Gaussian components). Clustering has the problem that individual samples of data
need to be assigned to a certain cluster before the mapping linear regression is
computed. This is often done by the Maximum A-posteriori Probability (MAP)
criterion. However, when the clusters have overlapping regions, certain samples
of the data may be incorrectly classified into a certain cluster. In a situation
where these incorrectly labeled outliers in the acoustic cluster map onto a different
articulatory cluster, one may overestimate the uncertainty in mapping the clusters.
Figure 5.3 shows a simulated example of clusters in two modalities, XXX ∈ ℜd and
YYY ∈ ℜD. Samples in modality XXX show a certain degree of overlap, which in fact
map onto different clusters in modality YYY . Thus, in this example there is in fact
no uncertainty in the cluster mapping. After fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) with two components, if the MAP criterion is applied to cluster modality
XXX, it appears as if that the corresponding samples from one cluster in XXX, map into
two clusters in modality YYY . This may clearly overestimate uncertainty in terms
of cluster mapping (or non-uniqueness as defined by Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán
(2007)).

We attempt to solve this problem by proposing a cross-modal clustering algo-
rithm and using the a new criterion called the Maximum Cross-Modal A-posteriori
Probability (MCMAP) criterion. Knowledge from the distribution of both the
available modalities are made use of by allowing soft boundaries for the clusters in
each modality. Cross-modal clustering has been dealt with under several contexts
by combining multi-modal data. Coen (2005) proposed a self supervised method
where he used acoustic and visual features to learn perceptual structures based on
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Figure 5.4: Applying the MAP criterion to cluster modality XXX (figure to the left)
from the simulated data shown in Figure 5.3. One can see that in the regions
of overlap, the clustering is poor for modality XXX . This results in each cluster in
modality YYY (figure on the right) to appear to have samples from more than one
cluster in modality XXX

temporal correlations between the two modalities. He used the concept of slices,
which are topological manifolds encoding dynamic states. Similarly, Bolelli et al.
(2007) proposed a clustering algorithm using SVMs for clustering interrelated text
data-sets. The proposed method does not use any temporal correlations, but uses
the co-occurrences of the sample in different clusters in order to make new decisions.

5.4.1 Theory related to the MCMAP criterion

Assume that the data is made up of several Gaussian components. The acoustic
space XXX ∈ ℜD is modeled as ‘I’ Gaussians, λ1, λ2, . . . λI and the articulatory space
YYY inℜd is modeled as ‘K’ Gaussians, γ1, γ2, . . . γK . Given a certain value of acoustic-
articulatory data, xy, if we know which articulatory Gaussian it belongs to, say γk,
the correct acoustic Gaussian λxy is given by the MCMAP as follows

λxy = arg max
1<i<I

p(λi|xxx,yyy, γk) (5.7)

= arg max
1<i<I

ρXYXYXY (xxx,yyy|λi, γk)p(λi|γk)p(γk)

where p(λ|γ) is the cross-modal prior probability, p(γ) is the prior probability of
the articulatory Gaussian component (γ) and ρXYXYXY (xxx,yyy|λγ) is the joint cross-modal
probability distribution function. Thus the knowledge about the articulatory cluster
can be used to improve the estimate of the correct acoustic cluster and vice versa

γxy = arg max
1<k<K

ρXY (xxx,yyy|λi, γk)p(γk|λi)p(λi) (5.8)
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Figure 5.5: Applying the MCMAP criterion to cluster modality XXX (figure to the
left) from the simulated data shown in Figure 5.3. One can see that in the regions
of overlap, the clustering is highly improved for modality XXX (Almost the same as
Figure 5.3). This results in each cluster in modality YYY (figure on the right) to
appear to have samples from only one cluster in modality XXX

If we start with the MAP estimate in each modality, and we recursively estimate
the MCMAP using Equations 5.7 and 5.8, the representation in both the modalities
is expected to improve with several iterations. The convergence of this algorithm
has not been proven theoretically and is beyond the scope of the present study,
but in all simulations as well as the experiments using real data, the algorithm
converged within 100 iterations. Figure 5.5 shows how (for a simulated data) the
MCMAP criterion performs an improved clustering on the regions of overlap in
modality XXX using cross-modal information. In this simulation, the MCMAP pro-
vides almost perfect clustering because there is no overlap in modality YYY . If the
data is overlapping in both modalities, the improvement is usually less striking. In
any case, using the MCMAP criterion not only helps clustering multi-modal data,
but also makes a fair estimate on the uncertainty in mapping clusters.

The uncertainty in the clustering for acoustic-to-articulatory inversion can be
estimated using the cross-modal prior, i.e., P (γ|λ). We propose that the measure of
uncertainty in the cross-modal cluster correspondence, U , is given by the Entropy
of P (γ|λ). For cluster i,

Ui = −
K∑

k=1

p(γk|λi) logK (p(γk|λi)) (5.9)
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Figure 5.6: The figure on the left side shows the formant space (F1-F2) for the vowel
/e/ and the corresponding articulatory coil positions along the midsagittal plane
on the right hand side. The ellipses show the locations of the estimated Gaussian
components. One can observe that a single cluster in the acoustic space (another
acoustic cluster has a very low probability, with no data points classified under it
using MCMAP) may be spread over several clusters in the articulatory space.

The total uncertainty in the mapping is given by

U =

I∑

i=1

Ui (p(λi)) (5.10)

Log to the base K is taken in order to normalize the effect of different num-
bers of articulatory clusters. The entropy is a good measure of the uncertainty in
prediction, and thus forms an intuitive measure for our purpose. It is always be-
tween 0 and 1 and so comparisons between different cross-modal clusterings is easy.
The maximum (1) indicates very high uncertainty while the minimum (0) indicates
one-to-one mapping between corresponding clusters in the two modalities.

5.4.2 Applying MCMAP to real data

Using data for the female speaker in the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f Section 5.1),
five formant values of each vowel were considered for each window (the acoustic
window was 25 ms in length and shifted by 10 ms). This the acoustic space had
dimensionality, D = 5 and the articulatory space had dimensionality, d = 14.
The acoustic-articulatory space corresponding to each vowel was clustered using
the cross-modal clustering algorithm presented in the previous section. As an ini-
tialization, the individual modalities were clustered using the EM algorithm by
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Figure 5.7: The figure on the left hand side shows the formant space(F1-F2) for
the vowel /@/ The figure to the right shows the corresponding positions of the
articulator coil on the Lower Jaw (LJ) along the midsagittal plane. The ellipses
show the locations of the estimated Gaussian components and the data points
classified according to MCMAP criterion are shown in different colors (again one of
the clusters has no data points classified under it). We can see that some clusters
(e.g., the pink crosses) are located within a small region in the articulatory space,
while a few other clusters (the blue pluses and green diamonds) are spread all over.

selecting a number of clusters that minimizes the Schwarz or Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The first clustering was over all the articulatory channels together
and then individual clusters for the 7 articulator points. The uncertainty (U) was
estimated over all the acoustic clusters for the vowels /U, æ, e, 6, A:, u:, 3:, O:, I, i:,
9/ and /@/.

Figure 5.6 shows the clusters in both the acoustic and articulatory space for
the vowel /e/. We can see that data points corresponding to one cluster in the
acoustic space (F1-F2 formant space) correspond to more than one cluster in the
articulatory space. The ellipses, which correspond to initial clusters are replaced
by different clustering labels estimated by the MCMAP algorithm. So though the
acoustic features had more than one cluster in the first estimate, after cross-modal
clustering, all the instances are assigned to a single cluster. Figure 5.7 shows the
correspondences between acoustic clusters and the coil on the Lower Jaw for the
vowel /@/. We can see that the uncertainty is less for some of the clusters, while
it is higher for some others. This suggests that while certain areas of the formant
space can correspond to fairly representative articulatory positions, certain other
regions may not have representative positions, and may be produced in transition
or with a varying number of articulatory configurations.
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Figure 5.8: The figure shows the overall uncertainty (for the whole articulatory
configuration; d = 14) for the British English vowels using Equation 5.10.

Figure 5.8 shows the comparative measures of the overall uncertainty (over
all the articulators) of the articulatory clusters corresponding to each one of the
acoustic clusters for the different vowels tested and Figure 5.9 shows the U for
individual articulators (here, d = 2).

From Figure 5.8 it is clear that the shorter vowels seem to have higher U than
longer vowels, which is intuitive. Higher U is observed for the short vowels /e/ and
/@/, while there is almost no uncertainty in clustering for the long vowels /A:/ and
/i:/. The overall U for the entire configuration is usually around the lowest U for a
single articulator. This is intuitive, and shows that even though certain articulator
cluster correspondences are uncertain, the correspondences are more certain for the
over-all configurations. It is apparent that the velum has a high uncertainty of
more than 0.6 for all the vowels. This is due to the fact that nasalization is not
observable in the formants very easily. So even though different clusters are formed
in the articulatory space, they are seen in the same cluster in the acoustic space.
The U is much lower in the LL coil corresponding to the long vowels /A:/, /u:/
and /3:/ while it is high for /U/ and /e/. The TD coil shows lower U for the back
vowels /u:/ and /O:/. The U for TD is higher for the front vowels like /e/ and /9/.
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Figure 5.9: The figure shows the uncertainty for individual articulators (d = 2) for
the British vowels using Equation 5.10.

The U for the TT coil is lower for the central vowels like /U/ and /A:/ while it is
higher for the central vowels /3:/ and /I/. These results are intuitive, and show
that it is easier to find correspondences between acoustic and articulatory clusters
for some vowels, while it is more difficult for others.

The results on uncertainty in acoustic-articulatory cluster correspondences pre-
sented in this study are intuitive and illustrate what difficulties occur when making
predictions about the articulation from acoustics for certain sounds. The empirical
results and values for U would, however, depend on the initialization of the clus-
tering algorithm. Secondly, this method only considers the uncertainty in finding
cluster correspondences. Selecting the correct number of clusters to start with plays
a crucial role in obtaining the results.

The next section deals with non-linearity, one of the other sources of uncertainty.
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5.5 Non-linearity in the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion

This experiment uses the EM (Bilmes, 1998) algorithm to obtain clusters in the
acoustic space where each cluster is a Gaussian component in a GMM. Modeling
each cluster as a Gaussian component is useful because a linear transform for a
Gaussian probability distribution is easily defined. Every phoneme (p) in the corpus
is modeled by a GMM, λp, containing Ip clusters. Ip is chosen by minimizing the
BIC.

5.5.1 Quantifying non-linearity

Consider the data points for phoneme p, belonging to the ith acoustic Gaussian,
XXXi

p ∈ ℜD is the corresponding articulatory subspace also modeled by an optimal
number of Gaussians, Ki

p. The optimal number of Gaussian components is ob-
tained, again, by minimizing the BIC. The articulatory vectors belonging to the
kth such Gaussian are given by YYY i

p(k) ∈ ℜd.
If there exists only one Gaussian component in the articulatory space for the ith

Gaussian component in the acoustic space (i.e. Ki
p = 1), then the distribution of

the articulatory vectors can be predicted by performing a linear transform on the
Gaussian distribution of the acoustic vectors. However, if Ki

p > 1, then it means
that the linearity assumption no longer holds. The less Gaussian the articulatory
space is, the more non-linear the mapping. The non-linearity is then calculated by
using the ‘Mardia’s multi-variate kurtosis’ (Mardia, 1970) for goodness of fit to a
normal distribution.

NLi
p = |

1

T i
p

Ni
p∑

j=1

[(YYY i
p(j) −µµµi

p)
TΣΣΣi−1

p (YYY i
p(j) −µµµi

p)]
2 − d(d + 2)| (5.11)

T i
p is the number of data points and µi

p and Σi
p are the mean and covariance for YYY i

p,
the articulatory subspace corresponding to the ith Gaussian in the the acoustic space
of the phoneme p. NL is the proposed measure of non-linearity. It is important to
note that observing a multi-modality in the distribution of the articulatory features
corresponding to a single mode Gaussian of acoustic features does not necessarily
imply non-uniqueness, but it necessarily implies non-linearity. We reiterate this
point here, because it is easy to attribute non-uniqueness to the multi-modality of
the articulatory sub-space. A more stringent condition is required to imply non-
uniqueness.

5.5.2 Analysis of non-linearity for different phonemes

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show a comparative study of the non-linearity (NL) for
selected phonemes in the database, for the male and female speaker. We can see that
most consonants have a higher degree of non-linearity than vowels and diphthongs.
The stop consonants, fricatives: /D, T, z, s/, liquids: /l, ô, J/ and nasal /n/ are all
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Figure 5.10: Graph showing the mean non-linearity for the vowels and diph-
thongs in the MOCHA-TIMIT database for the male and female speaker using
Equation 5.11.

found to be rather non-linear in their mappings. While the actual estimated values
of non-linearity may be different for the male and female speakers, the trends are
quite similar. The largest differences between the speakers can be observed for
phonemes /aI, z/ and /s/. While the non-linearity is higher for the female speaker
for the alveolar fricatives, the non-linearity is higher for the male speaker for the
dental fricatives. Since we used the multi-variate kurtosis as the measure of non-
Normality of the the articulatory data, corresponding to one Gaussian component
of the acoustic data, the mapping is perfectly linear if the kurtosis is zero. On
the other hand, there is no limit to the maximum kurtosis that a distribution can
have. Kurtosis is a good measure of the peakiness of the data. However, there
are other parameters such as skewness of the data which also gives a sense of how
the data is distributed. Thus, though the proposed measure is a reasonable one to
estimate non-linearity, it may be insufficient to decide what sort of function would
be suitable to learn the mapping.

A special case of non-linearity is non-uniqueness. Chapter 6 deals extensively
with this topic. It also covers what would be a sufficient condition to call the non-
linearity in the data, non-uniqueness. Other methods that quantify non-uniqueness
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Figure 5.11: Graph showing the mean non-linearity for the consonants in the
MOCHA-TIMIT database for the male and female speaker using Equation 5.11.

are also discussed.





6 In Search of Non-uniqueness in the

Acoustic-to-Articulatory Mappinga

aThis chapter is largely based on Papers C and D

6.1 Introduction

The problem of compensation and tongue-jaw synergy was investigated by Stone
and Vatikiotis-Bateson (1995) who elicited the production of the phonemes /i, A, l/
and /s/ in different phonemic contexts. They recorded the productions using EPG
and US. The contexts were assumed to be some sort of natural constraints, similar
to a bite-block. They found that the jaw opening and the tongue constriction
compensated each other while keeping the acoustic phonetic identity. For example,
if the jaw opening was larger, the tongue constriction was smaller. They also
surmised that though the individual articulators varied depending on the context,
the vocal tract area function remained more or less constant. They showed that even
though certain articulators were not very important (low specification articulators)
for production of the sound, they were constrained by trying to compensate the
important articulator (high specification articulator) which was perturbed due to
the co-articulation with neighboring phonemes. Kroos et al. (1999) studied the same
phenomenon but with two forms of natural perturbation, namely co-articulation
and loud speech. They measured the positions of the articulators using EMA coils
on the tongue and jaws of the 5 subjects. The post-alveolar consonants /t, d, s, l/
and /n/ were studied. In loud speech, the jaw is considered to be constrained to
open larger than normal. However, this was not true for all phonemes, especially
the sibilant /s/. The consonants /l/ and /n/ showed a correlation between jaw
opening and tongue constriction.

Guenther et al. (1999) and Nieto-Castanon et al. (2005) performed studies on
the production of American English phoneme /r/. They found two modes of pro-
duction (bunched and retroflexed) where the vocal tract shape appeared different
for different productions while keeping the acoustic correlate corresponding to the
phoneme more or less constant.

Thus, one can claim that there are two main means for the occurrence of non-
uniqueness in the acoustic-to-articulatory mapping. The first is due to compen-

73
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satory behavior between the different articulators (also called ‘synergy’) to produce
the same acoustics with positions of individual articulators varying over a contin-
uum (Maeda, 1990; Kroos et al., 1999; Stone and Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1995). The
second means is by adopting discrete articulator configurations that alters the vo-
cal tract shape but can still sustain the acoustic correlates (Guenther et al., 1999;
Nieto-Castanon et al., 2005).

While these studies showed that non-uniqueness was possible in continuous
speech and the constraints and perturbations could be caused by natural situa-
tions, they did not lay stress on how similar the acoustics were as the articulators
varied. This is especially true when considering all acoustic-articulation variations
classified as a single phoneme. While there is considerable difference in articula-
tions due to co-articulation effects, there is a difference in the acoustics too. It is
difficult to circumvent this problem since it is nearly impossible to elicit exactly
the same acoustics even for repetitions of the same articulator configuration. For
example, in the MOCHA-TIMIT database (Wrench, 1999) of EMA measurements
of coils placed on the tongue and jaw, we can observe examples with rather similar
acoustic parameters but quite different positions of the articulators, as illustrated
in Figure 6.1. It shows two instances where the acoustic features are quite simi-
lar, but have large variations in the articulatory features. However, whether this
corresponds to non-uniqueness or not is not easily affirmed. It leads to questions
like: ‘Are the two acoustic instances sufficiently similar and the articulatory po-
sitions sufficiently different to qualify as non-unique?’, ‘Could small variations in
the articulatory or acoustic parameters be due to measurement error?’, ‘How often
does one find such cases?’, ‘How probable is it to find such instances for a vowel as
compared to that of a stop consonant or fricative?’.

To answer such questions, the study of non-uniqueness using acoustic-articulatory
data needs to be based on statistical models of the data. These models assume
that the articulatory configuration, given the acoustics, is a random variable with
as many dimensions as the number of measured articulator positions. However,
studying non-uniqueness in a statistical sense entails new difficulties, the first be-
ing how to define it. The definition of non-uniqueness would have an effect on how
we can find empirical evidence for it in real recorded data. In the deterministic case
using simulations (e.g., Atal et al., 1978), if mappings of two different articulatory
parameters can be computed to correspond to exactly the same acoustic parame-
ters, then the particular mapping is considered to be non-unique. Using recorded
data, the probability of finding any two instances of exactly the same acoustics
is extremely small, given measurement errors and noise. Small perturbations in
articulator positions may cause corresponding perturbations in the acoustics, but
the amount of perturbation in each modality may not be in the same scale due to
quantal effects of the sound production (Stevens, 1972). It is, thus, not clear how
close the two acoustic observations should be and how far apart the articulatory
configurations should be for it to be proclaimed non-unique. Secondly, it is easy to
confuse variance caused by the measurement error with variance that is due to non-
uniqueness. The mapping being considered a random phenomenon, it may only be
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Figure 6.1: Examples showing frames with similar acoustic features while their
corresponding articulatory features show large variation.

possible to estimate parameters of the probability distribution of the articulatory
features, given the acoustic parameters and not the exact articulatory parameters,
as is possible for the analytical case. On the other hand, using such statistical
models it is possible to estimate the probabilistic function that maps the acoustics
to the articulation, thereby interpolating regions where the data is sparse. It is by
using these probabilistic functions that studies of non-uniqueness can be carried
out. However, the selection of the right model, which allows for such a non-unique
mapping (if present) is crucial.

The first studies which made use of statistical models (Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán,
2007) defined the mapping to be non-unique if, for a particular acoustic cluster, the
corresponding articulatory mapping may be found in more than one cluster. They
could show the evidence of non-uniqueness in acoustic clusters for English phonemes
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like /ô/, /l/ and /w/.
The problem with such definitions for non-uniqueness is that one does not know

what is the optimal level of clustering, i.e., the quantization level for the acoustic
and articulatory spaces. Depending on the level of quantization, the non-uniqueness
could be either over-estimated or under-estimated. Besides, choosing one level
of quantization for one region of acoustic-articulatory data may not be valid for
another region. While the whole cluster may indicate non-uniqueness, this may
not be true for individual acoustic vectors in the distribution. Obviously, methods
that consider all the variations within a phonemic class as one cluster tend to
over-estimate the non-uniqueness.

Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán (2009) tried to solve this problem by making clever
choices about quantizing the acoustic and articulatory spaces. They used the per-
ceptual Itakura-Saito distance (Benyassine et al., 1997) and a window defined by
a fixed, but heuristically obtained, acoustic distance (0.2 in this case). They clus-
tered the articulatory vectors corresponding to all the acoustic vectors within this
window using a non-parametric kernel density with a fixed bandwidth of 6 mm,
again set heuristically. They computed the number of modes in the articulatory
model using the mean-shift algorithm (Carreira-Perpiñán, 2000). They estimated
non-uniqueness ranging from 0.4 % of the data for the Upper Lip and 21.7 % of the
data for the Tongue tip. Besides, they used diagonal covariance matrices to model
the articulatory distributions.

Figure 6.2, using a hypothetical example, explains how choosing different levels
of quantization (or the window surrounding the selected acoustic vector) can affect
the estimation of non-uniqueness. Due to the Quantal nature of the relationship
between acoustics and articulation (Stevens, 1972), small differences in certain ar-
ticulations may result in large changes in the acoustics. Given that the importance
of different articulators depends on the phoneme (c.f. Section 5.3), selecting a con-
stant window size for different types of phonemes and different articulators may also
result in over-estimating the non-uniqueness for some phonemes and articulators
and under-estimating the non-uniqueness for others.

6.2 Non-uniqueness based on optimal Gaussian clustering

In a first attempt to overcome this problem, we performed optimal clustering on the
acoustic and articulatory distributions based on the BIC criterion (c.f. Section 5.5).
This method of selecting the number of the clusters may at least prevent over-
estimating the non-uniqueness to some extent.

Similar to the technique presented to quantify non-linearity in the mapping,
we first divided the acoustic space corresponding to each phoneme XXXp ∈ ℜD (for
phoneme p) into Ip optimal number of GMM clusters (based on BIC) and further
clustered the articulatory data corresponding to each of these clusters YYY i

p into
Ki

p articulatory clusters using the same GMM based clustering minimizing BIC.
Previously we have shown that if Ki

p = 1 and the kurtosis is equal to 0, then the
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Figure 6.2: Figure explaining how choosing the correct level of quantization is
crucial for estimating non-uniqueness, using a hypothetical example showing his-
tograms of one-dimensional acoustic and articulatory parameters. A smaller anal-
ysis window indicates one mode in the articulatory distribution, while a larger
window indicates two modes
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Figure 6.3: Graph showing the mean non-uniqueness for vowels in the MOCHA-
TIMIT database for the male and female speaker based on Equation 6.2

mapping is perfectly linear. If Ki
p = 1, but kurtosis is not equal to zero, then the

mapping is definitely unique.
If Ki

p > 1, now consider the acoustic sub-space, XXXi
p(k), a subset which corre-

sponds to one Gaussian component of the articulatory space, YYY i
p(k). There are

two possibilities. The first possibility is that, this subset does not have the same
distribution as the overall acoustic cluster XXX i

p (which is essentially a Gaussian dis-
tribution). In such a case, it may be possible to find a non-linear mapping between
each of these subsets of data to the corresponding Gaussian component in the ar-
ticulatory space. But if this subset has the same distribution as the whole single
Gaussian, i.e., if ρ(XXXi

p(k)) and ρ(XXXi
p) have exactly the same parameters, then it

connotes that the data points with exactly the same distribution in the acoustic
space can actually produce articulatory features with different distributions. This
is the sufficient condition to imply non-uniqueness in the statistical sense. The
more similar the distribution of the subset ρ(XXX i

p(k)) is to the distribution of the
superset ρ(XXX i

p), the more non-unique the mapping.
In order to find out the similarity between the distributions ρ(XXXi

p(k)) and ρ(XXX i
p),

the Bhattacharya distance is used. However, there is no accurate method of cal-
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Figure 6.4: Graph showing the mean non-uniqueness for consonants in the
MOCHA-TIMIT database for the male and female speaker based on Equation 6.2.

culating this distance for unknown distributions. Non-parametric distribution esti-
mates would suffer from a data sparseness problem. So, we use the Bhattacharya
distance assuming a Gaussian distribution but weigh it by the ‘Normality’ (i.e.,
how close the distribution is to a normal/Gaussian distribution) of the data. The
Bhattacharya distance for Gaussian iid data is given by

Dbh(k) = 1
8(µµµi(k) −µµµi)

T

[
ΣΣΣi(k) + ΣΣΣi

2

]−1

(µµµi(k) − µµµi) + 1
2 ln

∣∣∣∣
ΣΣΣi(k) + ΣΣΣi

2

∣∣∣∣
√
|ΣΣΣi(k)||ΣΣΣi|

(6.1)

where µµµi(k) and ΣΣΣi(k) are the mean and covariance estimates of the subset XXX i
p(k).

µµµi and ΣΣΣi are the mean and covariance estimates of the supersetXXXi
p. Non-normality

is determined by the kurtosis of the data points. We bias it so that it takes the
value of 1 for a perfect Gaussian distribution and is higher for distributions that
are not normal. Thus we define non-uniqueness, (NuBi

p(k)), as the inverse of the
Bhattacharya distance weighed by the measure of its Gaussian nature.

NuBi
p(k) =

1

(k(XXX i
p(k)) + 1)Dbh(k)

(6.2)
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‘k(.)’ denotes the multi-variate kurtosis of the data points (c.f. Equation 5.11).
Thus, NuB is lower for clusters with unique mapping. The total non-uniqueness for
a phoneme is computed by a weighted sum over all k : 1 ≤ l ≤ Ki and i : 1 ≤ i ≤ I.
The weights are the same as those of the Gaussian components.

We computed the non-uniqueness using Equation 6.2 for all the phonemes in the
MOCHA-TIMIT database for both the speakers. The acoustics were parameterized
as described in Section 5.2.

From figures 6.3 and 6.4 it is obvious that almost all phonemes with a higher non-
uniqueness, also exhibit a higher non-linearity, because non-uniqueness is a special
case of non-linearity. The stop consonants /t/, /d/, /k/ and /p/ and fricatives
like /s/, /z/ have a higher degree of non-uniqueness. Some phonemes, like the
fricative /T/ has a high non-linearity (c.f. Figure 5.11), but low non-uniqueness.
Although vowels in general show much lower non-uniqueness, shorter vowels like /I/
and /V/ show a relatively higher non-uniqueness. While the non-linearity and non-
uniqueness of stop consonants is expected due to the silence region, the reason why
alveolar fricatives show high non-uniqueness could be because the EMA data may
not have adequate detail to measure the exact location of the tongue tip. There are
considerable variations in the NuB shown for the male and female speakers, but the
trends are more or less similar. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show corresponding data points
in the articulatory and the acoustic subspaces. These figures illustrate the difference
between non-uniqueness and non-linearity. While one might be inclined to believe
that the case for phoneme /l/ (c.f. Figure 6.5) is a case of non-uniqueness, because
of the distribution of a single acoustic cluster into several articulatory clusters, it
is in fact only a case of non-linearity, since the individual articulatory clusters map
back into different regions in the acoustic space. This can be contrasted with the
case for phoneme /t/ (c.f. Figure 6.6 where the articulatory clusters map back to
nearly the same acoustic cluster.

Thus the method and experiments in this section show preliminary trends into
defining and quantifying non-uniqueness in the acoustic-to-articulatory Inversion.
However, there are several assumptions made, especially about the Gaussian nature
(Normality) of the distributions. Secondly the scale is arbitrary and comparisons
between the male and female speaker are not normalized or intuitive. Thirdly, while
the BIC criterion is optimal in the Bayesian sense, it gives absolutely no intuition
about whether examples from one cluster obtained by this criterion are in fact
indistinguishable acoustically. Thus it may be that what we call an acoustic cluster
may involve several differences in acoustics due to co-articulatory and contextual
effects. Finally, this method performs clustering on each phoneme. Due to errors
in segmentation, outliers from a certain phoneme may incorrectly be mapped onto
different articulatory clusters, thus overestimating non-uniqueness as well as non-
linearity.

In the next attempt (c.f. Section 6.3), we suggest a solution, without having
to rely on heuristics to determine the quantization levels based on suggestions
by Carreira-Perpiñán (2001) or even by defining an optimality criterion like the
BIC. Another aspect that is considered is distinguishing non-uniqueness into two
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distribution is a non-Gaussian in the acoustic space. This shows that the mapping
is non-linear, but still rather unique.
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Figure 6.6: Plot showing the articulatory and acoustic subspaces for phoneme /t/
for the female speaker. Data points belonging to different clusters in the articulatory
space seem to belong to the same distribution in the acoustic space. The most
discriminating features in the acoustic space are shown to the right, while the
actual articulatory positions are shown to the left. We can see that, the same data
points have different distributions in the articulatory space and almost the same
distribution in the acoustic space. This is a sign of non-uniqueness.
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categories, in the discrete or multi-modal sense and the in the continuous sense.
This was not considered by the previous methods. This section follows our previous
work while trying to answer three main questions.

1. Is there a way to estimate non-uniqueness without making any heuristic as-
sumptions?

2. What types of sounds can be produced non-uniquely and how often do such
non-unique productions occur?

3. Is non-uniqueness lower for regions in the articulatory trajectory which are
critical for their production?

6.3 Non-uniqueness as a function of the conditional
distribution

The proposed technique estimates the conditional probability distribution of the
articulatory positions (i.e., the probability of finding the articulator at different po-
sitions), given the acoustic features, for every time frame in the database. We first
consider a special case of non-uniqueness, where the conditional probability distri-
bution is multi-modal (i.e., high probability of occurrence in more than one region).
This corresponds to the discrete modes of articulation described by Guenther et al.
(1999). On the other hand, irrespective of the number of modes, the conditional
entropy (i.e., the entropy of the conditional distribution) is a good indicator of the
predictability of the mapping. The larger the range of positions the articulators
can assume, given the acoustics, the lower the predictability of the mapping and
higher the entropy. In the next chapter (Chapter 7) we estimate an upper bound
on this entropy, which provides an insight into the extent of non-uniqueness in the
continuous case (Kroos et al., 1999) when the conditional distribution is uni-modal.
Even in the multi-modal case, there could be a range of values that each mode of
articulatory positions may assume. We, therefore, compute an upper bound to the
conditional entropy even for the multi-modal instances. Thus, the proposed two
directions to studying non-uniqueness cover the discrete case and also estimate the
range of variations possible, whether in a single or multiple modes of production.

Another departure from the previous studies (such as by Qin and Carreira-
Perpiñán (2009) and our previous study in Section 6.2) is to not restrict the cal-
culations of non-uniqueness to one phoneme at a time. This was done in order
to simulate the true problem that humans face when they perform acoustic-to-
articulatory inversion. Pre-clustering the acoustics according to the phoneme, on
the one hand reduces the ambiguity in the acoustics, and obscures the acoustic
variation within a phoneme on the other hand. Studies have shown that without
proper context of the words in a language, phoneme recognition by human being
is only around 45 to 55% for short nonsense Consonant-Vowel-Consonant (CVC)
and Vowel-Consonant-Vowel (VCV) type of sounds (Wesker et al., 2005). Thus,
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given a patch of acoustics without the context of which word it is derived from,
not only is it possible to confuse its articulation with that of another phoneme, but
also that certain patches of sounds cannot be perceived categorically. Thus instead
of looking at non-uniqueness for a certain phoneme, we study the non-uniqueness
that occurs in mapping a specific patch of acoustics to a certain articulatory con-
figuration. After the non-uniqueness is computed, we categorize the frames into
the respective phonemes in order to understand the non-uniqueness phenomenon
in the context of a language and its phonology.

The conditional probability function of the inversion is given by p(YYY |xxxt) where
‘YYY = {yyy1, yyy2, . . . , yyyt, . . . , yyyT } ∈ ℜd’ is the articulatory space and the ‘xxxt’ is similarly
the acoustic vector at time instant ‘t’ in the acoustic space ‘XXX ∈ ℜD’. By definition,

ρYYY |XXX(yyy|xxx) =
ρXYXYXY (xy)

ρXXX(xxx)
(6.3)

In order to estimate this quantity, one needs to know the distribution of the joint
articulo-acoustic data (ρXYXYXY ) as well as the acoustic data, ρXXX. These two spaces are
approximated by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for its ability to model any
unknown distribution. Thus Equation 6.3 can be expanded as

ρYYY |XXX(yyy|xxx) =

M∑

m=1

cXYXYXY

m e([xy] − µµµXYXYXY

m )T (ΣΣΣXXXYYY

m )−1([xy] − µµµXYXYXY

m )

N∑

n=1

cXXX

n e
(xxx− µµµXXX

n )T (ΣΣΣXXX

n )−1(xxx−µµµXXX

n )

(6.4)

where µµµ, ΣΣΣ, c are parameters of the GMM. M and N are the number of mixtures
for the two distributions respectively. Thus it is possible to estimate the condi-
tional probability function of the articulatory space, given a particular acoustic
data frame.

6.3.1 Estimating the conditional probability distribution of the
Inversion

The joint articulatory-acoustic space is modeled as λM with M Gaussian mixture
components. The probability mass function of the model, ρXYXYXY (xy) : xy ∈ ℜd+D, is
given by

ρXYXYXY (xy) =

M∑

m=1

cXYXYXY

m N (xy;µµµXYXYXY

m ,ΣΣΣXYXYXY

m ) (6.5)

where N represents a Gaussian distribution with parameters µµµm and ΣΣΣm, the
mean and the covariance matrix respectively. cm are the weights for each of the
Gaussian mixture component and sum up to 1. Thus the model of the acoustic-
articulatory data has three parameters: λM (cXYXYXY

m ,µµµXYXYXY

m ,ΣΣΣXYXYXY

m )
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The joint parameters can be broken down to individual articulatory and acoustic
parameters

cXYXYXY

m = cXXX

m = cYYY

m (6.6)

µµµXYXYXY

m =

[
µµµXXX

m

µµµYYY

m

]
(6.7)

and

ΣΣΣXYXYXY

m =

[
ΣΣΣXXXXXX

m χY |XY |XY |X
m

χX|YX|YX|Y
m ΣΣΣY YY YY Y

m

]
(6.8)

[cYYY

m,µµµ
YYY

m,ΣΣΣ
YYY

m] and [cXXX

m,µµµ
XXX

m,ΣΣΣ
XXX

m] are the parameters for the articulatory and acous-
tic distributions respectively and χX|YX|YX|Y

m = [χY |XY |XY |X
m ]T is the cross-covariance matrix

between the acoustic and the articulatory features. Using Bayes’ theorem we can
break down the conditional probability density function ρY |XY |XY |X(yyy|xxxt) into M compo-
nents as follows

ρY |XY |XY |X(yyy|xxxt;M) =

M∑

m=1

ρ(m|xxxt, λM )ρ(yyy|xxxt,m, λM ) (6.9)

where

ρ(m|xxxt, λM ) = cY |XY |XY |X

m,t =
cXXX

mN (xxxt;µµµ
XXX

m,ΣΣΣ
XXX

m)
M∑

n=1

cXXX

nN (xxxt;µµµ
XXX

n ,ΣΣΣ
XXX

n )

(6.10)

and
ρ(yyy|xxxt,m, λM ) = N (yyy;µµµY |XY |XY |X

m,tΣΣΣ
Y |XY |XY |X

m ) (6.11)

The mean vector µµµY |XY |XY |X

m,t and the covariance matrix ΣΣΣY |XY |XY |X
m of the conditional probability

distribution are calculated as

µµµY |XY |XY |X

m,t = µµµYYY

m + χY |XY |XY |X

m (ΣΣΣXXXXXX

m )−1(xxxt −µµµXXX

m) (6.12)

ΣΣΣY |XY |XY |X

m = ΣΣΣY YY YY Y

m − χY |XY |XY |X

m (ΣΣΣXXXXXX

m )−1χX|YX|YX|Y

m (6.13)

Substituting Equations 6.10 and 6.11 in Equation 6.9 we can obtain the conditional
probability function of the articulatory space, for every given acoustic data frame

ρY |XY |XY |X(yyy|xxxt;M) =

M∑

m=1

cY |XY |XY |X

m,tN (yyy;µµµY |XY |XY |X

m,t ,ΣΣΣ
Y |XY |XY |X

m ) (6.14)

If the probability density function of the joint acoustic-articulatory space is mod-
eled by a GMM (Titterington et al., 1985), non-linearity as well as non-uniqueness
in the mapping can be represented, if they exist. This makes it a better choice of
modeling over linear models or other non-linear models like multi-layer perceptrons,
where the non-uniqueness need to be explicitly modeled (such as using multi-density
networks (Richmond, 2006)). The modeling of the joint acoustic-articulatory space
and the conditional articulatory distribution for one acoustic vector is illustrated
in Figure 6.7
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(a) Acoustic-articulatory data
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the modeling of the joint acoustic-articulatory space using
a GMM, for a hypothetical example.

6.3.2 Defining non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense

Since we consider the probability of the articulatory configuration, given an acoustic
data frame, it is obvious that there is variance in the mapping. This variance is a
property of the statistical modeling itself as well as being due to artifacts in the
measurement and the representation of the acoustics. We define non-uniqueness
in the multi-modal sense of an instance of acoustic features as the conditional
probability function having more than one peak. This means that, if there is a
high probability for more than one articulatory configuration, given an acoustic
vector, then the mapping for that acoustic vector is non-unique. This definition,
while relaxing the strictness of the definition of non-uniqueness in the deterministic
sense, still provides an intuitively justifiable understanding of non-uniqueness in
the statistical sense without making assumptions about the level of quantization
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and about the distribution of the data. At the same time, this definition of non-
uniqueness distinguishes itself from the variance in the mapping.

The problem of finding all the modes in a GMM was addressed by Carreira-
Perpiñán (2000). The paper distinguished peak/bump (used interchangeably) find-
ing from mode finding, conjecturing that the peaks could be called modes if the
distribution was symmetrical around the peak. In this thesis we do not make
this distinction, since we are only interested in high probability regions and not
the distribution properties. Several generalized “bump hunting” algorithms for
high-dimensional functions were proposed by Friedman and Fisher (1999). Our
implementation of the peak finding algorithm is a variation of the “Box Induction”
strategy that they proposed. This is done by a top-down peeling search algorithm
to find the total number of local maxima in the function ρYYY |XXX(YYY |xxxt). Since such a
search is computationally expensive, it was necessary to define initial search space
boundaries and a nominal step size ystep for the first approximation in the box
search. The algorithm guarantees that it would find all the peaks which are ystep
away from each other, but can also find peaks closer than ystep, although no guar-
antee is given.

There could be one or more peaks in the conditional probability function. So we
define the measure of non-uniqueness as the average spread of the peaks from the
mean location of the peaks. For the articulator space YYY a ∈ ℜ2 (each articulator has
two dimensions, i.e. the horizontal and vertical) , the ℵ local maxima are located
at {ηηηn : 1 ≤ n ≤ ℵ}. Then the measure of non-uniqueness (NuMa

t ) for articulator
a at time instant t, is proposed to be

NuMa
t =

√√√√
ℵ∑

n=1

ξξξn(ηηηn −ψψψa
t )2 (6.15)

where

ξξξn =
ρYYY |XXX(yyy = ηηηn|xxxt)∑ℵ

n=1 ρYYY |XXX(yyy = ηηηn|xxxt)
(6.16)

are the normalized probability values and ψψψa
t =

∑ℵ
n=1 ξξξnηηηn is the mean location

of the peaks. We can observe that the non-uniqueness would be zero if there is
only one peak. The non-uniqueness (in the multi-modal sense) does not necessarily
increase with the number of peaks, but in fact with the spread of the peaks along
the articulatory space. The units of this measure is the same as the units of the
measurement of YYY a. Thus the proposed measure of non-uniqueness has an intuitive
scale. However, when one would like to find the non-uniqueness over several acoustic
frames, the scaling is not even, because the relative importance of the distance
between the different modes for different time instances depends on the variance
in the predictability of the inversion for that time instance. If the variance is
large, then a larger distance between the different modes is required for the non-
uniqueness to be significant. The same is the case for different phonemes and
different articulators. So that the non-uniqueness can be measured in perspective
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of its importance, a unit-less measure, Normalized Non-Uniqueness (NNuMa
t ) is

also proposed as

NNuMa
t =

√√√√
ℵ∑

n=1

ξξξn(ηηηn −µµµa
t )T (ΣΣΣY |XY |XY |X

a,t )−1(ηηηn −ψψψa
t ) (6.17)

where ΣΣΣa
t is the variance of the conditional articulator space. The variance is

estimated over the values in the YYY a space used for the the first approximation to
obtain the peaks.

6.4 Measuring non-uniqueness in the multi-modal
(discrete) sense

Once again we used the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1, with acoustic
and articulatory parameterization as described in Section 5.2. In this Chapter
we only study non-uniqueness in the multi-modal (discrete) sense. The following
chapter deals more with the problem of non-uniqueness in the continuous sense.

The joint articulatory-acoustic space ρXYXYXY (xy) was modeled using a GMM with
an arbitrarily high number of mixture components, in this case M = 128 compo-
nents. We were forced to restrict ourselves to 128 Gaussian components due to
memory restrictions in our system. However, since this was much larger than the
typical number of modes expected (i.e., between 1 and 5), the restriction was rea-
sonable. We needed to train the GMM with full covariance matrices in order to be
able to calculate the conditional distribution accurately. We avoided local minima
in the training by starting with 50 different initializations using the EM algorithm
(Bilmes, 1998) with 100 iterations each or until convergence. Of the different ini-
tializations, we picked the model with the lowest log-likelihood error to avoid local
minima in the EM training. We avoided singularities in the covariance matrices
by fixing a lower ceiling to the covariance to 0.1% of the standard deviation of the
data. This was approximately 0.02 mm, which was much lower than the measure-
ment error. The second method we employed was to reduce the dimensionality of
the conditional covariance matrices to 2. The articulatory space for each GMM was
the two-dimensional space (along the X and Y directions of the midsagittal plane)
for each of the 7 articulators (d = 2). This reduces the number of parameters that
need to be estimated independently. While it is known that the different articula-
tory coils are correlated, the GMMs were not trained simultaneously because the
correlations between the different articulators (ΣΣΣY YY YY Y ) are not used in Equation 6.14.
Thus, we had 7 joint articulatory-acoustic GMM models ρXYXYXY (xya), one for each
articulator a, and speaker. These joint distribution functions were then converted
to a conditional distribution for each acoustic frame t : {1 ≤ t ≤ T } (cf. Equation
6.14). ystep was nominally taken as 0.5% of the entire range of the articulator
space.
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(a) An acoustic frame of the phoneme /æ/,

produced by the male speaker in the context of utterance,

‘Shell-shock caused by shrapnel is cured through group therapy’.
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(b) An acoustic frame of the phoneme /m/,

produced by the female speaker in the context of utterance,

‘The hall opens into a huge chamber’.

Figure 6.8: The conditional probability distribution for the different articulator coils
along the midsagittal plane. The speakers are facing left. The units are 1/100th of
a millimeter.
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Table 6.1: Table indicating the percentage of frames with more than one mode for
different articulators.

Speaker LJ UL LL TT TB TD V Total
msak 4.01% 7.5% 6.27% 17.98% 10.76% 12.4% 2.7% 8.82%

fsew 7.16% 5.75% 6.77% 13.5% 6.8% 10.2% 4.1% 7.7%

Table 6.2: Table showing the average absolute non-uniqueness (NuM) in mm for
different phoneme categories, estimated only for those instances where more than
one peak has been observed in the conditional probability distribution.

msak (male speaker) LJ UP LP TT TB TD V
Vowels 0.42 0.53 0.86 1.50 1.75 1.73 0.40
Stop Consonants 0.47 0.38 0.91 1.72 1.71 1.29 0.40
Fricatives 0.32 0.41 0.80 1.15 1.10 1.08 0.31
Diphthongs 0.50 0.38 1.08 1.63 1.94 1.89 0.21
Other Sonorants 0.56 0.52 0.95 1.44 1.59 1.54 0.46

fsew (female speaker) LJ UP LP TT TB TD V
Vowels 0.53 0.65 0.78 1.82 2.05 1.80 0.33
Stop Consonants 0.61 0.72 0.90 2.16 2.22 1.62 0.03
Fricatives 0.51 0.79 0.90 1.84 1.88 1.80 0.07
Diphthongs 0.62 0.46 0.78 1.65 1.57 1.22 0.30
Other sonorants 0.66 0.77 0.91 2.10 2.00 1.80 0.36

From among all the frames of data, around 3 to 18% of the mappings were found
to be multi-modal, depending on the articulator in question as shown in Table 6.1.
The articulator with the most frequent occurrence of multiple articulation modes
was the tongue-tip. Non-unique positions of the tongue tip were detected for 18%
of the data frames for the male speaker and 13.5% of the data frames for the female
speaker. Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán (2009), reported much higher estimates of
non-unique frames (around 22% of all frames). However, for articulators which do
not have a large range of positions like the UL and LJ, much fewer frames were
estimated to have multiple modes (only around 0.4%). This may have been due to
having a fixed window size for all the articulators, i.e., for articulators with small
variation range, the non-uniqueness estimate was lower, while for articulators with
a large variation range like TT and TB, the non-uniqueness estimate was higher
than that obtained with our method. However, one must note that these results
were presented for a different speaker with a different accent, and hence difficult to
compare directly.

Table 6.2 shows the mean absolute non-uniqueness (NuM) estimates for differ-
ent phoneme categories, estimated only for those instances where there is evidence
of non-uniqueness, in the form of more than one peak in the conditional probabil-
ity distribution. It can be seen that average non-uniqueness is in the same range
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Figure 6.9: The histogram showing the distribution of the normalized non-
uniqueness (NNuM) estimated for all articulators for the male speaker. Note
that the ordinate of the histogram plot is in log scale.

for acoustic vectors that fall under different categories and the difference is only
between the different articulators.

Figure 6.8(a) shows the conditional distribution of the acoustic-to-articulatory
mapping for a single articulatory frame, which belongs to the phoneme /æ/. We
can see a strong indication of non-uniqueness (presence of more than one mode) for
the TT, TB and TD coils. We can also see more than one mode in the distribution
of the LJ coil. Figure 6.8(b) shows a similar plot for the phoneme /m/, showing
non-uniqueness in LL, UL and TT coils.

6.4.1 Quantifying non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense

Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of the estimated normalized non-uniqueness (NNuM)
over the entire corpus for the male speaker. It is clear from the distribution that it
follows the Zipfian law (exponential law). In order to compare the extent of non-
uniqueness between different phonemes, the mean non-uniqueness is not a suitable
option. Rather, the distribution can be modeled as a Pareto distribution. The
probability density function of a typical Pareto distribution is given by

ρY (y) =
ymin

1/α

(αy
1

α
+1)

for y ≥ ymin (6.18)

where ymin and α are the parameters of the distribution. ymin is the minimum
value of the variable y. In this case the variable is NNuMa

t , the non-uniqueness
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(in the multi-modal sense) in the mapping between the acoustics and articulator
a at frame number t. For the data points corresponding to phoneme ‘p’, αp

a is
estimated empirically by the following equation.

αp
a =

Tp∑

t=1

(
logNNuMa

t − log( min
1<i<Tp

NNuMa
i )

)

Tp
(6.19)

where Tp is the total number of frames in the database corresponding to phoneme p.
αp

a gives an indication of the amount of non-uniqueness exhibited by the variable,
which we call ‘Level of non-uniqueness’. This gives a better idea when comparing
the extent of non-uniqueness between different phonemes, as shown in Figures 6.10
and 6.11. One must note that a higher level of non-uniqueness not only indicates
that the averageNNuM of the said frames belonging to a certain category is higher,
but also that the said category has a higher number of frames indicating multiple
articulation modes.

From a first glance at Figure 6.10, it is obvious that the consonants have a
much higher non-uniqueness level than vowels. This is specially valid for the stop
consonants /p, k, g/. One might tend to attribute this observation to the silence
or occlusion phase of these sounds, which are likely to have similar acoustic prop-
erties but different articulatory positions. However, one must bear in mind that
the acoustic features for each frame in fact parameterizes acoustic data for 125 ms,
which may include more than the occlusion phase of the stop consonant. However,
in this study, one can see that acoustic vectors that fall under fricatives and af-
fricates like /tS, f, T/ and /D/ also display high non-uniqueness level. This maybe
a slightly different finding from our previous study (Sections 5.5 and 6.2) where it
was found that the fricatives /T and /D/ have high non-linearity, but not very high
non-uniqueness. This may be because of the pre-clustering according to phonemes
for the previous studies. The acoustics productions of liquids and approximants
such as /l, w, J, ô/ are mapped onto unique articulations, but nasals, especially
the velar nasal /N/, are mapped to a higher non-uniqueness level. The estimates
of the non-uniqueness vary for the two speakers, with the female speaker’s (fsew)
data exhibiting a higher non-uniqueness level in general, but trends are similar for
most phonemes. Notable exceptions are the diphthongs where the productions of
the male speaker are attributed to higher number of non-unique articulator config-
urations.

Comparing Table 6.2 and Figures 6.10 and 6.11, one can observe that the major
difference between the different phoneme categories in terms of non-uniqueness is
the number of instances of non-unique articulator configurations found in the data.
It follows that even though the number of acoustic segments categorized under
vowels that are mapped to non-unique articulator configurations are lower than for
consonants, when they are non-uniquely mapped, the distance between the modes
are fairly equal.
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Figure 6.10: Graph comparing the Level of non-uniqueness (αp
a) of different artic-

ulators for different phonemes grouped according to their category. Stacked from
bottom to top the different articulators are Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper Lip (UL), Lower
Lip (LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Back (TB), Tongue Dorsum (TD), Velum (V).
Note that the scales for the different phoneme categories are different.
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Figure 6.11: Graph comparing the Level of non-uniqueness (αp
a) of different artic-

ulators for different phonemes grouped according to their category. Stacked from
bottom to top the different articulators are Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper Lip (UL), Lower
Lip (LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Back (TB), Tongue Dorsum (TD), Velum (V).
Note that the scales for the different phoneme categories are different.

When different articulators are considered, Figure 6.10 shows that the tongue
tip contributes to most of the non-uniqueness levels of the vowels and consonants
such as /T, ô, t/ and /l/. The upper lip and tongue dorsum contribute to most
of the non-uniqueness levels of the phonemes /p, b/ and /k, g/ respectively. The
velum positions seems to be more non-unique for the nasals like /m, n/ and /N/
in Figure 6.11, when compared with other types of phonemes. The non-uniqueness
levels measured for the female speaker also tends to be higher for the velum position
as compared to the male speaker, especially in voiced sounds. These findings are
interesting because the non-uniqueness level, in many cases, seems to be higher for
those articulators which are important for the production of the sound. A more
detailed analysis of this is made in Section 6.5.
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Figure 6.12: Graph showing the relationship between the NNuM and the distance
from the critical point in terms of number of frames (frame rate 100 Hz) for the
male speaker to the left and the female speaker to the right.

6.5 Relation with critical points

It is well known that certain articulators are more important than others for pro-
ducing particular sounds. Articulators move between consecutive target positions,
which could be a few phonemes apart. During the pronunciation of a certain sound,
the non-critical articulators are in the process of moving towards their next target
position. One may hypothesize that non-uniqueness may occur for these non-critical
articulators, because the transition path depends on the locations of the targets and
would not affect the acoustics critically. In Chapter 12 (c.f. Section 12.2.2) we shall
discuss a definition and the properties of critical points in an articulator. For the
discussion in this section, it is sufficient to understand that we attribute ‘criti-
cal points’ to articulatory targets that are locations in the articulatory trajectory
which correspond to minimum velocity in motion or maximum change in angle. We
shall show later that these critical points are suitable candidate points to perform
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (c.f. Section 12.5.2).

The relationship between the distance of an instance from the nearest criti-
cal point, in terms of number of frames (time), and its estimated non-uniqueness
(NNuM) was calculated for the entire database of the two speakers. The results,
which are an average value over all the occurrences, are displayed in Figure 6.12.
The hypothesis we propose in order to study the relationship with these critical
points is that the NNuM would increase with the distance from the critical points.
We used a weighted least squares linear regression with weights proportional to the
number of points used to estimate the slope. The hypothesis thus translates to the
slope of the regression having a positive value. The results of the fit are displayed in
Table 6.3. The null hypothesis could not be rejected since the p-value was greater
than 0.5 for most of the articulators for both the speakers (whereas it must be less
than 0.05 in order to prove it). In fact we can see that the estimated slope is nega-
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Table 6.3: Table showing the results of the hypothesis testing for the hypothesis
that slope of the regression between NNuM and distance from critical point is
positive. A positive slope would indicate that the non-uniqueness is higher for non-
critical articulatory positions. (H indicates whether the hypothesis is proved to be
true (T) for p-value less than 0.05 or not (F))

Male Female
Articulator Slope H p-value Slope H p-value
LJ - 3.0e-4 F 1 -3.2e-4 F 0.99
UL +0.3e-04 F 0.30 -1.0e-4 F 0.93
LL -1.8e-4 F 0.99 -1.4e-4 F 0.83
TT -1.7e-4 F 0.99 -0.3e-4 F 0.58
TB -3.3e-4 F 1 -2.7e-4 F 0.97
TD -4.5e-4 F 1 -0.9e-4 F 0.92
V -2.8e-4 F 1 -0.5e-4 F 0.87

tive for all the articulators except the upper lip for the male speaker. We see similar
trends for both the absolute non-uniqueness measure (NuM) as well the number
of peaks (ℵ) per data frame. This shows that the discrete type of non-uniqueness
has a tendency to increase for instances which are closer to the critical point rather
than the other way round. This study infers that the non-uniqueness may not be
due the co-articulation effects of unimportant articulators.

This observation leads to an un-intuitive inference, since one would definitely
expect higher non-uniqueness for unimportant articulator positions. The reason
for this observation needs to be investigated further. A starting point would be to
understand that given a mean and variance, the distribution with the maximum
entropy for all real valued random variables is a Gaussian distribution. So in fact,
having multiple peaks in the distribution makes those articulatory configurations
more predictable than having a single symmetric peak for the same variance. This
aspect is explored further in Chapter 7

6.6 Validity of the results and effect of choosing different
model parameters

Based on such statistical methods, it is not easy to assess the validity of the results.
Are the non-unique predictions an artifact of the data? How are they affected
by the modeling choices? Does the parameterization affect the results? What do
multiple modes in the conditional probability mean? These are some questions that
a reader of this chapter may have. This section tries to address these factors one
by one.

The first most crucial aspect is the attribution of evidence for non-uniqueness
to drift or rotation or detachment of the coils. It is possible that the data that is
being considered, in fact has a drift and therefore the different peaks or clusters
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Table 6.4: Table showing the average entropy of distribution between the different
modes in the articulatory space over small time-divisions in the data time-series.

Articulator LJ UL LL TT TB TD V
Entropy of msak 0.88 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.88 0.80
distribution fsew 0.85 0.9 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.75 0.78

in the articulation may in fact correspond to the positions before and after the
displacement of the coil in question. In order to verify if this was true, for every
frame that was found to be non-unique, we calculated the 100 closest neighbors from
among the data-set in the acoustic-articulatory space. From among the neighbors,
we classified the vectors according to their proximity to one of the peaks, ηηη, that
were detected. For convenience sake, we call all the neighbors closer to one of
the peaks a mode. For each set of 100 neighbors, we divided the time-series data
(i.e. the data ordered according to the sequence that it was collected) into parts
numbering increasing powers of two, until we had at least one sample from each
mode in each time division. We obtained 64 to 256 time divisions based on the
distribution of the data. For each such time-division in the data, we calculated
the entropy of the probability of the neighbors being closer to one mode rather
than to another. If the hypothesis that the estimated non-uniqueness was a result
of local displacements in the coil was true, it would mean that within one such
time-division, one would find more samples from one of the modes rather than the
other, while for other time-divisions, the distribution would be different. Such one
sided, biased distributions would have a low entropy, close to zero. On the other
hand, if for every time-division, the distribution between the different neighbors
was more or less even, then the entropy would be close to one. This would means
that the non-uniqueness was not due to local displacements, but was in fact a
global phenomenon in the database. It is obvious from Table 6.4 that the entropy
of distribution between the peaks over the the time-series of data points for all the
articulator coils is close to one. The hypothesis that the non-uniqueness was due to
local displacements could be rejected strongly for all the articulators (p-value was
greater than 0.95).

The second question we tried to validate was whether the GMM we adopted,
was good enough to parameterize the acoustic-articulatory space. Since the largest
model we could adopt was 128 Gaussian components due to memory restrictions in
our implementation, this may not be a sufficiently accurate description of the data.
Secondly, the EM algorithm may not actually have reached a global minimum in
terms of the log-likelihood error. In order to verify how good the model was, we
performed an inversion experiment. The model could predict the articulator posi-
tions from the acoustics with an RMSE of 1.34 mm for the male speaker (msak) and
1.47 mm for the female speaker (fsew) This was without applying any smoothing or
continuity constraints. However, when the error was estimated on only the frames
that were predicted as unique, the RMSEs were 0.68 mm and 0.83mm, values quite
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Table 6.5: Percentage of non-unique (multi-modal sense) frames as against the
number of GMM components used.

Number of GMM components 128 64 32 16 8
% of non-unique frames (msak) 8.8% 8.1% 6.5% 3.4% 1.2%
% of non-unique frames (fsew) 7.7% 7.4% 5.4% 3.8% 1.1%

close to the average resolution of the acquired data (0.43 mm) and much lower than
the theoretical limit that we calculate at a later stage (c.f. Section 9.1). Of course,
the training and testing data was exactly the same in this experiment, which says
how well the model could fit the data, rather than generalize it to unseen data. It
is obvious that the data would be described better if modeled with a higher number
of Gaussian components. Given a better model, even if the error estimated on the
data will definitely reduce, the assessment of the number of non-unique frames may
not reduce, if at all, it may increase. The trend observed when we used GMMs of
different number of components is tabulated in Table 6.5

The GMM, while being a good tool to model data of unknown probability
distributions, has some short-comings. One of the most important of them is that
they are real valued, unbounded and multi-dimensional. Thus, the conditional
probability distribution, ρYYY |XXX(yyy|xxx), may exist even beyond the permissible limits
of the vocal tract anatomy (e.g., in Figure 6.8(b) the distribution seems to extend
beyond the hard palate). For this reason, looking at the whole distribution or
making calculations on the moments (for example, the variance estimate) of the
distribution can be misleading. For this reason, we restrict the definition of non-
uniqueness to the multi-modal sense where one can be sure than none of the detected
peaks fall outside the permissible range of articulations. Thus, this reduced but
specific definition of non-uniqueness tends to reduce the confusion that variance
estimates on GMMs can have, because variance estimates include modeling as well
as measurement errors.

Another valid question is regarding the variance of the acoustic vector that the
articulatory distribution is conditioned on. To formulate the question precisely:
can the modeling approach guarantee that the articulatory vectors detected as the
peaks in the conditional distribution map back to exactly the same acoustic vector
that it was conditioned on? The answer to the question is very easy if we per-
formed the mapping in the deterministic sense. However, in a statistical sense,
one cannot predict any value with 100% probability (since a zero variance implies
a singularity). However, the modeling approach used here, based on the condi-
tional distribution guarantees that we are considering the articulatory probability
distribution corresponding to a single acoustic vector, found in the database.

Yet another important question is whether the said articulatory modes corre-
spond to different phonemes, because of insufficient resolution of the acoustic pa-
rameterization. The answer to the question is that the acoustic parameterization
is in fact insufficient. The categorization into respective phonemes based on the
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Table 6.6: Table showing the percentage of frames for which at least one of the
nearest 10 frames to each peak in the conditional distribution was given the same
phonemic label as the current data frame.

Articulator
% of non-unique frame
msak fsew

LJ 89.2% 90.7%
UL 83.4% 78.8%
LL 90.8% 85.4 %
TT 86.6% 89.4%
TB 85.4% 87.3%
TD 81.2% 77%
V 94.2 % 78.2%

acoustic representations using a K-nearest neighbor classifier with K=100 neighbors
is around 45–50% for either speaker with a leave-one-out cross-validation. This is
in fact quite close to human phoneme recognition on short nonsense words (Wesker
et al., 2005). While the confusion over phonemic identity based on the acoustics
is a reasonable artifact, it should not be the case that the two modes consistently
correspond to different phonemes. Thus we needed to test the hypothesis that the
nearest neighbors of the two peaks in the distribution consistently belong to dif-
ferent phonemes. In order to test this hypothesis we assessed the phonemic labels
of the closest articulatory points in the data to the peaks in the conditional distri-
bution detected by the method described in Section 6.3. Table 6.6 shows that for
at least 77% percent of non-unique frames from each articulator, one of the top 10
neighbors to each of the peaks in ρYYY |XXX was from the same class label as was assigned
to the current data frame, by the segmentation algorithm. We also ensured that
the same data frame was never selected among the nearest 10 neighbors for more
than one peak.

The final question we tried to answer was to observe the effect of the number
of acoustic frames we used for parameterization. In the current tests, we used an
acoustic parameterization of 11 consecutive acoustic frames corresponding to 125 ms
of acoustics. This is expected to reduce the estimated non-uniqueness in the data,
because it is easier to obtain some context from the previous and following acoustic
data. However, one must note that although the context is obtained from the
acoustics, no context is obtained from the previous prediction of the articulations,
and thus the augmentation of the acoustic frame towards a larger context does not
correspond to applying continuity constraints to the prediction. In any case, the
empirical results presented in this chapter would definitely depend on the acoustic
context taken. In order to give the reader an impression of this effect we tabulate
the percentage of non-unique frames for different classes of phonemes for the TT
coil in the data recorded on the male speaker (msak) in Table 6.7. The table makes
it clear that reducing the context has a significant influence on the non-uniqueness
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Table 6.7: Table showing the % of non-unique frames for the TT coil with the male
speaker (msak) for different lengths of context windows.

Type of Length of acoustic context
Phoneme 125ms 85ms 45ms

vowels 13.2% 13.75% 14.18%
stop consonants 24.37% 33.29% 35.95%

diphthongs 11.58% 11.81% 12.62%
fricatives 26.47% 31.56% 34.42%

other sonorants 20.82% 25.15% 26.17%

of stop consonants and fricatives and to a lesser extent on other sonorants. This was
the expected effect, since the acoustic data for shorter lengths of stop consonants
and fricatives would be mainly noise and virtually impossible to map. Thus having
an acoustic context of around 125 ms ensures that it includes some information
other than the silence in case of stop consonants and noise in case of fricatives. A
smaller context window has virtually no effect on the number of non-unique frames
for vowels and diphthongs.

6.7 Concluding remarks

This chapter thus shows two novel ways to estimate the non-uniqueness of the
acoustic-to-articulatory mapping, the first one based on finding the Bhattacharya
distance between the acoustic sub-clusters that mapped onto non-unique articula-
tory clusters, and the second based on finding peaks in the conditional probability
function. The first study was important in showing that non-uniqueness is a spe-
cial case of non-linearity. The second study made the definition more formal while
distinguishing it from variance that could be attributed to errors in measurement
as well as the non-uniqueness in the continuous case. The experiments showed that
non-uniqueness is higher for stop consonants, fricatives and nasals as compared to
vowels, liquids and diphthongs. It was also found that non-uniqueness is not higher
for the unimportant articulators. While the empirical estimates of non-uniqueness
show a dependency on the selection of modeling parameters, the effects were ex-
plained and their implications discussed. The next chapter (Chapter 7) connects
the results obtained on non-uniqueness (in the multi-modal sense) with the pre-
dictability of the articulation as well as to the non-uniqueness in the continuous
sense. The knowledge of the existence of the non-uniqueness could be used to make
better estimates for Inversion. It seems counter-intuitive as to why unimportant
articulators do not show higher non-uniqueness. This observation is also investi-
gated further in the next chapter, to see its implications on our understanding of
the production of speech.





7 Exploring the Predictability of Non-unique

Acoustic-to-Articulatory Mappings

The previous chapter dealt with defining non-uniqueness in the statistical sense
and focussed largely on non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense (Guenther et al.,
1999). This chapter focuses on the following questions.

1. How does one distinguish the discrete (Guenther et al., 1999) and continuous
(Kroos et al., 1999) cases of non-uniqueness.

2. What is the relationship between the acoustic-articulation predictability and
non-uniqueness of the mapping?

3. Is non-uniqueness higher for important articulators corresponding to the place
of articulation?

7.1 Entropy and its relationship with Gaussian modeling

A Gaussian distribution has the maximum entropy (upper bound) among all real
valued distributions with the same variance (Park and Bera, 2009). A normal distri-
bution is thus called a maximum entropy distribution. In other words, consider two
stochastic variables: one, a single normal distribution and the other, with multiple
modes. If both these distributions have the same variance, the normal distribution
will have a higher prediction entropy than the distribution with multiple modes.
Thus, given that the acoustic-to-articulatory inverse mapping is non-unique with
several frames having multiple modes in the conditional distribution, calculating the
variance does not give an acceptable account of the predictability in the mapping.

Huber et al. (2008) extended the maximum entropy criterion to postulate that
a distribution modeled with the number of Gaussians that correspond to the exact
number of modes in the distribution would have the lowest entropy. If the distribu-
tion has two modes, then modeling the data with only one Gaussian gives a higher
upper bound on the entropy estimate than modeling it with two Gaussians. On the
other hand, if the distribution actually has only one mode, then modeling it with
two Gaussians gives a higher upper bound on the entropy estimate. This property
is illustrated in Figure 7.1.

101
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Figure 7.1: (a) A non-Gaussian distribution with a single mode. The estimated
entropy upper bound when modeling it with a single Gaussian component (M = 1)
is 3.60 (figure to the right) while when modeling it with 2 Gaussian components the
upper bound on entropy is 3.66 (figure to the left). Thus even though the fit is better
with M = 2, the upper bound of the entropy is higher. The variance is the same
for both models and is the log of variance is proportional to the entropy estimated
with M = 1. (b) A non-Gaussian distribution with two modes. When modeling it
with 2 Gaussian components (M = 2) the estimated entropy upper bound is 3.31
(figure to the left) and lower than when modeling it with one Gaussian component,
where the estimated entropy upper bound is 3.38 (figure to the right). Since the
estimated variance is exactly the same, irrespective of the number of Gaussians it
is modeled with, multi-modal distributions, the predictability is higher than what
the variance suggests.
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It should be noted that the model which has the lowest upper bound on the
entropy is not necessarily an optimal model in terms of the log-likelihood of the
goodness of fitting the distribution function, as can be seen from Figure 7.1(a). Us-
ing a single mode for modeling this distribution provides a lower (therefore tighter)
estimate for the upper bound of the entropy, but fails to account for the non-
linearity in the distribution. So this method cannot be used as a model selection
parameter. On the other hand, this parameter is ideal for selecting the number of
modes of the distribution.

7.2 Estimating the entropy of the conditional distribution
modeled as a GMM

We use the method suggested by Huber et al. (2008) to find the upper bound of
the entropy of a random variable, in this case the conditional distribution of the
acoustic-articulatory mapping, modeled by a GMM. This method assumes an ar-
bitrarily high, M , number of Gaussian components used to model the conditional
distribution, ρY |XY |XY |X(yyya|xxxt), for articulator a, at time frame t. By merging the Gaus-
sian components (cf. 7.2.1), in such a way that the merged distribution differs
the least from the whole distribution in terms of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence
(Runnalls, 2007), we can make an approximation of the same probability function
with a fewer number of components, M − 1. The upper bound of the entropy,
calculated with the decreased components may be either lower or higher than the
entropy bound calculated with M components. If the upper bound is reduced,
then we can decrease the number of components further. On the other hand, if the
upper bound of the entropy increases, then it means that we need a minimum of M
Gaussians to model the distribution. If the lowest entropy upper bound, Ξu(yyya|xxxt),
is for modeling the distribution with a single Gaussian component, then we can say
the inversion mapping is uni-modal. If modeling the distribution with a number
of Gaussian components ℵa

t > 1 provides the lowest entropy upper bound, then we
can infer that the inversion mapping is non-unique in the discrete (multi-modal)
sense for the said frame and articulator.

7.2.1 Merging Gaussian probability distributions

The merging of two Gaussian distributions in a GMM is based on the method
suggested by Runnalls (2007). Given a GMM with M Gaussians with parameters
{cm,µµµm,ΣΣΣm}, the algorithm is as follows.

Merge the Gaussian components i : 1 ≤ i ≤M and j : 1 ≤ j ≤M if for i 6= j
and if i and j minimize

B(i, j) =
1

2
[(ci + cj) log |Σ̂ΣΣij | − ci log |ΣΣΣi| − cj log |ΣΣΣj |] (7.1)
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with

ĉij = ci + cj (7.2)

µ̂µµij =
ciµµµi + cjµµµj

ĉij
(7.3)

Σ̂ΣΣij =
ciΣΣΣi + cjΣΣΣj

ĉij
+
cicj(µµµi −µµµj)(µµµi −µµµj)

T

ĉ2ij
(7.4)

being the parameters of the merged Gaussian.

7.2.2 Algorithm for finding the number of modes

The algorithm used to locate the modes of the conditional distribution for one
acoustic frame t, for each articulator a is described below. ∀t : 1 ≤ t ≤ T (T is
the number of frames in the utterances) and ∀a : 1 ≤ a ≤ A (A is the number of
articulators):

1. Estimate the conditional probability distribution of the acoustic to articula-
tory mapping, ρY |XY |XY |X(yyya|xxxt;M), for frame t using an arbitrary high (M) number
of components. YYY a = {yyy1, . . . , yyyt, . . . , yyyT } ∈ ℜ2 is the position of one articu-
lator a in the midsagittal plane, while xxxt is the acoustic parameter vector as
defined previously.

2. Calculate the upper bound of the entropy (Huber et al., 2008) of ρY |XY |XY |X(yyya|xxxt;M)
modeled by λM (cY |XY |XY |X

m,a,t,µµµ
Y |XY |XY |X

m,a,t,ΣΣΣ
Y |XY |XY |X
m,a : 1 ≤ m ≤M), using equation

Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M) =

M∑

m=1

cY |XY |XY |X

m

(
1

2
log
(
(2πe)d|ΣΣΣY |XY |XY |X

m |
)
− logM log cY |XY |XY |X

m

)
(7.5)

3. Keep decreasing M by merging the Gaussian components as described in
7.2.1 until M = 1 or Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M + 1) < Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M). For each M, find new

parameters for λM , namely, [ĉY |XY |XY |X

m,a,t, µ̂µµ
Y |XY |XY |X

m,a,t, Σ̂ΣΣ
Y |XY |XY |X

m,a : 1 ≤ m ≤M ]. Calculate the
upper bound for the entropy, Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M), from Equation 7.5 at each step.

4. If, Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M + 1) < Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M) for any M, the final number of modes,
Na,t = M + 1 and the final entropy, Ξ(yyya|xxxt), is less than or equal to
Ξu(yyya|xxxt;M + 1).

5. If entropy keeps decreasing with M until M = 1, then the final number of
modes, ℵa

t = 1 and Ξu(yyya|xxxt; 1) is the final upper bound for the entropy.

By this method, we not only find the number of modes in the distribution but
also estimate a tighter upper bound to the conditional entropy (cf. Equation 7.5),
which is shown to be quite close to the true entropy of the distribution (Huber et al.,
2008). An upper bound to the conditional entropy also gives us a lower bound to
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the predictability of the articulators, given the acoustics. The measure Ξu(yyya|xxxt),
thus, succinctly describes the variability in the articulatory positions of articulator
a in the database, for a given acoustic feature xxxt.

Even though the method is not optimum in terms of merging the different
Gaussian distributions (since it is a greedy search), this is sufficient for estimating
the reduction in the entropy bound. A more optimal scheme of merging may affect
the final entropy estimate, but not the final number of modes.

This algorithm, thus, provides an intuitively justifiable understanding of non-
uniqueness in the statistical sense without making assumptions about the level of
quantization, about the specific distribution of the data (GMM is the most general
probability distribution function) or the parameters of the model. The estimate of
non-uniqueness in the discrete sense is largely independent of measurement errors,
modeling errors or heuristic assumptions. However, in practice the modes detected
by this algorithm are very close to the peaks that were detected in Section 6.3
with no significant differences in the estimates of non-unique frames by the two
methods. For the continuous case, we base our measurement of non-uniqueness on
the entropy upper bound estimate. If one assumes that measurement errors and
modeling errors are constant for all phonemes and articulators, then we can say
that entropy is a good measure of non-uniqueness. Entropy is directly proportional
to the variance for the uni-modal case, but in the multi-modal case (ℵa

t , is greater
than one), we are able to calculate a tighter upper bound to the entropy than by
approximating it by a single normal distribution (which would be so if we only
considered its variance).

7.3 Non-uniqueness in terms of upper bound of the
conditional entropy

In order to study the presence of non-uniqueness in an empirical sense, we used the
MOCHA-TIMIT database.

Based on the conditional distribution, ρY |XY |XY |X(yyya|xxxt), we calculated the upper
bound of the conditional entropy of the prediction mapping, Ξu(yyya|xxxt), as well as
the non-uniqueness NNuMa

t , for each acoustic vector.
As can be seen in Table 7.1, the upper bound of the entropy has much less

variation with respect to the different articulators when compared with the multi-
modal type of non-uniqueness. However, in contrast to the multi-modal type, the
maximum range of variation and therefore minimum predictability is for the upper
lip coil (UL), while the tongue tip coil (TT) has minimum average upper bound of
the entropy. The female subject in general shows a higher average entropy (upper
bound), again the opposite of the multi-modal case. The average upper bounds
of the conditional entropy for the uni-modal case are not significantly different
as compared to the case with multi-modal articulatory positions. The notable
exceptions are the LJ and TT coils where the average entropy is lower for the
multi-modal case (especially for the female speaker). This shows that even if there
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Table 7.1: Table showing the mean upper bounds of the conditional entropy for
different articulator coils. The upper bound of the entropy for the uni-modal (ℵ =
1), multi-modal (ℵ > 1) and for all the frames (ℵ ≥ 1) are indicated.

Speaker # Modes LJ UL LL TT TB TD V Total
fsew = 1 1.73 2.04 1.76 1.29 1.35 1.51 1.26 1.57
fsew > 1 1.01 1.70 1.51 0.91 1.5 1.54 1.30 1.31
fsew ≥ 1 1.68 2.02 1.74 1.24 1.36 1.51 1.26 1.55
msak = 1 1.49 1.73 1.33 1.06 1.26 1.36 1.5 1.40
msak > 1 1.33 1.71 1.39 1 1.32 1.53 1.62 1.34
msak ≥ 1 1.48 1.72 1.33 1.05 1.27 1.38 1.5 1.39

Table 7.2: Table showing the mean upper bounds of the conditional entropy for
different phoneme classes.

Speaker Vowels Diphthongs Stop Fricatives Other
Consonants Sonorants

fsew 1.57 1.55 1.62 1.46 1.58
msak 1.42 1.46 1.47 1.25 1.47

is only one articulatory mode of production, given the acoustic feature, the range
of values they may assume are not necessarily lower than when multiple modes of
articulation exist.

Table 7.2 shows the variation of Ξu over different phoneme classes. The artic-
ulator positions of stop consonants and other sonorants (like nasals, approximants
and liquids) seem to be the most difficult to predict from the acoustics, given their
higher average Ξu. On the other hand, fricatives seem to have a lower variation
of articulator positions, given the acoustics. The vowels and diphthongs fall some-
where in the middle in terms of predictability.

7.4 Analysis of non-uniqueness in the continuous sense

When comparing individual frames which show discrete non-unique mappings, it
is clear that they also exhibited higher entropy with increasing NNuM . However,
frames with multiple modes did not exhibit significantly higher Ξu as compared to
uni-modal frames in general, similar to the results in Table 7.1. In other words,
if the frame is multi-modal, then Ξu was correlated to NNuM , but for uni-modal
frames, the Ξu was not significantly different from that of multi-modal frames.
This is found in spite of the weighting of NNuM by the inverse of the variance as
mentioned in Section 6.17.

If we want to study the relationship between NNuM and Ξu for every articula-
tor and phoneme, we have some difficulties because some articulators and phonemes
tend to have a higher probability of having multiple modes or have a higher Ξu with
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respect to other articulators or phonemes. For example, more frames show multi-
modality for the TT coil when compared to the other articulator coils. Similarly,
stop consonants more frequently have non-unique articulator positions than frica-
tives. Hence, we need to be able to compare the frequency of non-uniqueness for
an articulator a1 for phoneme p1 with that of articulator a2 for phoneme p2 (e.g.,
we may need to compare the non-uniqueness of UL coil for phoneme /p/ with that
of the TT coil for phoneme /t/). Thus, in order to have parity in comparison, we
need to perform a two-way normalization across articulators and phonemes. The
two-way normalized frequency of non-unique occurrences (nfNuM

a,p ) of an articulator
a, occurring within a phoneme p is performed by first normalizing with respect to
the phoneme and then with respect to the articulator as follows. Since the non-
uniqueness measure we have suggested, NNuMa

t , is weighted by the covariance
of the conditional distribution, it is already inversely correlated to the conditional
entropy. We avoid this dependency by only using the number of frames exhibit-
ing multiple articulatory modes, rather than using average NNuMa

t over the said
frames.

nfNuM

a,p =

(
#{∀t : (ℵa

t > 1 ∩ L(t) = p)}

#{∀t : Na
t > 1}

)

(∑A
a=1 #{∀t : (ℵa

t > 1 ∩ L(t) = p)}
∑A

a=1 #{∀t : ℵa
t > 1}

) (7.6)

where L(t) is the phonemic label of frame t and #{.} is the number of elements
in the set. Thus, nfNuM

a,p indicates how frequent it is for an articulator a to occur
in non-unique articulatory modes when pronouncing phoneme p, in relation to
other phonemes, and to the other measured articulators. Similarly, the normalized
entropy (upper bound) is calculated as follows

nΞa,p =

(
µµµ{Ξ(yyya|xxxt∀t : L(t) = p)} −µµµ{Ξ(yyya|xxxt∀t)}

σ{Ξ(yyya|xxxt∀t)}

)
−µµµ{µµµ{Ξ(yyya|xxxt∀t)}∀a}

(7.7)
where µµµ{.} is the mean of the set and σ{.} is the standard deviation of the set. Here
the mean upper bound of the entropy over all phonemes and for each articulator
is first subtracted and then divided by the standard deviation over the different
phonemes. Then the mean Ξu over all the articulators and phonemes is further
subtracted.

Before we analyze the relationship between non-uniqueness and the importance
of the articulators we first describe a method to estimate which articulators are
important for a particular phoneme.

7.4.1 Important articulators

We used the SVM-Projection RFE algorithm (c.f. Section 5.3.1) in order to specify
which articulator are important for the production of the said phoneme. By sorting
the angles (or the weights) made by the SVM hyperplane (using the RBF kernel)
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with respect to the articulatory dimensions, we know which articulator is the most
important for the particular phoneme. Based on this method, phonemes were
assigned the most important articulator from among the four articulators: Jaw and
Lips (LJ, UL and LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Back (TB) and Tongue Dorsum
(TD). We have restricted this study to consonants, for which the selection of the
most important articulator is easily verified and intuitive.

7.5 Relationship with entropy

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the comparison between the normalized non-uniqueness
(nfNuM

a,p ) and the normalized average conditional entropy nΞa,p (upper bound) for
each articulator a and phoneme p. The different phonemes are located in the
nfNuM – nΞ plane. The different phonemes are clustered in this plane, using K-
means clustering into 3 to 4 clusters in order to elucidate some aspects of the
observations. The ASCII symbols used to denote the phonemes in the figures are
explained in terms of IPA symbols in Appendix 12.A.

Consider Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b), showing the comparison between the nor-
malized non-uniqueness frequency and relative entropy for the LJ coil. For both the
speakers, phonemes such as ‘s’ (/s/), ‘z’ (/z/), ‘th’ (/T/) have a low nΞ, but high
nfNuM for both speakers. Studies on production strategies indicate that the jaw
position is important for these fricatives, which is corroborated by the observation
of low relative entropy.

Figures 7.2(c) to 7.2(f) show similar plots for the UL and LL coils. The three
labial phonemes ‘p’, ‘b’ and ‘m’ (/p, b, m/) form a distinct cluster with high nfNuM

and low nΞ. This is a strong example of high nfNuM for articulators that are
important for producing the phoneme, as decided by the SVM weights. Phoneme
‘w’ (/w/) for which the lips are critical for production has a low nΞ as well as a
low nfNuM , especially for the LL coil. On the other hand, phonemes for which the
lips are not important for production such as ‘zh’, ‘sh’, ‘s’, ‘z’, ‘jh’, ‘ch’, ‘t’, ‘d’, ‘y’
(/Z, S, s, z, Ã, Ù, t, d, J/) have a high nΞ, but a low nfNuM .

Figures 7.3(a) to 7.3(f) show the comparisons for the coils on the tongue, TT,
TB and TD. For both speakers, the alveolar and post alveolar consonants, ‘zh’,
‘sh’, ‘s’, ‘z’, ‘jh’, ‘ch’, ‘t’, and ‘n’ (/Z, S, s, z, Ã, Ù, t, n/) are seen to have average
or above average nfNuM but low nΞ for the TT and TB coils. The low nΞ is
expected, since the tongue tip and tongue back are important for the production of
these phonemes. On the other hand, labial sounds like /p, b/ and /m/ have high
nΞ and low nfNuM, the opposite of the situation for the UL and LL coils. The velar
phonemes ‘k’, ‘g’ and ‘ng’ (/k, g, N/) seem to have low nΞ and high nfNuM for the
TD coil. Here the view that the tongue dorsum is important while pronouncing
these phonemes is vindicated with the low nΞ estimate. As in the previous cases,
the articulators important to produce these phonemes seem to have a higher nfNuM.
However, phonemes for which the tongue dorsum may not be important such as
‘f’, ‘v’ and ‘w’ (/f, v, w/) have a high nΞ and also a high nfNuM . In almost all the
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(a) Lower Jaw (LJ), male speaker (b) Lower Jaw (LJ), female speaker
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(c) Upper Lip (UL), male speaker (d) Upper Lip (UL), female speaker
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(e) Lower Lip (LL), male speaker (f) Lower Lip (LL), female speaker

Figure 7.2: Comparison of the nfNuM

a,p (in the log-scale) and normalized nΞa,p for
articulators Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper Lip (UL) and Lower Lip (LL), depending on the
phonemes. The phonemes are clustered using K-means clustering, depicted by the
black dividing lines. The shape and color of the points depend on the articulator
that is considered important (based on the SVM hyperplane orientation) when
uttering the particular phoneme, as indicated in the legend.
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(a) Tongue Tip (TT), male speaker (b) Tongue Tip (TT), female speaker
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(c) Tongue Back (TB), male speaker (d) Tongue Back (TB), female speaker
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(e) Tongue Dorsum (TD), male speaker (f) Tongue Dorsum (TD), female speaker

Figure 7.3: Comparison of the nfNuM

a,p (in the log-scale) and normalized nΞa,p

for articulators Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Back (TB) and Tongue Dorsum (TD),
depending on the phonemes. The phonemes are clustered using K-means clustering,
depicted by the black dividing lines. The shape and color of the points depend
on the articulator that is considered important (based on the SVM hyperplane
orientation) when uttering the particular phoneme, as indicated in the legend.
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Table 7.3: Comparison between the CC for the non-uniqueness in the multi-modal
sense (NuM) and the upper bound of the entropy (Ξu) between the different artic-
ulator coils and the CC for the actual positions of the coils. The numbers in bold
are significant in their context as explained in the text.

Male Speaker Female Speaker
Coils NuM Ξu Positions NuM Ξu Positions

LJ vs. UL 0.07 0.28 0.27 0.12 0.31 0.25
LJ vs. LL 0.5 0.64 0.67 0.43 0.65 0.57
LJ vs. TT 0.36 0.73 0.47 0.37 0.88 0.57
LJ vs. TB 0.38 0.71 0.25 0.20 0.5 0.34
LJ vs. TD 0.31 0.57 0.04 0.28 0.38 0.21
LJ vs. V 0.1 0.4 0.01 0.06 0.52 0.05

UL vs. LL 0.29 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.79 0.4
UL vs. TT 0.22 0.28 0.15 0.36 0.35 0.11
UL vs. TB 0.26 0.38 0.05 0.23 0.61 0.03
UL vs. TD 0.32 0.46 0.02 0.25 0.6 0.04
UL vs. V 0.08 0.54 0.07 0.02 0.45 0.02
LL vs. TT 0.33 0.41 0.2 0.33 0.57 0.25
LL vs. TB 0.42 0.49 0.09 0.27 0.53 0.02
LL vs. TD 0.45 0.45 0.17 0.31 0.49 0.07
LL vs. V 0.09 0.48 0.03 0.08 0.62 0.06

TT vs. TB 0.74 0.91 0.63 0.67 0.73 0.41
TT vs. TD 0.57 0.78 0.39 0.55 0.59 0.33
TT vs. V 0.12 0.43 0.01 0.07 0.52 0.01

TB vs. TD 0.77 0.92 0.87 0.69 0.92 0.9
TB vs. V 0.11 0.54 0.12 0.07 0.59 0.02
TD vs. V 0.26 0.5 0.15 0.09 0.55 0.01

plots, although there are differences in exact location of the different phonemes in
the nfNuM – nΞ plane, the two speakers seem to show similar strategies for their
tongue movements, with similar patterns emerging for almost all the consonants.

7.6 Correlations with articulator movements

The estimated non-uniqueness (in the multi-modal sense) are correlated between
the different articulators in a similar manner as the correlations between their
movements, as shown in Table 7.3. This correlation was found in spite of training
the GMMs for different articulators separately, which is similar to the results shown
by Ghosh and Narayanan (2011).

For example, the measured movements of the coils on the Tongue Back (TB)
and the Tongue Dorsum (TD) are highly correlated with each other, with a CC
equal to 0.87 for the male speaker and 0.9 for the female speaker. The NuM in
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mapping for the TB and TD coils are correlated with a CC of 0.77 and 0.69 for
the male and female speaker, respectively, while the CCs for Ξu are 0.92 for both
the speakers. Similarly the CCs between the TT and TB coils as well as TT and
TD coils are relatively high for both the coil positions as well as their estimated
NuM and Ξu. There is also a moderately high correlation between the NuM and
Ξu of the LJ and LL coils, although not as much as for the coils on the tongue.
This is similar to the relatively higher correlation found between actual positions
of the coils. Interestingly, the CC is considerably high for Ξu for the LJ – TT coils
and LJ – TB coils, showing the tongue-jaw ‘synergy’ described in previous studies
(Kroos et al., 1999; Stone and Vatikiotis-Bateson, 1995), but the correlation is only
moderate for both NuM as well as the positions of the articulators. The least
correlated are the non-uniqueness measures of the different articulator coils with
the Velum coil (V).

7.7 Interpretation of the results

It is clear that consonants, and especially stop-consonants are at the extreme ends
of both the relative entropy (upper bound) as well as the relative non-uniqueness
(in the multi-modal sense) frequency scales. For most consonants it becomes clear
that although it is relatively easier to predict the articulator position (low relative
entropy upper bound) that is important for producing the phonemes, the frequency
of multiple articulatory models is relatively higher. This trend is more or less
consistent for all vowels and diphthongs as well, although they tend to cluster
around the average upper bound of entropy for all the articulators. The best claim
that we can make based on these observations is that it is not possible to directly
relate the presence of multiple modes in the articulatory sub-space to difficulty in
prediction. But, what is relatively clearer is that, for most phonemes, especially
consonants, the difficultly in predicting the articulatory positions from the acoustics
is relatively lower when the articulator is important for its production.

While there are several examples of phonemes with multiple articulatory modes
for the important articulators, there are almost no examples of multiple modes for
articulators that are not important for the production of that phoneme. However,
these unimportant articulators have larger range of variations in the articulator
positions. This means that co-articulatory effects on unimportant articulators cause
an increase in the range of positions, but not in number of frames with the multiple
non-unique articulator positions. There are, however, a few instances of multiple
articulatory modes due to co-articulation of unimportant articulators such as ‘f, v
and w’ (/f, v, w/) having a high nfNuM for the TD coil. These may be the cases
where co-articulation effects may in fact be non-unique in the multi-modal sense.

The multi-modal sense of non-uniqueness as defined in the previous chapter
while being restricted, is all the more interesting in hind-sight, because it involves
cases where the speaker uses the important articulators in a non-unique way to
produce normal speech without altering the acoustics. This can be seen from the
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observations described in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.

7.8 Discussion about the relationship between entropy and
non-uniqueness

This chapter presents new statistical tools to study non-uniqueness in the acoustic-
to-articulatory mapping in continuous speech. The main contribution is the ability
to analyze the non-uniqueness in two directions while constraining the acoustic
distribution to be constant. The first direction is based on finding the modality of
the articulatory probability function conditioned on the acoustics. A multi-modal
conditional distribution points to non-uniqueness which is relatively independent of
measurement or modeling errors. It shows discrete articulatory positions that retain
the acoustics. The second method is to estimate an upper bound to the conditional
entropy which gives a general sense of the range of variation in the articulation,
given the acoustics. While this gives a good account of non-uniqueness, it is difficult
to distinguish it from the errors in modeling and measurement. An outcome of this
method is that we are able to determine non-uniqueness as a quantity for each
frame in the database. However, the upper bound of the entropy only provides a
rough idea about the non-uniqueness in the continuous sense.

The experiments based on EMA data recorded on British English speakers
showed that the range of variation in the articulators is lower in the fricatives but
higher for stop consonants. The chapter also describes the relationship between
non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense and predictability of the articulation from
the acoustics. It is generally not true that higher non-uniqueness in the multi-modal
sense means higher upper bounds for the entropy and thus lower predictability. It
was also found that non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense is not necessarily
higher for the unimportant articulators. In fact, for most phonemes, even though
the entropy (upper bound) of prediction was relatively higher for the unimportant
articulators, the occurrence of non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense was often
relatively infrequent. On the contrary, the non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense
was often relatively more frequent in the important articulators for the phonemes.

We propose that the trade-off with different articulators to keep the vocal tract
shapes more or less constant is the means for keeping the acoustics constant, while
changing the articulation. Verifying this requires information about the entire vocal
tract, not available in the current database. Thus, an important future work is to
validate whether the non-uniqueness is compensatory in nature while maintaining
the area-functions, or indeed has different area-functions for all sounds that can
be produced non-uniquely. This can be done by building an articulatory model
and use the predicted non-unique positions to synthesize the acoustics. One main
problem that impedes such a study is to find a unique speaker specific transform
from articulator flesh points to vocal tract area functions. It has been shown to
be possible to predict the entire vocal tract based on 3 or 4 discrete flesh points
(Qin et al., 2008). The next step is to verify whether the acoustics produced by
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the synthesizers using the two predicted non-unique configurations are perceptually
distinguishable or not. If they are not distinguishable, one can then verify the exact
means of effecting an instance of non-uniqueness. However, since the occurrence of
non-uniqueness seems to have similar correlation between the different articulators
as the articulator movements themselves (cf. Table 7.3), compensation without
changing the vocal tract area function seems highly plausible.

This study is also important when trying to interpret the Motor Theory of speech
perception and the Direct realist theory of speech perception (Liberman et al., 1967;
Diehl et al., 2004). These theories assert that all speech is perceived by mapping the
acoustics to an articulatory configuration corresponding to each distinct phoneme.
We have shown that speakers are able to use non-unique configurations to produce
similar acoustic sounds. Although the final vocal tract configuration may or may
not be constant while producing sounds using these non-unique configurations, the
individual articulators (which are controlled by different muscles) seem to be able
to produce almost the same acoustics from different positions. Thus, trying to
interpret the Motor-Theory and Direct realist theory of speech perception in the
light of this study would be interesting future work.

The next chapter deals with verifying whether one can resolve non-uniqueness
in the acoustic-to-articulatory inverse mapping by applying continuity constraints
to articulatory trajectories.



8 Resolving Non-uniqueness in the

Acoustic-to-Articulatory Mappinga

aThis chapter is largely based on Paper E

There has been a general consensus among researchers that applying continuity
constraints helps improve the estimate of the acoustic-to-articulatory inverse map-
ping. These continuity constraints have often been in the form of using velocity
or acceleration (delta or delta-delta) coefficients (Richmond, 2006) or using dy-
namic programming using information from previous predictions (Laprie and Ouni,
2002). Continuity constraints help reduce the variance in the estimate by predicting
smoother trajectories which are more similar the actual movements of the articula-
tors. Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán (2010) showed that applying continuity constraints
can also resolve non-uniqueness in certain instances. This study attempts to make
a broader study about whether continuity constraints would in fact resolve all in-
stances of non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense (In this chapter, we only refer
to non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense).

8.1 Non-uniqueness along a trajectory

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show two sequences with the conditional probability function for
the mapping between the acoustics and articulation. Figure 8.1(i) shows a situation
where the conditional probability of the tongue coils are more or less constant but
certain frames in Figures 8.1(iii) to 8.1(v) show non-uniqueness in the positions of
the articulators. On the other hand, Figure 8.2(i) to 8.2(v) shows a situation where
there seems to be a transition between of the tongue from one set of positions to
another with a few frames during the transition, such as in Figure 8.2(iii), exhibit
non-uniqueness.

In order to elucidate the information about non-uniqueness across several con-
secutive frames in an utterance, we consider the peaks in the conditional probability
functions of the consecutive frames (c.f. Section 6.3). A series of peaks in the condi-
tional probability function space along an utterance is similar to an equal elevation
contour in cartography (except that the contour lies in the position-time space),
which we call a ‘path’. A ‘path’ is a hypothetical most probable (likely) articula-
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(a) Phoneme /I/ during the word ‘departments’ pronounced by the female speaker.

Figure 8.1: Sequences of conditional probability functions of the articulatory coils
given the acoustic features for the female speaker (fsew) facing to the left (the
palate is sketched as a pink-bold line for reference). The sequence contains the
pronunciation of the phoneme /I/ during the word ‘departments’. Non-uniqueness
in the acoustic-articulatory mapping is indicated by multi-modality in the plotted
functions. One can observe the progression of non-uniquely mapped consecutive
frames.

tory movement, given the acoustics, the acoustic-articulatory model and continuity
constraints. More than one such ‘path’ can be traced when non-uniqueness in the
mapping occurs for the frames in question. This patch of non-uniqueness could oc-
cur for one or more consecutive acoustic frames. For the frames which are unique,
only one such ‘path’ can be traced.

Based on the two examples in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, we classify non-uniqueness
in a trajectory into two categories, namely, ‘along the same path’ (ASP) and ‘with
a change in path’ (WCP). If the same path minimizes the continuity constraint
before and after the patch of non-uniqueness in the utterance, then we call it ASP
as in Figure 8.1. On the other hand, if different paths minimize the continuity
constraint before and after the non-unique patch then we call it ‘with a change in
path’ (WCP) as in Figure 8.2. These two types of ‘paths’ are also illustrated in
Figure 8.3 where the 3-dimensional space is reduced to 2-dimensional position-time
axii.

It is clear that ASP types of ‘paths’ are easy to predict by applying continuity
constraints only on the preceding frames, while continuity constraints need to be
applied to the preceding as well as the succeeding frames for the WCP type of
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Figure 8.2: Sequences of conditional probability functions of the articulatory coils
given the acoustic features for the male speaker (msak), facing to the left (the
palate is sketched as a pink-bold line for reference). The sequence contains the
pronunciation of the phonemes /ô/ and /æ/ during the word ‘shrapnel’. Non-
uniqueness in the acoustic-articulatory mapping is indicated by multi-modality in
the plotted functions. One can observe the progression of non-uniquely mapped
consecutive frames.

‘path’. This is the motivation behind classifying the two types of ‘paths’. It might
also be a pragmatic strategy to select the mean value (somewhere in between the
two most likely positions) as the estimate for the Inversion. This might work well
especially when the non-unique patch is small. Nonetheless, it is still difficult to
predict where exactly the transition between the two possible paths is likely to
occur if the non-unique patch is several frames long. There are, however, some
exceptions in the data to the above mentioned strategies such as in Figure 8.4. It
shows an instance where the measured tongue movement follows a path which does
not satisfy continuity constraints even though another smoother path, which could
probably produce (almost) the same acoustics, is possible. Here, applying any sort
of continuity constraint may not result in a better estimate.
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(b) With change in path

Figure 8.3: Illustration of the two types of articulatory trajectory ‘paths’. The
‘paths’ are hypothetical contours connecting conditional probability peaks for the
TT coil in successive frames. For frames with non-unique mappings, more than one
probability peak exists. When connected with peaks from preceding and succeeding
uniquely mapped frames by applying continuity constraints, two types of ‘paths’
can be observed.
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Figure 8.4: Illustration of an example where the TT coil has been observed to
have switched from Path 1 to Path 2, even though Path 1 satisfies the continuity
constraints.

8.2 How often do the two types of non-unique paths occur

Based on these preliminary observations we further tried to answer the following
questions:

1. How often does selecting the peak after applying dynamic continuity con-
straints estimates paths with the lowest RMSE (with respect to the true
positions of the coils)?

2. How often does selecting the mean between the peaks perform better? One
must note that selecting the mean may not conform to valid articulatory
configurations (corresponding to the articulation of the phoneme), but may
still reduce the RMSE when the predictability is low.

3. How often does selecting the peak that does not conform to a continuity
constraint perform better?

Figure 8.5 shows a comparison of the number of times each of the two types of
non-uniqueness occur with respect to the duration (in terms of the number of con-
secutive frames) of the non-unique patch. The first and most obvious observation
is that the number of occurrences of the patches decrease with their lengths. They
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of the frequency of occurrences of each type of non-
uniqueness for the two speakers with respect to the duration of the non-unique
patch. Also illustrated is the relative success of two strategies, namely applying
continuity constraints from the preceding context and taking the mean path.
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follow a Zipfian function, similar to our previous findings (c.f. Figure 6.9). The two
types are more or less evenly distributed with a slight bias towards ASP for shorter
patches of non-unique mappings. Longer patches have a slightly higher number of
occurrences for the WCP type of patch. It is clear that applying continuity con-
straints results in lower prediction error for most of the ASP cases, i.e. around 53 %
and 51 % of the non-unique frames, for the male and female speaker respectively.
Only 29 to 33 % of the frames with the WCP type of non-uniqueness can be resolved
with continuity constraints. As expected, selecting the mean between the two peaks
is often a reasonable estimate, for the WCP type of non-uniqueness. This is because
context does not provide a reasonable estimate about where the switch occurs. This
strategy works better for shorter patches (greater than 35% for lengths shorter than
3 frames), but soon becomes inaccurate for longer patches (less than 15% of the
frames for lengths greater than 5 frames) What is interesting is that, for both the
types of non-unique patches, there are between 8 (ASP) to 22 (WCP) % of the non-
unique frames where a better estimate is possible than both applying a continuity
constraint and taking the mean of the probability function. The reason why such a
path that does not satisfy the non-uniqueness constraint provides a better estimate
is unclear. However, it means that, assuming the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion
models are a good representation of how human produce and perceive speech, the
articulatory trajectory that is chosen by the speaker to produce a certain acoustic
sound does not only depend on what is easiest or smoothest. Higher level factors
such as vocal effort, speech clarity, emotion, visual input etc. may be needed to
resolve non-uniqueness to a greater extent.

8.3 Discussion and conclusions

One might assume that for non-uniqueness to occur, each of the non-unique paths
should have been traversed at least once. However, that is not necessarily true
for statistical models, which allow for traversing the path which some variance.
Whether this variance in the acoustic data is perceived and produced consciously
by humans is unknown.

On the other hand, it is clear that systems which try to perform acoustic-to-
articulatory inversion using statistical methods encounter the non-unique mapping
instances, whether non-uniqueness is modeled implicitly, explicitly or not modeled
at all. Most researchers have attempted to solve this problem using continuity
constraints. However, this study shows that resolving non-uniqueness is still an
unsolved problem. By finding peaks in the conditional distribution of the acoustic-
articulatory data, and observing their occurrences in a sequence of frames, we
classified the types of non-uniqueness into two, namely, ASP and WCP. The fre-
quency of the occurrence of the two types is more or less equal. Applying continuity
constraints are more useful in the ASP type of non-unique patch. Simply taking
the mean of the possible paths is pragmatic and also successful (but may produce
invalid articulator positions), especially for the WCP type of non-uniqueness. On
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the other hand, there are a few instances of non-uniqueness where neither the mean
nor continuity constraints give the best estimates.

From the studies based on non-uniqueness in a statistical sense, one can conclude
that the same probability distribution of acoustics can produce different modes of
articulatory positions. This takes a different view at non-uniqueness, that occurs
not only in artificial situations, but also in real speech. The study leaves several
open questions.

1. Do non-unique positions of articulator coils alter the area function of the vocal
tract?

2. What compensation mechanism is used?

3. What is the role of non-uniqueness in first language learning?

4. Are humans aware of using non-unique positions?

5. Do humans resolve non-uniqueness when perceiving speech, consciously or
unconsciously?

The answer to these questions is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the
statistical formalism developed in this part may help systematize further research
in this area.

Besides trying to find alternative methods to improve the resolution of non-
uniqueness, future work includes performing acoustic simulations of the non-unique
articulatory data using an articulatory synthesizer to see whether the statistically
estimated non-uniqueness is perceived by listeners. Non-uniqueness properties for
other types of acoustic parameterizations such as Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs)
and Formant tracks should also be studied.



Part III

Effecting Acoustic-to-Articulatory
Inversion based on Statistical Data
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9 Cross-modal Clustering for Explicit Modeling

of Non-uniquenessa

aThis chapter is partly based on Paper C

While Part II of the thesis dealt with the specific problem of non-uniqueness in the
acoustic-to-articulatory mapping, the eventual aim is to be able to perform inversion
based on statistical methods. This part of the thesis deals with establishing a few
novel methods to perform Inversion. In this chapter, we first try to model non-
uniqueness in the cluster correspondences explicitly. In this context Section 9.1
tries to find the theoretical limits to the Inversion problem given the different types
of uncertainties, using the data for the female speaker in the MOCHA-TIMIT
database. The method where non-uniqueness is explicitly modeled is described in
Section 9.2. The proposed method models modes in the acoustic and articulatory
data separately and then makes use of all possible combinations of the modes to
improve estimates of the articulation, given the acoustics.

Extending the concept of Cross-Modal clustering to Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), we also proposed a method to gain knowledge about the articulation, in
order to improve speech recognition. This method, is trained on joint acoustic-
articulatory data, but performs phoneme recognition on acoustic features alone.
The method tries to improve the recognition performance by retrieving new knowl-
edge about acoustic-articulatory relationships from the training data, without ex-
plicitly performing Inversion. Subject dependent tests revealed a slight improve-
ment in phoneme recognition performance when trained on acoustic-articulatory
data as against using acoustic only data. The performance was significantly im-
proved for one of the two speakers we tested on. Some details about this endeavor
are explained in Chapter 10.

The second proposed method is Inversion based on local regression. This method
does not require a global model to be built on the training data. Instead, the method
relies on building local models in the neighborhood of the current acoustic frame
from which the articulation needs to be estimated. This method is described in
Chapter 11. It is shown that using local models with as few as 4 neighboring frames
performs comparably to building a global model for the entire acoustic-articulatory
mapping space.
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The final method for Inversion described in this part of the thesis involves finding
a mapping between acoustic and articulatory gestures. The definition of acoustic
and articulatory gestures is motivated and examples of how the mapping is per-
formed is provided. This presents a new paradigm for the acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion problem, where instead of mapping individual frames of acoustics and
articulation, longer segments of speech are mapped onto each other. Chapter 12
provides further details on the methods.

9.1 Finding the theoretical limits to
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion

9.1.1 The best piece-wise linear mapping

Many algorithms using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework as used by
Hiroya and Honda (2002) or the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) framework such
as Toda et al. (2004a) assume the inversion mapping to be piecewise linear. They
separate the acoustic space into many clusters and use linear regression within each
of the clusters. This is true also for other code-book based methods like those used
by Roweis (1997). Considerable effort is spent on identifying which of the clusters
in the articulatory space corresponds to the current cluster in the acoustic space.
Toda et al. (2004b) used an Maximum Likelihood Trajectory Estimate (MLTE)
with dynamic features, Roweis (1997) used a self organizing HMM and Hiroya and
Honda (2002) used smoothing with dynamic feature constraints learnt by the HMM.
The errors that these methods incurred, were on account of two reasons: firstly,
the error due to incorrect correspondences between the acoustic and articulatory
clusters; and secondly due to the error in the linear mapping from the acoustic to
articulatory cluster.

The first experiment to establish the theoretical limits of piece-wise clustering
assumes that there exists a method which tells us the correct articulatory cluster
for every acoustic cluster with 100% accuracy. This means that the uncertainty
in finding cluster correspondences is (as described in Section 5.4) is assumed to
be zero. The only error that remains is the error in fitting the linear regression
between the acoustic and articulatory clusters. This error may occur due to the
variance within the clusters that are mapped.

We used female speaker of the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1) with
acoustic parametrization as described in Section 5.2. The acoustic clusters were ob-
tained by GMM clustering, for different values of I. For data points belonging to
the ith cluster in the acoustic space, the articulatory parameters were clustered fur-
ther. For a certain test frame, since we already knew the correspondences between
its acoustic cluster i and the corresponding articulatory cluster k, we estimated the
current frame by learning a linear regression between the acoustic and articulatory
clusters through a a ten-fold cross-validation, where 9/10th of the database is used
for training the model and 1/10th of the database, including the current frame, is
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Table 9.1: The RMSE in mm for the best possible piecewise linear prediction
for the female speaker in the MOCHA-TIMIT database. Here the exact acoustic-
articulatory cluster correspondence is assumed to be known. The number in the
brackets corresponds to the average number of articulatory clusters (Ki) for every
acoustic cluster. I corresponds to the number of acoustic clusters and τ to the
linear prediction error threshold.

τ \ I 2 4 8 16

0.3 1.06 (256) 6.47 (251) 45.26 (155) 21.2 (77)
0.5 1.06 (256) 5.36 (176) 1.17 (80) 1.01 (43)
0.8 1.06 (201) 0.97 (88) 0.91 (45) 0.97 (25)
1.0 1.05 (141) 0.97 (64) 0.96 (39) 1.01 (18)
2.0 1.08 (48) 1.06 (25) 1.09 (13) 1.18 (9)
5.0 1.34 (14) 1.29 (8) 1.34 (6) 1.52 (3)
10.0 1.53 (6) 1.59 (3) 1.70 (2) 1.71 (2)

used for testing the model. YYY i
k = {yyyj ∈ ℜd : 1 ≤ j ≤ N i

k} are the normalized
articulatory features of the data points belonging to the kth articulatory cluster of
the ith acoustic cluster, while ŶYY i

k are the estimated articulatory positions using one
linear prediction per cluster. The number of articulatory clusters, Ki, are increased
until the average RMSE falls below a threshold τ for the training data.

Table 9.1 gives us the mRMSE over all the articulatory channels on the testing
set for different values of I and τ . We can observe that the performance is best when
we have a smaller number of acoustic clusters with a larger number of articulatory
clusters for each acoustic cluster. For small values of τ with a larger number of
acoustic clusters, the testing error is high because of over fitting. We can see that
the best performance by a piecewise linear regression mapping is an mRMSE of
0.91 mm for 8 acoustic clusters with around 45 articulatory clusters per acoustic
cluster. This represents the theoretical limit to the accuracy of piece-wise linear
function mapping for the given database, assuming that there is no uncertainty in
finding the correspondences in acoustic-articulatory clusters.

9.1.2 The best prediction using dynamic constraints

The second experiment in this section tries to find the theoretical limit to applying
dynamic constraints in order to resolve uncertainty in finding the correspondences
between acoustic and articulatory clusters. It continues in the direction of the ques-
tion asked in Chapter 8 in finding out, to what extent does applying dynamic con-
straints mitigate the problems related to non-uniqueness. In this experiment, how-
ever, non-uniqueness is not estimated before applying dynamic constraints. This
is, thus, a more realistic scenario for finding the theoretical limit to the resolution
of uncertainty in finding acoustic-articulatory cluster correspondences for the given
database.
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Table 9.2: The mRMSE for the ideal prediction without using dynamic con-
straints, for the female speaker in the MOCHA-TIMIT database assuming the
within cluster error is zero. I corresponds to the number of acoustic clusters and
Ki to the number of articulatory clusters per acoustic cluster. The configurations
close to the best from the current experiment as well as the experiment in Sec-
tion 9.1.1 are highlighted.

Ki \ I 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

2 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.46
4 1.86 1.83 1.80 1.80 1.76 1.74 1.72
8 2.74 2.70 2.48 2.50 2.41 2.36 2.29
16 3.04 2.95 2.76 2.65 2.50 2.46 2.37
32 2.72 3.03 2.54 2.58 2.56 2.47 2.45
64 3.24 3.22 2.70 2.77 2.62 2.59 2.56
128 3.50 3.39 3.09 2.95 2.72 2.68 2.63

Table 9.3: The mRMSE for the ideal prediction using dynamic constraints for the
female speaker. The distance between the previous position and the mean values
of the articulatory clusters is minimized. The configurations close to the best from
the current experiment as well as the experiment in Section 9.1.1 are highlighted.

Ki \ I 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

2 0.21 0.26 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32
4 0.54 0.59 0.62 0.63 0.65 0.65 0.66
8 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80
16 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.88
32 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.86
64 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.81 0.82
128 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.76

It is assumed that the articulatory position for the previous time frame is
known. The current articulatory cluster is determined using dynamic smoothing
constraints. Among k articulatory clusters, the correct articulatory cluster is se-
lected by minimizing either the distance or the difference in velocity between the
previous position (which is known) and the mean values of the k clusters. The
prediction error within the cluster is assumed to be zero, i.e. the linear regression
between the corresponding clusters has no error. Thus the predicted articulatory
positions are nothing but the mean values of the clusters. Thus this experiment is
the counter-part of the previous experiment in Section 9.1.1.

The mRMSE is calculated over a ten-fold cross-validation for different number
of acoustic and articulatory clusters as shown in Tables 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4

When no dynamic constraints are available, then a larger number of acoustic
clusters and a fewer articulatory clusters are preferred. This is because, along with
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Table 9.4: The mRMSE for the ideal prediction using dynamic constraints for the
female speaker minimizing velocity. The velocity difference between the previous
position and the mean values of the articulatory clusters is minimized. The config-
urations close to the best from the current experiment as well as the experiment in
Section 9.1.1 are highlighted.

Ki \ I 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

2 0.25 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.38
4 0.62 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.82
8 0.83 0.84 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.98
16 0.93 0.94 0.99 1.01 1.05 1.08 1.11
32 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.00 1.03 1.06 1.08
64 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.97 1.00
128 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.89

the size of each cluster, the distance between a certain point and the mean value
of the cluster also reduces. We can see that applying dynamic constraints is useful
in predicting the correct articulatory cluster. The distance minimizing constraint
performs better than the one minimizing velocity difference. It is no surprise that
the error is lower for a really small number of articulatory clusters, since we are
assuming a zero within-cluster error. But the tables indicate a tendency for better
performances with a lower number of acoustic clusters. For a very high number of
acoustic clusters, the results show a slight improvement. Decreasing the number of
articulatory clusters improves the prediction when dynamic constraints are applied.

When we compare the results of Tables 9.1 and 9.3 it becomes clear that with
a small number of acoustic clusters, the linear approximation becomes very poor,
but the application of dynamic constraints is more successful. Thus, an optimum
choice for piecewise linear regression with dynamic constraints would be 8 acoustic
clusters and around 32 to 64 articulatory clusters per acoustic cluster. The next
section describes how results from this theoretical analysis can be used to improve
the Inversion results. This is carried out using Cross-modal clustering.

9.2 Addressing the non-uniqueness problem in Inversion
using cross-modal clustering

Gaussian Mixture Model Regression (GMMR) is one of the standard ways to per-
form piece-wise linear regression and has been applied to acoustic-to-articulatory
Inversion (Toda et al., 2004b). However, GMMR does not model non-uniqueness
specifically, allowing for different estimates depending on the mode of production.
We attempted to solve this problem by allowing each acoustic Gaussian component
to correspond to several articulatory components.

The basis of this method originates with a soft clustering approach in order
to find the maximum cross-modal a-posteriori probability (MCMAP) presented
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Table 9.5: RMSE for different combination of Articulatory and Acoustic Gaussian
components in the MMSE method.

K (Articulatory) 2 4 8 16 32 48 64 72 90
I (Acoustic)

2 1.98 1.90 1.80 1.73 1.66 1.61 1.58 1.56 1.56
4 1.90 1.83 1.73 1.67 1.61 1.58 1.57 1.58 -
8 1.85 1.78 1.70 1.62 1.57 1.56 1.60 1.60 -
16 1.81 1.73 1.65 1.59 1.56 1.58 1.62 - -
32 1.74 1.70 1.63 1.58 1.59 - - - -
48 1.71 1.67 1.61 1.59 - - - - -
64 1.68 1.66 1.62 - - - - - -
72 1.66 1.65 - - - - - - -
90 1.66 - - - - - - - -

in Section 5.4. This theory can be extended to find a cross-modal expectation
maximization algorithm with a modified Q-function (Bilmes, 1998) as below

Q(Λ,Λg) =

I∑

i=1

K∑

k=1

T∑

t=1

log
(
αk|iαiρki(yyyt|xxxt, λki)

)
ρ(k, i|xxxtyyyt, λki) (9.1)

This Q-function is maximized over the parameters of the cross-modal GMM ‘Λ =
{λki : 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ i ≤ I}’. αk|i is the cross-modal prior and ρki(yyyt|xxxt, θki) is
the cross-modal conditional density. αi is the prior for the acoustic representation.

Experiments have been carried out by performing Inversion on the data for
the female speaker in the MOCHA-TIMIT database, for different values of I and
K, the number of acoustic and articulatory clusters respectively using a 10-fold
cross-validation. We were restricted to a maximum of around 200 Gaussian com-
ponents due to memory constraints in our implementation. The data and acoustic-
articulatory features were processed in the same way as described in Section 6.4

Different configurations were tested for the cross-modal system with different
numbers of acoustic and articulatory Gaussian components. The two methods,
namely, Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) with only static features and MLTE
(Toda et al., 2008) with dynamic features were used to attempt Inversion. The
results are presented in Tables 9.5 and 9.6, respectively.

We can see two clear trends here. The first is that the MLTE method performs
marginally better than the MMSE method, so adding dynamic features does not
improve the RMSE significantly. The second trend is that better performances are
observed for a higher number of articulatory Gaussian components than acoustic
Gaussian components, similar to the results obtained in Section 9.1. This trend
can be observed clearly by looking at the reverse diagonals of the tables 9.5 and
9.6. The values on the opposite ends of the diagonal correspond to equal number
of the product of articulatory and acoustic Gaussian components. There is an
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Table 9.6: RMSE for different combination of Articulatory and Acoustic Gaussian
components in the MLTE with dynamic features method.

K (Articulatory) 2 4 8 16 32 48 64 72 90
I (Acoustic)

2 1.98 1.91 1.81 1.75 1.67 1.61 1.57 1.56 1.54
4 1.91 1.83 1.73 1.68 1.61 1.57 1.55 2.73 -
8 1.85 1.78 1.71 1.62 1.57 1.54 1.56 3.94 -
16 1.81 1.74 1.65 1.59 1.56 1.55 1.58 - -
32 1.74 1.69 1.63 1.58 1.56 - - - -
48 1.70 1.67 1.60 1.58 - - - - -
64 1.67 1.65 1.62 - - - - - -
72 1.65 1.64 - - - - - - -
90 1.65 - - - - - - - -

Table 9.7: The CC for different combination of Articulatory and Acoustic Gaussian
components in the MMSE method.

K (Articulatory) 2 4 8 16 32 48 64 72 90
I (Acoustic)

2 0.57 0.60 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.75
4 0.61 0.65 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.75 -
8 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.74 -
16 0.66 0.69 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.73 - -
32 0.69 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.74 - - - -
48 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.74 - - - - -
64 0.71 0.72 0.73 - - - - - -
72 0.72 0.72 - - - - - - -
90 0.72 - - - - - - - -

Table 9.8: The CC for different combination of Articulatory and Acoustic Gaussian
components in the MLTE with dynamic features method.

K (Articulatory) 2 4 8 16 32 48 64 72 90
I (Acoustic)

2 0.58 0.62 0.68 0.70 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.76 0.77
4 0.62 0.66 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.68 -
8 0.65 0.68 0.71 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.73 -
16 0.67 0.70 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 - -
32 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.75 0.76 - - - -
48 0.71 0.73 0.75 0.75 - - - - -
64 0.73 0.73 0.74 - - - - - -
72 0.73 0.73 - - - - - - -
90 0.73 - - - - - - - -
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increase in RMSE with the number of acoustic Gaussians. The best configuration
in this study is for 2 acoustic Gaussian components and 90 articulatory Gaussian
components or for 8 acoustic and 48 articulatory Gaussian components. When
compared proposed method is compared to the our implementation of GMMR
(Toda et al., 2004b) (described in further detail in Section 12.3.4), the proposed
method performs better, but with a larger number of Gaussian components in total.
We observed an RMSE of 1.56 mm and 1.62 for 90 Gaussian components using
MLTE with dynamic features and MMSE algorithms, respectively. We obtained
results similar to the MLTE for 2 acoustic and 64 articulatory Gaussian components
(i.e. a total of 128 Gaussian components). Tables 9.7 and 9.8 display the CCs for
the two methods under different combinations. The best achieved CCs (0.77) are
for MLTE with dynamic features for 2 acoustic clusters and 90 articulatory clusters
or for 8 acoustic and 48 articulatory Gaussian components, results that were similar
to the regular GMMR.

An interesting observation was the relatively smaller improvement between the
MMSE (with only static features) and MLTE (with dynamic features) algorithms
for the proposed cross-modal method, when the number of Gaussian components
are the same. For the same number of Gaussian components, the improvement
was much larger for the traditional GMMR. This may suggest that the cross-modal
GMM is able to account for the non-uniqueness without having information about
the dynamics of the articulatory trajectory, in lieu of cross-modal training. In or-
der to test this further, a dynamic programming approach was used which selected
the best possible articulatory Gaussian component based on the estimates for each
Gaussian component applying the smallest distance criterion with respect to the
previous predicted articulatory positions. This does not include dynamic articu-
latory features, but uses the continuity criterion to predict confusable Gaussian
components. Table 9.9 shows the RMSE after applying dynamic programming for
the MMSE method. It is clear that no improvement is observed after applying
dynamic programming. This illustrates the ability of the cross-modal GMM algo-
rithm to capture the non-uniqueness information, and does not require dynamic
features or continuity constraints to solve the problem.

9.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we attempt to reduce the uncertainty, non-linearity and non-
uniqueness in the cluster correspondences by finding an optimum number of acoustic
and articulatory clusters. Results indicate that the higher the number of clusters,
the less non-linear the mappings, but higher the uncertainty in finding correspon-
dences. On the other hand, applying dynamic constraints on a fewer number of
clusters is more fruitful. Thus one must find a trade-off between the two factors.
By applying cross-modal clustering and choosing an optimum number of acoustic
and articulatory clusters, we can reduce the uncertainty in the mapping, without
making use of dynamic features or smoothing criteria.
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Table 9.9: RMSE for different combination of Articulatory and Acoustic Gaussian
components in the MMSE method along with dynamic programming to find the
best possible articulatory components.

K (Articulatory) 2 4 8 16 32 48 64 72 90
I (Acoustic)

2 1.98 1.90 1.80 1.73 1.67 1.61 1.59 1.57 1.57
4 1.90 1.83 1.73 1.67 1.61 1.58 1.58 1.57 -
8 1.85 1.78 1.71 1.62 1.58 1.56 1.60 1.61 -
16 1.81 1.73 1.65 1.59 1.56 1.59 1.64 - -
32 1.74 1.70 1.63 1.58 1.59 - - - -
48 1.71 1.67 1.61 1.59 - - - - -
64 1.68 1.66 1.62 - - - - - -
72 1.66 1.65 - - - - - - -
90 1.66 - - - - - - - -

The next chapter deals with extending this idea of cross-modal clustering to
HMMs and using these models to improve speech recognition.





10 Using Cross-Modal Acoustic-Articulatory

Clustering to Improve Speech Recognitiona

aThis chapter is mainly based on Paper F

One way to improve Automatic Speech Recognition is to incorporate speech pro-
duction knowledge. This can be done in various ways, as surveyed by King et al.
(2007). It has been established by several researchers (Zlokarnik, 1995; Wrench
and Richmond, 2000; Stephenson et al., 2000) that using articulatory measurement
along with the acoustic features improves phoneme recognition by 6% to 60%.
Zlokarnik (1995) combined acoustic features and articulatory measurements from
Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) coils in an HMM-based speech recognizer
for German VCV sequences to get more than 60% relative error reduction. Wrench
and Richmond (2000) conducted similar experiments using a triphone HMM-based
speech recognizer and the 460 MOCHA-TIMIT sentences. The articulatory features
were based on PCA projected Electropalatograph (EPG), EMA and Laryngograph
measurements of the lips, tongue, jaw, velum and larynx. When these features were
combined with MFCCs, a relative error reduction of 6% was achieved. Stephenson
et al. (2000) used the Wisconsin X-ray Microbeam data to get 21% relative error
reduction in isolated word recognition using a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)
which learned its discrete emitting distributions conditioned on hidden acoustic
and articulatory states. Similarly, Markov et al. (2006) used an HMM/Bayesian
Network (HMM/BN) hybrid to get a 20% error reduction on a 3 speaker Japanese
corpus. In all these cases, using measured articulatory parameters amounts to us-
ing additional information for the recognition, which explains the large increase
in the performance. This is however different from using the knowledge of speech
production for performing the recognition task, where only acoustic information is
made available. The idea in this chapter is to convert the available articulatory
measurements into knowledge that can be used to improve the recognition when
only acoustic observations are available.

Several approaches have been tried to gain this knowledge from articulatory
measurements. One method is to perform acoustic-to-articulatory inversion which
can predict the articulatory parameters from the acoustics. Instead of using the
measured articulatory parameters, one can use the predicted ones during recogni-

135
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tion. Zlokarnik (1995) used Multi-layer Perceptron regression to get 18% improve-
ment for VCVs. But when Wrench and Richmond (2000) tried the same technique
on continuous sentences, the improvement was not significant according to the au-
thors. In these cases, the Neural Network model was equivalent to the knowledge
gained from the measured articulatory parameters. The number of parameters of
the new model included the HMM parameters as well as the learned weights of the
Neural Network.

The second approach to gain this knowledge is to use the articulatory mea-
surements to bias the learning of the acoustic model parameters in such a way
that it incorporates knowledge of speech production. This approach was used by
Markov et al. (2003, 2006). By using the HMM/BN hybrid, it was possible to learn
model parameters influenced by the articulatory measurements, which represented
the knowledge gained. With this a statistically significant error reduction of 6% to
10% was shown in performing phoneme recognition on 2 out of 3 speakers, and for
the multi-speaker case.

The third approach that has been tried is to incorporate knowledge about the
dynamics of the process through the articulatory measurements. Using DBNs,
Stephenson et al. (2000) was able to incorporate knowledge of the dynamics as well
as bias the learning of the acoustic model parameters. There was a 4-fold increase
of the number of model parameters and a 20 % relative reduction in error.

In this work, we construct a Hidden-Articulatory Markov Model similar to the
one suggested by Richardson et al. (2003), but propose a data-driven approach in-
stead of an expert system based approach. By doing this, we hope that if pronunci-
ation rules derived from theory are replaced by empirical measurements integrated
into the framework, the resulting models would be more accurate in representing
the speech production mechanism. This approach also relaxes the constraints im-
posed by HMM/BN hybrids or DBNs used in previous work in the sense that the
articulatory measurements don’t have to be quantized prior to training, and that
the two modalities, the articulatory measurements and the acoustic features, are
coupled together. Secondly, the acoustic and articulatory features are framed as a
cross-modal regression which makes it possible to estimate the articulatory mea-
surements from the acoustics. Thus, the proposed model incorporates features of
all the previously proposed methods in a generalized solution. We call this model a
Cross-Modal Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CMCHMM) which is the most gen-
eralized of previously proposed model with complete couplings for an HMM or a
DBN.

10.1 How to construct a CMCHMM

Theoretically, CMCHMM is the same as the Cartesian Product HMM or also called
the fully coupled HMM (Brand, 1996). Consider two Markov chains, one for each of
the two modalities XXX and YYY , in this case the acoustic and articulatory modalities,
respectively. Let j be a state in modalityXXX and let l be a state in modality YYY . Then
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Figure 10.1: Inference graph of a fully coupled HMM or CMCHMM chain. Squares
denotes emitting distributions, circles denotes states and arrows denotes dependen-
cies.

let a joint cross-modal distribution Bj,l(ot) connect each state j in modalityXXX with
each state l in modality YYY . To clarify, there is not a single emitting distribution
for each single state, but a single distribution for each possible pair of j and l (c.f.
Figure 10.1). The use of two Markov chains allows asynchronous state switching for
the two modalities, which may give an advantage compared to using concatenated
vectors OAB = [OA|OB ] with a standard HMM. This means that not only can
the acoustic and articulatory states make transitions independently, but also that
the different emitting distributions can explicitly model non-uniqueness in their
correspondences.

The likelihood of the observation sequence O = {O1O2...OT } and the two state
sequences q for modality XXX and r for modality YYY given the model is

P (O, q, r|λ) = ΠΠΠq1,r1

T∏

t=2

Aqt−1,rt−1,qt,rt
Bqt,rt

(ot) (10.1)

where matrix ΠΠΠ is the probability of the occurrence of the acoustic and articula-
tory states at the first time instant (t = 1) and the four dimensional tensor A is
the coupled probability of transition from a pair of states in the two modalities,
qt−1 and rt−1 at time t − 1 to another pair of states qt and rt at time t. Let OXXX

be the acoustic observation sequence and OYYY be the articulatory observation se-
quence from modality YYY . By letting O = [OXXX |OYYY ] during training, and O = OXXX

when performing recognition, the state sequence r may be predicted by modalityXXX
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alone, using information from the joint cross-modal output distribution and coupled
transition probabilities.

A fully coupled HMM, as described in Equation 10.1 would impose dynamic
constraints learnt from the modality YYY to predict qt, the state that is predicted by
modality XXX.

The Expectation Maximization and the Viterbi algorithms for the CMCHMM
were derived as an extension of the standard Baum-Welch and Viterbi algorithms.
With K and I states per modality, a Viterbi search has the complexity O(T (KI)4).
The standard way to implement the Viterbi algorithm is to sum over the variables
associated with the modality which is not subject to sequence tracking. However,
it was found that the sum could be replaced by a maximum function without losing
performance. This approximation removes the need for scaling factors, instead the
computations can be done in the log-domain, which ensures that computations are
done within the numerical limits of a standard PC. Thus, the following algorithm
was used:

Initialization

∆∆∆1(i, k) = ΠΠΠi,kBi,k(o1) (10.2)

ΨΨΨ1(j, l) = 0 (10.3)

ΦΦΦ1(j, l) = 0 (10.4)

Recursion

∆∆∆t(j, l) = max
1≤i≤I
1≤k≤K

[∆∆∆t−1(i, k)Ai,j,k,l]Bj,l(ot) (10.5)

ΨΨΨt(j, l) = argmax
1≤i≤I

max
1≤k≤K

[∆∆∆t−1(i, k)Ai,j,k,l] (10.6)

ΦΦΦt(j, l) = arg max
1≤k≤K

max
1≤i≤I

[∆∆∆t−1(i, k)Ai,j,k,l] (10.7)

where ∀t : {2, 3, . . . , T}, j : 1 ≤ j ≤ I and l : 1 ≤ l ≤ K

Termination

P ∗ = max
1≤j≤I
1≤l≤K

[∆∆∆T (j, l)] (10.8)

qXXXT = argmax
1≤j≤I

max
1≤l≤K

[∆∆∆T (j, l)] (10.9)

qYYYT = arg max
1≤l≤K

max
1≤j≤I

[∆∆∆T (j, l)] (10.10)
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Backtracking

qXXXt = ΨΨΨt+1(q
XXX
t+1) (10.11)

qYYYt = ΦΦΦt+1(q
YYY
t+1) (10.12)

where ∀t : {T − 1, T − 2, . . . , 1}
When used for training, the emission probabilities B(o) are computed from a

GMM trained on the joint space OXXXYYY . This is a Cross-modal GMM, described
in Section 9.1. When using the CMCHMM to recognize phonemes, the emission
probabilities are replaced with a truncated GMM, with only the parameters cor-
responding to the acoustic features, OXXX . The transition matrix and the initial
matrices remain the same during training and recognition.

10.2 Phoneme recognition using CMCHMMs

The experiments have been conducted using the MOCHA-TIMIT database de-
scribed in Section 5.1. The acoustic features were the first 14 MFCCs (including
the 0’th component) computed at 10 ms frame rate. Delta Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC) were computed using a Hamming window over 5 frames and
added to the acoustic features resulting in a total of 28 acoustic features. The delta
features for the 14 articulatory channels were computed just like it was done for the
MFCC and concatenated to original articulatory measurements. The articulatory
features vectors were normalized to zero mean with a standard deviation of one
and further reduced by PCA projection such that 95% of the variance was retained
to give 12 articulatory features. A five fold cross-validation was performed where
80% of the female speaker’s data was used for training and 20% of the data was
used for optimizing the parameters. The remaining cross-validation sets were used
to denote the final performance.

We used the standard three state (N = 3) left-to-right topology for the acoustic
modality in this work. Since the optimum topology for the articulatory data is
unknown we experimented with a few commonly used topologies. The model formed
by choosing a left-to-right skip topology in the articulatory modality is referred
to as lr/skip CMCHMM. The use of lr/skip CMCHMM forces the transition of
articulatory states in a particular order. A CMCHMM formed by using an ergodic
topology for the articulatory modality is referred to as lr/ergodic CMCHMM, where
no constraint is placed on the articulatory state transitions. This may be a more
suitable topology to incorporate articulatory variations due to co-articulation.

We had two baselines, the first was a regular HMM trained only on acoustic
data, OXXX (‘baseline Aco.’), and the second was a regular HMM trained on the
joint acoustic-articulatory space, OXXXYYY (‘baseline Aco.+Art.’). For training of the
baselines, one left-to-right HMM with 3 states per monophone was used. The left-
to-right HMMs (OXXX and OXXXYYY ) and lr/skip HMMs (OYYY ) were initialized using a flat
state sequence as a start. The ergodic HMMs for OYYY were initialized by segmenting
the articulatory feature space of each phoneme into clusters using the K-means
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algorithm, where each cluster was assigned to a state. These initializations were
followed by 8 Viterbi iterations and 5 EM iterations for parameter estimation. The
number of Gaussians per state was varied between 1–32 for the baselines. For the
CMCHMM implementation of lr/skip, the number of Gaussians were varied from
1–24 for both the acoustic and articulatory modalities. For lr/ergodic CMCHMM,
while the number of Gaussians per state were varied from 1–24 in the acoustic
modality, the number of Gaussians in the articulatory modality was fixed to one
Gaussian component per state. Diagonal covariances were used to model all GMMs.
Although the CMCHMM models were initialized with a certain number of Gaussian
components, any component which was assigned less sample points than the number
of dimensions, after the Viterbi search, were collapsed to a reduced number of
Gaussian components. Thus the number of Gaussian components were dynamically
assigned.

For each phoneme, the CMCHMMs were created by merging a baseline OXXX

model and one of the left-to-right skip OYYY or ergodic OYYY models. This was done
by running a single iteration of the coupled EM-algorithm, with the emitting dis-
tributions modeling the joint feature space, OXXXYYY . Thus, acoustic and articulatory
knowledge was incorporated by the added couplings. A single Viterbi search with
forced transitions between the force-aligned phonetic segments was performed in or-
der to collect biphone statistics for merging the phonetic CMCHMMs into a large
CMCHMM.

It should be noted that the lr/ergodic variant is similar in some respects to
the HMM/BN hybrid suggested by Markov et al. (2006), except the asynchronous
transition that is possible in our model.

Parameter optimization was conducted by varying the number of states between
3 and 5 for the left-to-right skip HMMs and between 3 and 6 for the ergodic HMMs.
We compared results by changing the number of Gaussians per state and testing
the CMCHMMs using only OXXX against using both OXXX and OXXXYYY for test with a
baseline HMM.

10.3 Comparing CMCHMMs with the baseline HMMs

From Figures 10.2 and 10.3 we note a small (around 2% and 3% drop in error rate
respectively) improvement over the baseline for the CMCHMMs using lr/skip and
lr/ergodic topology. The CMCHMM performs significantly better than the baseline
HMM when they have equal number of Gaussians per state, but the improvement is
not statistically significant (p-value > 0.1) for higher numbers of Gaussians. It can
be seen that the baseline HMM performance, when measurements from both the
modalities are available during recognition, is much better than the CMCHMM with
only the acoustics during recognition. However, these results reflect the direction
of the improvement and it seems to be similar to the results obtained by previous
studies. The coupled HMMs (HAMMs) derived from expert knowledge had shown
worse performance than standard baseline systems (Richardson et al., 2003), while
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Figure 10.2: Phoneme recognition performance for the female speaker using lr/skip
CMCHMM where only acoustics is used for testing. Each CMCHMM has 3 acoustic
states and 3,4 or 5 articulatory states.

Table 10.1: Full evaluation for the best baseline (26 Gaussians) and the best
lr/ergodic CMCHMM (12 Gaussians/3 states).

Speaker Type Accuracy
Female HMM Aco. 58.41%
Female CMCHMM 58.65%
Male HMM Aco. 58.97%
Male CMCHMM 60.13%

Markov et al. (2006) had shown 6-10% error reduction as compared to a baseline
system of 12 Gaussians per state, albeit on a different database. For 12 Gaussians
per state, CMCHMMs show a 5-6% reduction in error as compared the baseline
acoustic only HMMs. However, the CMCHMMs were always performed much worse
than the baseline HMMs where the acoustic-articulatory data was available for both
training and testing.

An evaluation of all the cross-validation sets with the best baseline acoustic
HMM and the best CMCHMM for both the female and male speakers is shown
in Table 10.1. The baseline acoustic only HMM results are lower than the results
obtained by Wrench and Richmond (2000) who obtained between 63 to 65% ac-
curacy for the same database. This was expected, since Wrench and Richmond
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Figure 10.3: Phoneme recognition performance for the female using lr/ergodic CM-
CHMMs where only acoustics is used for testing. Each CMCHMM has 3 acoustic
states and 3,4 or 6 articulatory states.

(2000) used a triphone model with tied states and an optimized feature set. The
proposed method, CMCHMM trained on articulatory features, show a small im-
provement, but a Wilcoxon two-sided signed rank test gives p-value= 0.98 for the
female speaker and p-value= 0.02 for the male speaker. Thus, the improvement is
statistically significant only for the male speaker, even though the parameters were
optimized on the female speaker.

In order to see whether the proposed model has gained speech production knowl-
edge from the articulatory measurement data, we make a comparison between the
articulatory state sequence obtained when only acoustic data is available and the
state sequence obtained when both the modalities are available. To isolate any
errors in state prediction performance from secondary errors, such as phoneme
recognition accuracy, we chose to use the phonetic transcriptions obtained through
forced alignment. This was done by scoring each transcribed phonetic segment
against the lr/ergodic CMCHMM trained for that particular phoneme, using a full
cross-validation of 4 by 1 jackknife evaluation.

The results are shown in Table 10.2. Since an lr/ergodic CMCHMM is used, a
random guess would yield 33% accuracy for 3 articulatory states. However, some
states may be more common than others, which is reflected by differences in self-
transition probabilities. Therefore, we also provide a reference by displaying the
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Table 10.2: Evaluation for predicting the Articulatory states and corresponding
improvement in recognition accuracy when the articulatory data is unavailable as
against when it is available.

Type Speaker Vowels Stop Fricatives Other Diphthongs
Consonants Sonorants

Most probable
art. state
sequence (%)

fsew 55 32 28 45 43

msak 37 29 36 33 30
Accuracy of the
predicted State
Sequence (%)

fsew 82 54 58 75 66

msak 76 74 76 74 80
Improvement
w.r.t baseline
acoustic only
HMMs (%)

fsew +1.3 -2.8 -0.45 +0.2 +1.3

msak +2.8 +0.6 -1.0 +1.3 +2.4

accuracy obtained by selecting the most likely state, which gives a perspective about
how well the CMCHMMs perform in predicting the articulatory states. Note that
if 100% accuracy was achieved, then the phoneme recognition performance would
have been as good as when articulatory data is used. We can clearly see that,
for both speakers, the agreement between the original articulatory states and the
predicted articulatory states is high for vowels, diphthongs and semivowels. The
prediction of the states in the stop consonants and fricatives are poor for the female.
The over all accuracy over all phonemes is 67.0% for the female and 76% for the
male. This error in prediction may be the cause of the loss of accuracy as compared
to when both the modalities are available. Compared to the baseline, we can see
that there is improvement in recognition accuracy for the vowels, diphthongs and
to some extent the semivowels, while the accuracy for the remaining phoneme types
drops for the proposed model.

10.4 Concluding remarks

Thus, we proposed a model which gains articulatory-knowledge during the training
phase in order to improve phoneme recognition. While this model shows a slight
improvement over the baseline HMM, one must note that there is also a corre-
sponding increase in model parameters. In fact, for the same number of free model
parameters, there is little to choose between the baseline HMM, trained using only
the acoustics and the proposed CMCHMM, trained using both the articulatory and
acoustic data.

It has also been shown that there is an improvement in acoustic state recogni-
tion accuracy for vowels, diphthongs and to some extent the other sonorants, while
the accuracy for the remaining phoneme types dropped. This may be due to the
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silence or noise regions of the stop-consonants and fricatives which lead to incorrect
predictions of articulatory states. The proposed model is able to predict the articu-
latory states with 67.0% accuracy for the female speaker and 76% accuracy for the
male speaker when only acoustics are available. This makes us draw the conclusion
that articulatory knowledge has been incorporated to some extent in the model,
but it is unclear whether this knowledge is enough to improve speech recognition.



11 Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion based on

Local Regressiona

aThis chapter is mainly based on Paper G

11.1 Introduction

Most statistical based techniques for Inversion are model-based methods where
it is assumed that the mapping between acoustics and articulatory positions is a
single global function. We have shown that the function is known to be highly
non-linear and non-unique too. Therefore, model-based methods try to include
these properties in their model parameters (e.g., mixture density neural networks
(Richmond, 2002) and Section 9.2).

Memory based methods, on the other hand, do not make any assumptions about
the mapping function at a global level. Based on the neighborhood of a specific
test sample (in this case acoustic features) a local model is created to perform a
‘local regression’. Using this model, the corresponding articulatory features of the
particular test sample are predicted. There are several advantages of local regres-
sion (Atkeson et al., 1997) especially for outliers and sparse data. McGowan and
Berger (2009) have shown that it is possible to perform an acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion based on locally weighted regression, often called Locally Weighted Scat-
ter plot Smoothing (lowess). They restricted their study to vowels and showed
interesting relationships between the articulatory and acoustic features (formants).
This chapter tries to extend their work to other types of articulations and acoustic
features while comparing it with one of the state-of-the-art model-based regres-
sions, namely Gaussian Mixture Model Regression (GMMR). We also try to unravel
the effects of using dynamic articulatory features resulting in temporal smoothing
that allows better estimation of the articulation from the acoustic data. Among
other researchers who applied similar dynamic constraints, Ghosh and Narayanan
(2010) performed local regression by deriving a generalized smoothness criterion
and Demange and Ouni (2011) showed how to transverse a smooth path through
an episodic memory of the training acoustic-articulatory pairs.
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11.2 Method

The local neighborhood of a test sample are the points in the training data which
have the minimum Euclidian distance to the test sample. The local neighborhood
may contain only one neighbor or several. This chapter discusses two methods of
local regression modeling, non-parametric and locally linear (parametric).

11.2.1 Non-parametric regression

Consider the acoustic spaceXXX ∈ ℜD consisting of individual points xxxt(t : 1 ≤ t ≤ T )
which map onto the articulatory space YYY ∈ ℜd consisting of yyyt(t : 1 ≤ t ≤ T ) and
they are related to each other by the following equation

yyyt = f t(xxxt) (11.1)

The immediate neighborhood of every sample is considered a perturbation of the
sample itself. For a test sample, given the acoustic features xxxt, the estimate of the
articulatory parameters ŷyyt is calculated from its local neighborhood of K nearest
neighbors Xt

K = {xxxt
1, . . . ,xxx

k
t , . . . ,xxx

t
K} as follows

ŷyyt =
K∑

k=1

yyyk
t ωk (11.2)

where yyyk
t = fk(xxxk

t ) is as observed in the data and ωωωk is the weighting given to
each neighbor. Many weighting functions have been suggested in the literature (e.g.
Gaussian kernels or inverse distance), in this work we considered the inverse distance
weighting, where ωωωk is inversely proportional to the distance between xxxt and xxxk

t

and
∑K

k=1ωωωk = 1. The advantage of inverse distance is that it does not require any
parameter optimization. Note that yyyk

t are not necessarily the immediate neighbors
of the true test sample yyyt but are the corresponding articulatory measurements of
the neighbors of the test sample. The estimate ŷyyt is said to minimize the mean
square error between the true value and function of the neighborhood. So we call
it the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) estimate.

11.2.2 Local linear regression

Here, the function defining the relationship between the acoustic features and the
articulatory features is considered as a linear function in the local neighborhood.
So Equation 11.2, used to calculate the MMSE estimate ŷyyt is replaced by

ŷyyt = xxxt ∗ΦΦΦt + γγγt (11.3)

Here ΦΦΦt and γt are the parameters of the linear regression and they are estimated
from the local neighborhood as the least square’s solution to Equation 11.3. If
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Xt = Xt −
∑K

k=1 xxx
k
t is the mean subtracted neighborhood in the acoustic space,

then the solution is

ΦΦΦt =
(
XXXt

K

T
ωωωXXXt

K

)−1

XXXt
K

T
ΩΩΩ

(
YYY t

K −
K∑

k=1

yyyk
t

)
(11.4)

and

γγγt =
K∑

k=1

yyyk
t −ΦΦΦt ∗

(
K∑

k=1

xxxk
t

)
(11.5)

where ΩΩΩ is a diagonal matrix consisting of the inverse distance weights, ωωωk, for each
neighbor.

11.2.3 Maximum likelihood trajectory estimate

The estimates ŷyyt do not make use of the information available in the form of con-
tinuity in a trajectory, i.e. dynamic features of the articulators. The K neighbors
are likely to be not only the adjacent frames in one utterance, but also similar
sounding frames in many other utterances. However, estimated positions of the
articulators do not guarantee that the temporal relation between these articulators
(trajectories) are similar to those in the data. In order to provide this information,
we use a Maximum Likelihood Trajectory Estimate (MLTE) (Tokuda et al., 2000).
In this method, the articulatory parameters are augmented by adding the estimated
velocity, acceleration or further delta components of each test data sample, which
provide information about how the shape of the trajectory is expected to be. This
is done by multiplying yyyt by a matrix W

2∗d×d
t , which would give the augmented

matrix ỹyyt = [yyyt dyyyt]
T . dyyyn is the first difference or delta of yyyn. Equation 11.6 shows

an example where only the velocity component is added for an utterance consisting
of τ frames.




yyy1

dyyy1

yyy2

dx2

...
yyyτ−1

dyyyτ−1

yyyτ

dyyyτ




=




1 0 . . . 0 0
−1 1 . . . 0 0
0 1 0 . . . 0 0
0 −1 1 . . . 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 . . . 1 0
0 0 . . . −1 1
0 0 . . . 0 1
0 0 . . . 0 −1




∗




yyy1

yyy2

...
yyyτ−1

yyyτ




(11.6)

which can be written as ỸYY τ = Wτ ∗ YYY τ , where YYY τ is the articulatory parameters
of the utterance. Knowing the matrix Wτ , which is a block diagonal matrix of
Wt : {1 ≤ t ≤ τ} and the MMSE estimate of the augmented articulatory parameters
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̂̃
YYY τ , we can find the weighted least-squares solution to the following equation

̂̃
YYY τ = Wτ ∗ ŶYY τ (11.7)

The weights are inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the neighbors
giving more importance to neighborhoods which are densely populated. If S̃K

t is
the inverse of the standard deviation of the K nearest neighbors ỸYY t for frame t,
then SK

τ is a diagonal matrix made from vector [S̃K
1 . . . S̃K

τ ]. Then the estimated
trajectory ŶYY τ , which is the minimum least-squares solution to Equation 11.7, is
given by

ŶYY τ =
(
W

T
τ S

K
τ Wτ

)−1
(

W
T
τ S

K
τ
̂̃
YYY τ

)
(11.8)

The MLTE is expected to be a smoothed version of the MMSE because it also
models the dynamics of the original smooth trajectory.

11.3 Data

The inversion experiments were conducted using the data for the female speaker in
the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1, d = 14) with the processing of the
data similar to that described in Section 5.2 (i.e. D = 64). The delta features (e.g.,
velocity and acceleration) for the articulatory measurements were also computed
for the MLTE estimation using Equation 11.6. The articulatory trajectory vectors
of the training data were normalized to zero mean with a standard deviation of 1.
A ten-fold cross-validation was performed where 314 sentences per fold were used
for training and 46 sentences were used for testing the method’s performance.

The baseline system using GMMR (Toda et al., 2008) was also implemented
using the same features. However, the MLTE from the GMMR was calculated
only with velocity coefficients. The number of Gaussians that were used were 64
as recommended by Toda et al. (2008). For the baseline system, the articulatory
estimates were filtered using the cut-off frequencies suggested by Toda et al. (2008)
in order to smooth the trajectories and achieve a better performance. This was not
done for our the local regression methods.

11.4 Experiments and results

The MMSE estimate has only one parameter to optimize, namely K, the number
of neighbors considered. The MLTE has a second parameter, ND, the number of
delta coefficients (dynamics information). We estimated the mRMSE and mCC
over the utterance trajectories of each articulator (c.f. Section 1.3.1). We optimized
the mRMSE over the ten-fold cross-validation for the set ND = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and
K = {1, . . .20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 700, 1000}.
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Figure 11.1: Graph illustrating the effect of K on the mRMSE over the MMSE
estimates for the two local regression methods. The minimum for non-parametric
regression is for K = 20 and for local linear regression is K = 1000

The effect of K on the performance of the local non-parametric and local linear
regression is illustrated in Figure 11.1. The optimum K for non-parametric regres-
sion is 20 and for local linear regression it is 1000. For values of K between 10
and 60, the local regression estimates show very high error, because most of the
estimates for ΦΦΦt were ill-conditioned matrices, making the linear regression very
unstable. Figure 11.2 shows the comparison between the MMSE estimates of the
two local regression methods with optimized K against the MMSE estimate using
GMMR with 64 Gaussians. The local linear regression method performs slightly
better than the non-parametric regression, although the error is not significantly
reduced. While the improvement of the local regressions over GMMR is not signifi-
cant in terms of the mRMSE, the improvement for both the methods is statistically
significant (p<0.01) with respect to mCC.

Figure 11.3 illustrates the effect of K and ND on the performance of the two
methods of local regression for the MLTE. The optimum parameters are K = 500
and ND = 2 for local linear regression and K = 4 and ND = 1 for non-parametric
local regression. The optimum Ks are different from the MMSE case. The param-
eter ND does not affect the performance as much as K. Information about the
dynamics for ND > 2 does not improve the performance. In this case, there is
a significant improvement of local linear regression over local non-parametric re-
gression indicating that trajectory estimate using dynamics has a greater effect on
local linear regression than on local non-parametric regression. One reason could
be because the non-parametric method, which involves finding the mean over the
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Figure 11.2: Comparative performance between the two local regression methods
against GMMR when no dynamics are considered (MMSE estimate) over 10 fold
cross-validation. Top: mean RMS error (mRMSE)(mm), the lower the better.
Bottom: mean Correlation Coefficient (mCC), the higher the better. All the results
are for the optimum configurations of the respective methods.

local neighborhood, already performs a smoothing on the estimated trajectories.
The smoothing effect provided by the dynamic features does not add to the perfor-
mance. Figure 11.4 shows the comparison between the MLTEs using the two local
regressions and GMMR with ND = 1, in order to make a fair comparison. While
the improvement of the non-parametric local regression over GMMR is not signifi-
cant, the improvement for local linear regression is statistically significant (p<0.1)
for mRMSE and for mCC (p<0.05).

Figure 11.5 shows the estimated and measured trajectories of one of the ar-
ticulatory parameters (tongue tip) for one utterance. It is clear that although the
MLTEs are smoother than the MMSE estimates, they are not better at every frame.
The MMSE estimates sometimes model the extreme positions better than than the
MLTEs.

It is interesting to see that while local linear regression performed significantly
better than local non-parametric regression when dynamic information was avail-
able, there was a vast difference in the size of the neighborhood that was required to
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Figure 11.3: Graph illustrating the effect of K and ND on the mRMSE over the
MLTEs for the two local regression methods. Top: Non-parametric local regression.
Bottom: Local Linear Regression

give the optimal results. While local linear regression required a much larger neigh-
borhood (K > 200) to provide reliable linear approximation, the non-parametric
regression required only a small neighborhood of 4 neighbors. This indicates the
differences in approaches of these methods. Another reason could be the sensitiv-
ity of the linear regression to noise, thus requiring sufficient number of neighbors
to estimate the parameters robustly. The non-parametric regression, on the other
hand, utilizes the averaging function to perform smoothing over noisy data.

Richmond (2006) has illustrated the effect of adding dynamic information from
the acoustics in the form of 11 consecutive acoustic frames and information about
dynamics in the articulatory space in the form of delta coefficients (for ND > 1).
The results presented in this chapter reiterate how important the information about
dynamics in the articulatory trajectory is. Using the information from a single
acoustic neighbor along with articulatory dynamics, MLTE performs almost as
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Figure 11.4: Comparative performance between the two local regression methods
against GMMR when ND = 1 (MLTEs) and optimized K over 10 fold cross-
validation. Top: mean RMS error (mRMSE)(mm), the lower the better Bottom:
mean Correlation Coefficient (mCC), the higher the better

well as modeling the entire acoustic-articulatory space using a GMM distribution.
Thus it can be said that when information about the articulatory neighbors (or
their estimates) in the particular trajectory is present, the information about the
neighbors in the acoustic space can be restricted to a small neighborhood.

The main drawback of this method is that it is much slower than other global
model-based methods (for example local regression is around 100 times slower than
GMMR for this database). However, it may be noted that the local regression
methods do not have any training time which is quite large for the methods like
GMMR. Local regression may be preferred when accuracy of regression is the more
important performance parameter and it is used for off-line applications.

11.5 Concluding remarks and future work

A system for performing acoustic-to-articulatory inversion using local regression
has been described and experiments have been conducted on acoustic-EMA data.
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Figure 11.5: Figure showing the measured and estimated tongue tip (TT) tra-
jectories along the vertical axis for the sentence ‘Jane may earn more money by
working hard’ using the different local regressions. Each of the estimates is using
the optimum set of parameters.

Two methods of local regression have been discussed. The local non-parametric
regression has an optimum performance of 1.56 mm mRMSE (0.64 of the standard
deviation of the data) and an mCC of 0.76 and the local linear regression has an
optimum performance of 1.52 mm mRMSE (0.63 of the standard deviation of the
data) and an mCC of 0.78. The effect of trajectory smoothing using dynamic
features has a higher effect on local linear regression as compared to local non-
parametric regression.

Even though the results presented in this chapter show a performance better
than GMMR for the same set of features, the method does not perform favorably
against other methods reported in the literature on the same data. Richmond
(2006) reported an mRMSE of 1.4 mm using trajectory multiple density neural
networks and Toda et al. (2008) reported an mRMSE of 1.45 mm using GMMR
with dynamic features. However, the training and testing samples for these two
studies is not known and the results fall within the variation observed for local
linear regression with MLTE.

Future work is targeted towards trying to apply this method of regression to
other speakers and databases. An important aspect to study is the relative im-
portance of the dynamic articulatory features against acoustic neighborhood. This
study gives an indication that dynamic features for articulation are rather impor-
tant for the inversion, but it is not clear how important they are. Finding an
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algorithm which could improve the time taken for inversion is another important
direction for future work. The largest amount of time taken by local regression
methods is to find the nearest neighbors of a test sample. Several methods like
pruning, convex clustering and hierarchical trees (Atkeson et al., 1997) provide im-
proved performance in searching for the neighbors. Finally, it would be interesting
to see whether this method of regression can help improve speech recognition by
providing articulatory knowledge.



12 Mapping between Acoustic and Articulatory

Gesturesa

aThis chapter is mainly based on Papers H and I

12.1 Introduction

Among the different theories of speech perception, three main theories, namely the
Motor theory (Liberman et al., 1967), the Direct realist theory (Diehl et al., 2004)
and the Acoustic landmark theory (Stevens, 2002) claim that humans make use of
articulatory knowledge when perceiving speech.

The motor theory of speech perception considers the perception of speech as a
special phenomenon. According to the theory, speech perception is carried out by
analyzing the signal based on the innate knowledge of the articulatory production
of the particular sound. Because of the invariance in the production mechanism,
signals that differ in acoustic properties by a large amount, can still be perceived
as the same phonemic class. A classic example is that even though the acoustic
properties of the initial segment /d/ in /da/, /di/ and /du/ are different, it is
categorized into the same phonemic class.

The direct realist theory reasons along similar lines as the motor theory, but
does not claim that speech perception is largely different from the perception of
other kinds of sounds. The theory postulates that the objects of perception in case
of speech are articulatory gestures, and not phonemic targets as proposed by the
Motor theory. The gestures are inferred from evidence given in the acoustic signal.

The landmark based theory of speech perception also makes use of articulatory
gestures in order to explain the phenomenon of speech perception. The theory
claims that the segments in speech are encoded by different states of the articula-
tors. Due to the quantal nature of the mapping between articulatory and acoustic
parameters, when moving from a particular encoded configuration of articulators
to the next, we can perceive distinct segments in the acoustics.

In this chapter, we draw inspiration from the direct realist theory, in that we
attempt to study the mapping between articulatory trajectories and acoustic seg-
ments of speech. For this we first define what we call acoustic and articulatory
‘Gestures’ and then propose a method to detect and segment these gestures. The
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analysis is further substantiated by performing acoustic-to-articulatory inversion,
where the articulatory trajectories of an utterance are predicted from acoustic seg-
ments.

Most of the methods employed for performing acoustic to articulatory inversion,
both analytical and statistical, have tried to predict area functions or the position
of discrete flesh points of the articulators at a particular time instant given the
acoustics, rather than trying to predict the shape of the articulatory trajectory
or the gestures using the acoustics of an utterance. Several researchers have used
dynamic constraints on the articulatory parameters, knowing that the movement
is along a smooth trajectory (Ouni and Laprie, 2002; Richmond, 2006; Zhang and
Renals, 2008). Özbek et al. (2009) augmented Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) with formant trajectories and showed that there is a slight improvement
in the prediction of the articulator trajectories.

The above paradigm of predicting the articulator positions at each time instant
can be said to draw its inspiration from the motor theory, in that it corresponds to
the proposed innate mechanism of mapping the acoustics directly to the articulatory
production. In contrast, we propose an inversion method that is closer to the
direct realist theory, in that the units of inversion are acoustic gestures and their
corresponding articulatory movements, rather than articulatory parameters at a
single instance of time with smoothing constraints. Such a method of mapping
gestures in the acoustic and the articulatory domains has not been tried with success
before, because of two reasons. The first problem is that of segmentation. There
are no clear or consistent ways of segmenting the acoustics into gestures, whereas
segmenting into phonemes is deemed easier because it can be verified with our
understanding of speech units. The second problem is parameterizing time-varying
acoustic features. Most acoustical analyses deal with short windows of the signal
where the signal is considered stationary. In order to map acoustic and articulatory
gestures, a time varying parametrization is necessary.

We therefore propose a general segmentation algorithm for time-varying data,
which can be applied to segment both acoustics and articulatory trajectories into
units which we call ‘Gestures’. The segmentation is effected by finding the ‘Critical
points’ in the acoustic and articulatory trajectories. The relationship between the
acoustic and articulatory gestures, being interesting and quite complex, is studied
in some detail, especially the question of timing between the gestures made by
different articulators with respect to the acoustics. The articulatory gestures occur
at different times for the different articulators. While the acoustic gestures are
likely to overlap with the articulatory gestures made by some articulators, they
may not overlap with other articulators.

When we perform Inversion, no information about the articulator movements
is available. So instead of using different articulatory gestures we parameterize the
acoustic gestures and the corresponding movement of articulators that we observe
in the training data. The corresponding articulator movements could span over
one or more articulatory gestures. The acoustic gestures are parameterized using
length independent time-frequency 2-D cepstral coefficients, obtained using a Two
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Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (2D-DCT). The 2D-cepstral coefficients
give a time-frequency representation for these segments. The articulator move-
ments during this acoustic gesture are also parameterized by the same function,
the 2D-DCT. The parameterized gestures are then modeled as a joint distribution
using the multivariate Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The correspondence be-
tween the acoustic and articulatory movements are learned using Gaussian Mixture
Model Regression (GMMR) (Sung, 2004), which is used to predict the articulatory
gestures corresponding to unseen acoustic gestures. Finally, in order to find smooth
articulatory trajectories, between predictions from adjacent acoustic gestures, we
perform a Minimum Jerk Smoothing.

We study the mapping between the acoustic and articulatory gestures as well as
the Inversion method using the MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1). This
chapter is structured as follows: In Section 12.2 we first describe the motivation
and algorithms for segmenting the acoustic and articulatory gestures. We also de-
scribe the parameterization schemes and the machine learning techniques we use for
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. In Section 12.3, we describe the experiments to
evaluate the proposed techniques. We also compare the proposed method against
the standard frame-based inversion method where the acoustic-articulatory rela-
tionships are learned using the same machine learning technique, namely GMMR.
Based on the ‘Critical points’, we propose a new evaluation criterion which gives
a more intuitive understanding about the errors made by acoustic-to-articulatory
inversion in Section 12.4. We discuss the results we obtained from our experiments
in Section 12.5, before concluding on the findings of this study in Section 12.7.

12.2 Theory and methods

12.2.1 About Gestures

Our use of the term ‘Gestures’ is not from a semiotic point of view, which requires
that a gesture necessarily has a linguistically significant meaning. Here, a gesture is
more from a phonological point of view. The gesture specifies a unit of production,
such as the movement during the production of a phoneme or a syllable, as described
by the direct realist theory of speech perception (Fowler, 1996).

Although it is quite clear what articulatory gestures are qualitatively, there
is no clear quantitative method for defining them. The definition is even more
vague when one refers to an acoustic gesture. It is especially unclear what the
unit of the gesture within a sentence or a phrase is. Secondly, the notion of lin-
ear sequences of non-overlapping segments of speech has been criticized by some
researchers (Browman and Goldstein, 1986; Keating, 1984). The organization of
the temporal movements of different articulators may further differ for different
speakers, languages or contexts. On the other hand, some studies have shown that
the gestures may be controlled by invariant articulatory targets (MacNeilage, 1970)
or acoustic targets (Miller, 1989) and thus, the gestures themselves may not be im-
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portant and can be retrieved by applying constraints on the transitions between
the acoustic or articulatory targets.

The problem of finding a correspondence between articulatory gestures and the
acoustic signal thus makes it necessary to obtain a quantitative definition of what
gestures imply. The same definition should be valid for both signals. Secondly, the
definition should include an implicit method for segmenting individual ‘gestures’
from a sequence.

The notion behind our definition is that there is an innate correlation between
targets and gestures, even though there may not be a one-to-one mapping between
them. Each gesture has a minimum of two targets, because there must be some
sort of motion involved. If there are only two targets, the object making the gesture
starts at one target, move towards the second target and stops. If there are more
than one target within a specified amount of time, then the object need not stop
before it continues towards the next target. This is the case in the utterance of a
sentence, consisting of several targets and several gestures. In theory, by controlling
the curvature of the trajectory, an object can move from one target to another via an
in-between target without reducing its speed while approaching it. However, it has
been found that human motor movements (especially the limbs and oculomotor
systems) seem to follow the so called ‘1/3rd power law’ (Viviani and Terzuolo,
1982) in the speed-curvature relationships. The velocity of motion in human motor
movements is related to the curvature as

v(t) = kc(t)−1/3 (12.1)

where v is the velocity and c is the curvature at time t, and k is the velocity
gain. This means that when the curvature is larger, the velocity is reduced to
allow for greater precision (Schmidt et al., 1979). Thus reduction of velocity is a
good indicator of the human motor object approaching a target. While Viviani
and Terzuolo (1982) focused on motor movements in the context of hand and finger
movements while writing or drawing, Perrier and Fuchs (2008) showed that even
though the power law is valid in an overall sense for articulatory movements, it may
not hold for individual movements of the articulators, probably due to the high
elasticity of their tissue. The relationship between an increase in curvature and
a decrease in instantaneous velocity was however preserved. Viviani and Terzuolo
(1982) also observed that the angle made by the trajectory with respect to the
horizontal axis was a good indicator for segments in the motion. Points of inflection
and cusps were characterized by a large change in angle made by the moving object.
Thus those points where there is a drop in velocity and a large change in the angle
can be considered as articulatory targets. Gestures are the motion through or
towards such targets. The true targets may not be reached because of the time
constraints while uttering a sentence and by how much they are missed depends on
the velocity.

We propose a two-step approach in segmenting gestures. First we locate what we
call the ‘critical points’ in the trajectory, which are the projections of the theoretical
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targets onto the trajectory. We then define a gesture as the motion through one
such ‘critical point’.

12.2.2 Critical points in the articulator trajectory

There are many ways a critical point in the articulatory trajectory can be defined.
There are three possible parameters that need to be specified for criticality. They
are: which articulator, where it is located and when it is located at the said place.
The place of articulation which is used to define the various phonemes by the IPA
can give a useful clue about these critical points. However, they do not specify the
timing of the criticality. Secondly, more than one articulator position may be critical
in producing a particular acoustic cue. Thirdly, co-articulation in continuous speech
has an effect on this criticality, since it can result in a large variability in the place
of articulation. It thus becomes necessary to define new measures of criticality.

Jackson and Singampalli (2008) suggested a statistical approach to measure the
criticality of the articulators, in which the Kullback-Leibler distance between the
distributions of different articulators was used to classify articulators as critical,
dependent or redundant. Recasens et al. (1997) used phonetic invariance in the ar-
ticulatory space to explain critical articulators, while Bladon and Al-Bamerni (1976)
explained the same phenomenon using articulatory resistance for the phoneme /l/.
We have performed similar studies where were defined criticality based on discrim-
inability of the phonemes in the language (c.f. Section 5.3)

The above studies have been able to explain criticality in terms of the position of
the articulators, while explaining which articulators are important for the pronun-
ciation of a particular phoneme. The method we employ in this chapter endeavors
to associate criticality to a point in the articulatory trajectory where there is a
change in direction of the trajectory or a minimum in velocity.

12.2.3 Articulatory Gestures

For an utterance with T time samples, let YYY a(t) ∈ ℜn be the column vector cor-
responding to the position of the articulator a at time instant t. The absolute
velocity (speed) va(t) = |YYY a(t) − YYY a(t − 1)|2 is calculated between the positions
∀ t : 2 ≤ t ≤ T , where |.|2 is the L-2 norm of the vector. The ‘Importance’ func-
tion, which gives an indication of how close the position is to a target, Ia(t) can be
calculated as

Ia(t) = log


θa(t)

2π
−

va(t)

max
1≤i≤T

va(i)


 (12.2)

The angle θa(t) is the acute angle (in radians) between the vectors YYY a(t−1)−YYY a(t)
and YYY a(t) − YYY a(t + 1). A ‘critical point’ is a local maximum in this ‘Importance’
function. The Importance function needs to be smooth in order to find good local
maxima, and a minimum jerk trajectory algorithm is therefore used for smoothing.
A minimum jerk trajectory is the smoothest possible trajectory an object can take
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between two points with the minimum peak velocity during the trajectory. Since
jerk is the third derivative of the position, setting the fourth derivative to zero would
minimize the jerk. In order to fit the minimum jerk trajectory, we need to integrate
the fourth order differential equation. Solving for each of the 4 derivatives as well
as the constant of integration gives us a 5th order polynomial equation. Given the
noisy (jittery) trajectory of the object YYY a(t), a smoothed version YYY sa(t) can be
obtained as

YYY sa(t) =




1 1
t t
t2 t2

t3. . . n times t3

t4 t4

t5 t5




T




1̄̄1̄1 t̄̄t̄t t̄̄t̄t2 t̄̄t̄t3 t̄̄t̄t4 t̄̄t̄t5

...
n times

1̄̄1̄1 t̄̄t̄t t̄̄t̄t2 t̄̄t̄t3 t̄̄t̄t4 t̄̄t̄t5

0̄̄0̄0 1̄̄1̄1 2t̄̄t̄t 3t̄̄t̄t2 4t̄̄t̄t3 5t̄̄t̄t4

...
n times

0̄̄0̄0 1̄̄1̄1 2t̄̄t̄t 3t̄̄t̄t2 4t̄̄t̄t3 5t̄̄t̄t4

0̄̄0̄0 0̄̄0̄0 222 6t̄̄t̄t 12t̄̄t̄t2 20t̄̄t̄t3

...
n times

0̄̄0̄0 0̄̄0̄0 2̄̄2̄2 6t̄̄t̄t 12t̄̄t̄t2 20t̄̄t̄t3




†



YYY a(t̄̄t̄t)
dYYY a(t̄̄t̄t)
d2YYY a(t̄̄t̄t)




(12.3)
where † indicates the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. t̄̄t̄t is a column vector of time in-
stances from interval [t−ws, t+ws]

T , with 2ws+1 being the window length. 0̄̄0̄0, 1̄̄1̄1 and
2̄̄2̄2 are column vectors the same size at t̄̄t̄t. Thus YYY a(t̄̄t̄t) would be a column vector with
(2ws + 1)n rows. The trajectory is expected to be smooth and following minimum
jerk within this window. Figure 12.1 shows the original jittery trajectory and the
smoothed version of an EMA coil placed on the tongue tip in the MOCHA-TIMIT
recordings (Wrench, 1999). The jitter in the signal can probably be attributed to
measurement errors of the EMA coil.

The Importance function, calculated on this smooth trajectory has more re-
liable local maxima than when calculated on the original trajectory, facilitating
better detection of ‘critical points’. The level of smoothing and thus the num-
ber of critical points depends on the window length. The larger the window, the
finer transitions in the trajectory will be smoothed over, hence resulting in fewer
gestures. Figure 12.2 shows the Importance function of the trajectory calculated
using Equation 12.2 and the critical points obtained from its local maxima. Since
a gesture was defined as the movement through at least one such critical point, we
consider a gesture as the movement between two alternate critical points. That is,
for every critical point C, the gesture starts from the preceding critical point P
and lasts until the succeeding one S unless C is the first or the last critical point.
Adjacent gestures overlap, since the trajectory PC of one gesture corresponds to
CS for the previous one. The importance function as well as one such gesture is
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(a) Original Trajectory
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(b) Smoothed Trajectory

Figure 12.1: (a) The original recording of the trajectory of an EMA coil placed on
the tongue tip along the mid-sagittal plane during the utterance of the sentence,
“Jane may earn more money by working hard”. (b) The smoothed version of
the same trajectory using minimum jerk smoothing with smoothing window ws =
40 ms.

shown in Figure 12.2.
The application of the above method to motion, such as in articulatory data, is

rather intuitive in view of the speed-curvature relationship. We propose to apply
the same paradigm to acoustic signals, as outlined in the following subsection.

12.2.4 Acoustic Gestures

There are several automated methods to segment speech into small time units.
Segmentation after counting the number of level-crossings in a region of the speech
waveform (Sarkar and Sreenivas, 2005) is usually highly accurate. Methods using
intra-frame correlation measures between spectral features to obtain the segments
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Figure 12.2: (a) The trajectory of an EMA coil placed on the tongue tip along
the mid-sagittal plane during the utterance of the sentence, “Jane may earn more
money by working hard” along with the Importance function and ‘critical points’.
It can be noted that the absolute value of the Importance function is not crucial,
but the relative importance for different parts of the articulatory trajectories is.
Hence the y-axis denotes the scale only for the articulatory trajectories (1/100th of
an mm). (b) The EMA trajectory along the vertical and horizontal axes. One such
‘gesture’ is also shown.
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called the Spectral Transition method (STM) (Svendsen and Soong, 1987) is also
a popular method. Statistical modeling using Autoregression (or ARMA) models
(Van Hemert, 1991) and HMM based methods (Toledano et al., 2003) are often
used to good effect. Many different features like amplitude (Farhat et al., 1993),
short time energy in different frequency sub-bands (Gholampour and Nayebi, 1998;
Ananthakrishnan et al., 2006), fundamental frequency contour, (Saito, 1998), au-
ditory models, (Zue et al., 1989) and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
(Toledano et al., 2003) have also been tried. While most research is directed to-
wards detecting boundaries, some algorithms, including the one presented in this
article, are directed towards finding acoustic landmarks (Zue et al., 1989; Liu, 1996)
in the stable regions of the speech signal. The landmarks have often been described
as linguistically or phonetically motivated events. The approach we have used is
following Ananthakrishnan et al. (2006) as we find the energy along different fre-
quency sub-bands to give multi-dimensional acoustic trajectories along time, and
then locate the landmarks by applying simple physical rules on these acoustic tra-
jectories.

We represent the acoustic signal as a time-varying filter-bank based on the ERB
scale (Moore and Glasberg, 1983)(c.f. Equation 5.1) instead of the traditional ‘Mel’
scale. The advantage of using such a filter-bank is its relationship with the critical
bands of hearing, in which the noise outside the critical band is suppressed. In
contrast to the short-time segmental approach, the signal is filtered into frequency
sub-bands. The kth spectral component of the transform of the time signal x(t) :
1 ≤ t ≤ T sampled at sampling frequency Fs is given by

XXXk(t) = α(k)

L(k)∑

m=1

WWW k(m)x(t −m) (12.4)

where L(k) is the length of the window corresponding to the kth spectral component.
α(k) is a weight that is set to 1 in the current experiments, but could correspond
to the equal loudness weights or pre-emphasis.

The window function WWW k : 1 ≤ k ≤ K is a set of Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) linear phase band pass filters. Their Central Frequencies (CF ) are calculated
by dividing the ERB scale into K equal parts, where K is the total number of
filters (45 in our experiments). CF (K) must be less than Fs/2. Their Band-
Widths (BW ) are calculated by Equation 5.1. The order, L(k), depends on the
pass band frequency and is calculated as L(k) = 2/BW (k). The order for the FIR
filters also indicates the time resolution of the filters. One can see that these are
dependent on the frequency giving higher temporal resolution to higher frequencies
and higher frequency resolution to lower frequencies. Thus this sort of spectral
modeling is expected to be an advantage over the traditional short-time analysis
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Figure 12.3: The frequency magnitude response of the ERB Filter-banks WWW k with
B = 80 Hz and 45 filters. One can see that the sub-band ripple is below 40 dB for
all the filters.

window methods. The filter WWW k(t) : 1 ≤ t ≤ L(k) is calculated as follows

WWW k(t) = H(t)

sin

(
(t− (L(k)/2))BW (k)

Fs

)

(
t−

L(k)

2

) exp

(
−j2πtCF (k)

Fs

)
(12.5)

where H(t) is the windowing function, in this case, the ‘Hann’ window. Figure 12.3
shows the frequency response of the designed ERB filter-bank. It is quite clear
from this figure that while the main lobe (pass-band lobe) is quite flat, the sub-
band ripple for all the filters is below 40 dB. This reduces the leakage from the
higher frequency sub-bands to lower frequency ones. This property would not be
exhibited by a uniform order filter-bank.

The complex signal XXXk(t) is then converted to a real signal by finding its abso-
lute value and compressing it using the log scale approximation of loudness, as

lXXXk(t) = 10 log10(|XXXk(t)|2) (12.6)

where |.| is the absolute value. The real signal lXXXk(t) is used for further processing.
In our experiments the minimum frequency of the filter-bank was 80 Hz, the maxi-
mum frequency was less than 6500 Hz and the total number of filters was 45. The
configuration was not optimized for the task at hand, but small changes in these
numbers did not result in any larger differences in the experimental results.

Figure 12.4 shows the original output of the filter-banks and after smoothing
with the minimum jerk formulation, which can be considered as a 5th degree poly-
nomial smoothing, with weighted coefficients. While this provides a smoothing for
the frequency representation, it does not remove the salient features of the spectro-
gram, as is also illustrated in Figure 12.5
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(a) ERB output
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(b) Smoothed ERB output

Figure 12.4: A part of the spectrogram from ERB filter-bank outputs of an utter-
ance of the sentence “Jane may earn more money by working hard” sub-sampled
to 500Hz, (a) before and (b) after minimum jerk smoothing with ws = 40ms.
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(b) Long-term average spectrum

Figure 12.5: The figure illustrates that although the Minimum Jerk Smoothing
affects the spectrum of single frames (in this case a frame corresponding to the
vowel /o:/ in the context of the word ‘more’), there is no significant difference in
spectral properties when averaged over time.

Applying the conditions to find the Importance function as in Equation 12.2, the
angle θa and speed va are calculated on a K dimensional vector lXXXk. The ‘critical
points’ are detected as defined in Section 12.2.3. We hope the ‘critical points’ to
correspond to the stable regions of the acoustics, which are the projections of the
acoustic target onto the measured acoustic space. Thus this algorithm should be
able to predict the salient landmarks in the speech signal. We describe experiments
to verify this in Section 12.3.2.

12.2.5 Two-Dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform

MFCCs are the most common acoustic parametrization for speech recognition and
more recently synthesis. The cepstra are often calculated by taking the cosine
transform of the short time log of the frequency warped spectrum of the acoustic
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signal. It is known that MFCCs of consecutive segments of speech are highly
correlated. In order to use time-varying information, velocity (or acceleration)
coefficients are also added in the parameterizations.

A two-dimensional cepstrum (2D-cepstrum) along the time and frequency di-
mensions was suggested by Ariki et al. (1989), with a linear frequency scale. It was
later adapted to the Mel Frequency scale by Milner and Vaseghi (1995). Such a
parametrization of speech is shown to be a time varying representation with pa-
rameters that are highly de-correlated with each other. Thus, by using 2-D cepstra,
further feature reduction schemes such as Principal Component Analysis or Linear
Discriminant Analysis need not be performed in order to reduce the correlation
between the features.

In most previous studies, the 2D-cepstrum was calculated for a fixed duration
window. In this study, it is instead calculated for segments of varying duration,
since the duration of each gesture could vary greatly, and a length independent
representation of the acoustic segment is hence required.

The 2D-cepstra are calculated by applying a 2-dimensional discrete cosine trans-
form (2D-DCT), as follows. For 1 ≤ p ≤ P and 1 ≤ q ≤ Q, (where P and Q are
the number of cepstra in the frequency and time, respectively), the time-varying
cepstral coefficients are

τττ (p, q) =
T∑

t=1

K∑

k=1

lXXXk(t)

T
cos

(
π(k − 1

2 )(p− 1)

K

)
cos

(
π(t− 1

2 )(q − 1)

T

)
(12.7)

whereK is the total number of frequency components (or filters) as in Equation 12.4
and T is the length of the gesture in terms of number of samples. The axis along
p is called the ‘quefrency’ and the axis along q is the corresponding parameter
along time, which we call ‘meti’, following the tradition of flipping the first two
syllables. Quefrency has the units of time and meti has the units of frequency. It
should be noted that the 2D-DCT has been modified so that this representation is
length invariant, which means that the parameters are not affected by stretching
or compression in time. In that sense, this representation is length-normalized. By
selecting P and Q to be smaller than K and T respectively, this representation pro-
vides a compression of complexity, i.e. the representation is only an approximation
of the original signal.

Along with the 2D-cepstra, which were normalized with respect to time, the ac-
tual duration of the gesture is taken as an additional feature, in case there would be
dependencies on duration. Figure 12.6 shows what features of the original spectro-
gram, obtained from the output of the ERB filter-banks for a gesture, are retained
by the parameterized 2D-cepstrum.

The articulatory gestures were parameterized in the same manner, i.e. 2D-
DCT coefficients, without allowing for compression in the number of articulatory
parameters., i.e., P was the same as the number of articulatory parameters and
Q was the same as the number chosen for the acoustic gestures. Thus 2D-DCT
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(a) Original Segment
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(b) Reconstructed Segment

Figure 12.6: (a) The original spectrogram segment (output of the ERB filter-bank)
of the acoustic gesture during the sequence of phonemes /Ã eI n/ in the context of
the word ‘Jane’. (b) Reconstructed spectrogram segment (from 2D-cepstrum with
P = 18 and Q = 3)
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is a parametrization scheme which is applicable to time-varying segments of both
acoustic signals and articulatory trajectories.

While the methods described in Section 12.2.3 and 12.2.4 have shown how it is
possible to segment articulatory gestures, the correspondence between the acoustic
and articulatory gestures is quite complex as will be discussed in Section 12.5.3.
While we have simultaneous recordings of acoustics and articulation for training
the regression for acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, we do not have knowledge of
the articulation during the actual inversion process. For this reason, we do not
segment the articulatory gestures separately but apply the acoustic segmentation to
the articulator movements. Instead of parameterizing the articulatory gestures, we
parameterize the articulatory movement corresponding to the segmented acoustic
gestures. This makes the task for acoustic-to-articulatory inversion more tractable.
Secondly, the matrix τττ is converted to a vector, in order to perform regression.

12.2.6 GMM Regression

When performing acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, the acoustic waveforms of the
utterances are first segmented into overlapping gestures and each acoustic gesture
is parameterized using 2D-cepstra. For each acoustic gesture, the corresponding
articulatory movement, which may be a part of one or more gestures for different
articulators is also parameterized using 2D-DCT. The mapping between acoustic
gestures and their corresponding articulatory movement is learnt using one of the
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, Gaussian Mixture Model regression
(GMMR) (Sung, 2004). It is a piece-wise linear space approximation and it can be
used to calculate the regression in a probabilistic sense. The GMMR is explained
briefly below, following the notation used by Toda et al. (2004b).

The conditional probability density of a variable yyyt ∈ ℜd (in this case the vec-
torized version of the 2D-DCT on articulatory movements) conditioned on variable
xxxt ∈ ℜD (in this case the vectorized version of the 2D-cepstra), modeled as a GMM
with M Gaussians for a given instance t (in this case one acoustic gesture), is
represented as

P (yyyt|xxxt) =

M∑

m=1

P (m|xxxt)P (yyyt|xxxt,m) (12.8)

where

P (m|xxxt) =
ρmN (xxxt;µµµ

x
m,SSSm

xx)
∑M

n=1 ρnN (xxxt;µµµx
n,Σ

xx
n )

(12.9)

is the conditional probability of each Gaussian. N represents the function of a
Gaussian distribution. The parameters are µµµx

m and SSSm
xx, the mean vector and

covariance matrix respectively. ρm are the weights for the individual Gaussians.

P (yyyt|xxxt,m) = N (yyyt;εεε
y
m,tDDD

yy
m ) (12.10)
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is the conditional distribution of each Gaussian component with parameters εεεy
m,t,

the mean vector and DDDyy
m , the covariance matrix. εεεy

m,t is calculated as

εεεy
m,t = µµµy

m +SSSm
yx(SSSm

xx)−1(xxxt −µµµx
m) (12.11)

If the covariance matrices of the individual Gaussian components for the joint
distribution of [xxxt yyyt]

T is SSSm, then

SSSm =

[
SSSm

xx SSSm
xy

SSSm
yx SSSm

yy

]
(12.12)

Thus the covariance matrix DDDyy
m is calculated as follows.

DDDyy
m = SSSm

yy − SSSm
yx(SSSm

xx)−1SSSm
xy (12.13)

The Minimum Mean Square Estimate (MMSE) for the regression, ŷyyt, given xxxt,
is calculated as

ŷyyt = E[yyyt|xxxt] =
M∑

m=1

P (m|xxxt)εεε
y
m,t (12.14)

where E[.] is the expectation of the distribution. The GMM on the joint space (xy)
is obtained using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Bilmes, 1998).
The estimated vector is the weighted average of the different conditional means
estimated over individual Gaussian components.

12.2.7 Minimum jerk smoothing with multiple weighted
hypotheses

In our method, the estimates of the articulatory trajectories are parameterized
and are hence calculated by the inverse transform of Equation 12.7, taking care
of the length of the required articulatory segments. Due to overlapping acoustic
gestures, there is a corresponding overlap of trajectory estimates at the critical
point (c.f. Section 12.2.1). The predicted articulatory movement corresponding
to adjacent acoustic gestures may not form a smooth articulator path. There are
at least 2 hypotheses about the estimated articulatory positions at every point
from the preceding and succeeding acoustic gestures and in fact 3 hypotheses at
the critical point. This overlap in information is handled using a minimum jerk
smoothing with multiple weighted hypotheses as shown in Figure 12.7. In the
current implementation, the weights for each hypothesis are set to be equal, but they
could be optimized through further experimentation. The minimum jerk smoothing
for a time column vector t̄̄t̄t of time interval [t−ws, t+ws]

T , with multiple hypotheses
at each time instant, is the minimum mean square error (MSE) solution to the
optimization function J ,

J(βββt) = (ϕϕϕ−GGGβββt)
TΦΦΦ(ϕϕϕ−GGGβββt) (12.15)
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βββ5×1
t are the parameters of the minimum jerk trajectory. The vector ϕϕϕ3(2ws+1)h×1

is given by

ϕϕϕ =




[
H1(t̄̄t̄t)

T dH1(t̄̄t̄t)
T d2H1(t̄̄t̄t)

T
]T

[
H2(t̄̄t̄t)

T dH2(t̄̄t̄t)
T d2H2(t̄̄t̄t)

T
]T

...[
Hh(t̄̄t̄t)T dHh(t̄̄t̄t)T d2Hh(t̄̄t̄t)T

]T




(12.16)

where [H1 H2... Hh]T are the h hypotheses predictions of the values of one artic-
ulatory parameter from the acoustic-to-articulatory inversion based on 3 consecu-
tive acoustic gestures. If the t corresponds to a critical point, then h = 3, otherwise
h = 2. dH and d2H denote the corresponding velocity and the acceleration param-
eters. Matrix GGG3(2ws+1)h×6 is

GGG =




1 t̄̄t̄t t̄̄t̄t2 t̄̄t̄t3 t̄̄t̄t4 t̄̄t̄t5

0 1 2t̄̄t̄t 3t̄̄t̄t2 4t̄̄t̄t3 5t̄̄t̄t4

0 0 2 6t̄̄t̄t 12t̄̄t̄t2 20t̄̄t̄t3

repeat h times
...

...
...

1 t̄̄t̄t t̄̄t̄t2 t̄̄t̄t3 t̄̄t̄t4 t̄̄t̄t5

0 1 2t̄̄t̄t 3t̄̄t̄t2 4t̄̄t̄t3 5t̄̄t̄t4

0 0 2 6t̄̄t̄t 12t̄̄t̄t2 20t̄̄t̄t3




(12.17)

The weight vector,φφφ3(2ws+1)h×1, is the weight for each hypothesis for each time
instance in t̄̄t̄t and is the diagonal of the matrix ΦΦΦ. The velocity and acceleration
parameters can also be weighted independently. Using the parameters, βββt, the new
smoothed trajectory Ŷ (t) can be found by

Ŷ (t) =
[
1 t t2 t3 t4 t5

]
βββt (12.18)

12.3 Data and experiments

12.3.1 Data

We used two sets of data for running our experiments. The detection of acoustic
gestures required an acoustic database with highly accurate transcription and seg-
mented data, in order to assess how well the acoustic critical points are detected.
For this purpose we used the TIMIT database (Seneff and Zue, 1988). The test set
contained sentences spoken by 168 speakers in 8 American dialects with a total of
1344 sentences. Since the method did not use any training, the experiments were
run directly on the test corpus. The rest of the experiments were conducted on the
MOCHA-TIMIT database (c.f. Section 5.1)

12.3.2 Experiments on the acoustic gesture detection algorithm

We used the TIMIT database containing only acoustic data in order to verify
whether the gesture segmentation and critical points detection algorithm could
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detect acoustically relevant segments and salient landmarks, respectively. We cal-
culated the number of phonemes that were represented by at least one gesture and
the number of phonemes that were represented by more than one gesture. Thus, the
accuracy of the segmentation would be indicated by how many times at least one
critical point is detected within the duration of a phoneme. An insertion denotes
whether a phoneme was segmented into more than one gesture. More than one
gesture per phoneme may be suitable for diphthongs or aspirated stop consonants,
but may not be appropriate for other stop consonants, fricatives and vowels.

By increasing the smoothing (larger ws), the number of insertions were expected
to decrease but at the cost of not detecting all the phonemes. One must note
here that the focus of this segmentation scheme is not on getting highly accurate
acoustic segments, but to have a scheme which is also compatible with segmenting
articulatory trajectories in order to explain correspondences between acoustic and
articulatory gestures. The results are detailed in Section 12.5.1

12.3.3 Experiments on the articulatory gesture detection
algorithm

It is more difficult to judge whether the articulatory gestures are detected correctly
and meaningfully. Critical points constituted around 1 to 4% of the trajectory
lengths depending on the articulator and the content of the sentence. By perform-
ing minimum jerk interpolation between the critical points, the entire trajectories
were estimated. These were compared with the original trajectories. The error is
expected to increase with a larger value of ws. As a comparison, we also inter-
polated and estimated trajectories from randomly selected points on the original
trajectories. We used the articulatory measurements from the MOCHA-TIMIT
database in order to evaluate the detection of articulatory gestures.

Inversion to test critical points

Next, we performed an acoustic-to-articulatory inversion experiment using the tra-
ditional frame-based methods without using trajectory information in order to
ascertain whether the selected ‘critical points’ were also useful for training the
regression. We used linear regression (as was used as described by Yehia et al.
(1998)), non-linear regression (with the MATLABTM artificial neural networks
toolkit (ANN); Nørgaard, 2000) and GMMR (Toda et al., 2008) as methods to
test the ‘criticality’ of the points on the trajectory.. Regression for each articulator
was trained using, at first, the entire training data (i.e., 80 % of the corpus) and
then only the articulatory and acoustic features of the frames corresponding to the
critical points of the articulator among this 80%. A hidden layer consisting of 50
neurons was used for the ANN, while 64 Gaussian components were used for the
GMMR. The ANN was trained using the back-propagation algorithm, while the
GMMR was trained using the EM algorithm. The results were cross-validated us-
ing a 10-fold jack-knife rotation of the training and testing data for cross-validation.
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The testing was performed on the entire testing data-set, regardless of whether the
samples were critical or not.

Comparison between acoustic and articulatory gestures

Once the acoustic and articulatory gestures are obtained, one needs to ascertain
if these gestures had any relevance to the study in terms of correspondences be-
tween acoustics and articulatory trajectories. We therefore made several analyses
to compare the obtained acoustic and articulatory critical points as well as the cor-
responding gestures. We first performed a visual assessment comparing the timing
between the acoustic gesture and articulatory gestures, explained in Section 12.5.3.
We then performed a clustering of all the articulatory gestures, which were param-
eterized using the 2D-DCT. Based on the clustering, we looked at phonetic labels
of the acoustic segments corresponding to the critical point in the articulatory tra-
jectory. We expected that the clustering would reveal a relationship between the
articulatory gestures and the role the gestures play in producing the particular
phoneme.

Inversion to asses the relevance of acoustic and articulatory gestures

Finally, we performed acoustic-to-articulatory inversion in order to assess whether
the gesture detection and parametrization schemes were effective or not. This
was compared to a baseline method using the same machine learning algorithm
(GMMR), but using point-by-point inversion, i.e. inversion from every frame of
the acoustics to the corresponding articulator position. This is described in further
detail in Section 12.3.4.

12.3.4 Inversion experiments

The inversion experiments were conducted on the MOCHA-TIMIT database. For
comparison with our gesture based method, we follow Toda et al. (2004a), who
applied the GMMR technique to frame-based acoustic to articulatory inversion.
They used 11 consecutive frames of 24 MFCC coefficients as acoustic parameters
and the positions of the articulators corresponding to the central acoustic frame
as the articulatory features to be detected. The training samples were correspond-
ing acoustic-articulatory frames from a part of the data. Articulation prediction
was made based on every instance of the acoustic data in the testing set. They
performed regression based on two methods, namely the MMSE and the MLTE
with dynamic features. The former method simply considered the positions of the
articulators, while the latter considered the velocity of the articulators, in order to
improve the estimation. We replicated their experiments with as much fidelity as
was possible, in order to have a baseline for evaluating the gesture mapping.
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Frame-based Inversion

The EMA data was low-pass filtered and down-sampled to 100 Hz, in order to
correspond to the acoustic frame shift rate. Each acoustic frame was parameterized
by 24 MFCC coefficients (including the 0th), and 11 adjacent acoustic frames each
of duration 25 ms (at a frame rate of 100 Hz) were considered. The features were
reduced using PCA such that all components that contributed to less than 2%
of the variation was removed. Thus each acoustic frame had between 64 to 69
(different for each cross-validation set) acoustic features and contained information
from 125 ms of the signal. The delta features for the articulatory measurements
were also computed with a look-ahead and lag of 30 ms for the MLTE estimation,
giving 28 articulatory features corresponding to the central frame of the acoustic
features. A ten-fold cross-validation was performed where 90% (314 sentences,
around 94,100 data-frames) of each of the speaker data was used for training the
GMMR models and 10% (46 sentences, around 10,400 data-frames) of the same
speaker data was used for testing each speaker model’s performance. The MFCC
and the articulatory trajectory vectors of the training data were normalized to zero
mean with a Standard Deviation (SD) of 1. The parameters were optimized on the
male speaker. The number of Gaussians that gave the best results was 64 when
using the entire training set. The MMSE and MLTE estimates were then filtered
using the cut-off frequencies that were suggested by Toda et al. (2008) for each
articulator trajectory.

Gesture-based Inversion

For the method proposed in this article, we performed segmentation of the acoustic
data into acoustic gestures as described in Section 12.2.4. Since no information
about the articulation would be available while performing Inversion, we applied
the same segmentation to the articulatory movements and parameterized articula-
tory movements corresponding to the acoustic gestures. These movements may not
have been complete articulatory gestures, but would include parts of one or more
consecutive gestures. The acoustic gestures and their corresponding articulatory
movements were encoded using the 2D-cepstra and 2D-DCT respectively, as de-
scribed in Section 12.2.5. After segmentation, we had an average of around 26,450
samples of acoustic-articulatory pairs for training and an average of around 2,430
pairs for testing. Each acoustic gesture was parameterized by P ×Q quefrency and
meti parameters plus the actual duration of the gesture. So with P equal to 18 and
Q equal to 3, there would be 55 parameters (18×3+1).

The ten-fold cross-validation was performed for this method similar to that as
the frame-based method. The encoded parameters of the training were normalized
to have a zero mean and an SD of 1, before the training the GMMR with 64
Gaussians. The articulatory trajectories were not filtered or down-sampled as was
the case in the frame-based method. The test sentences in both the cases were
normalized according to the mean and SD, calculated on the training set. All
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evaluations were performed against the drift-corrected articulatory trajectories at
the original sampling rate rather than the down-sampled version of the trajectories.

Three main parameters may influence the results of the gesture-based acoustic-
to-articulatory inversion, namely, the level of smoothing for segmenting the acoustic
gestures, and the number of 2-D cepstral coefficients for parameterizing the acoustic
space along quefrency and meti (P and Q respectively). We assumed that the
same number of meti components are sufficient for parameterizing the articulatory
trajectories, although in principle this could be another parameter to optimize.
In speech recognition, 12 to 20 MFCC are typically considered, and in this study
P ∈ {12, 15, 18, 20} were tested. The order for Q should typically be quite small,
between 3 and 5. The higher the number of coefficientsQ, the lower the compression
and the more the variations in the trajectories and noise in the acoustic signals as
well as articulatory trajectories are captured. Thus Q ∈ {3, 4, 5} were tested. The
sizes of the window for smoothing that were tested were ws ∈ {30, 40, 50} ms (c.f.
Equation 12.3). We conducted a 4 × 3 × 3 grid search over the possible parameter
choices.

12.4 A new evaluation criterion for the Inversion

Besides the traditional evaluation criteria used for assessing Inversion, we also de-
scribe a new evaluation criterion. The method proposed in this article relies on
the critical points and thus depends on the reliability of the method to obtain the
critical points. If the critical points are calculated reliably, then the rest of the
trajectory can be obtained by interpolating between the critical points (described
later in Section 12.5.1). However, the estimated critical points may not just be
misplaced in position, but may also be misplaced in time. Secondly, a very jittery
movement which is able to predict the critical points is not adequate, which means
that erroneous insertion of critical points needs to be penalized. Similarly, a smooth
prediction may give a high CC and RMSE but may not have enough critical points.
Thus, the proposed error measure which we call ‘Critical Trajectory Error’ (CTE)
finds the displacement both in space and time, and returns a quantity which gives
an indication of how unsynchronized the estimated trajectory is. The units of this
error measure is a unit of time, typically seconds or milliseconds.

12.4.1 Algorithm to find CTE

Consider the measured trajectory YYY a and the estimated trajectory ŶYY a

1. Find the measured critical points [Cp Ct] on YYY a. C has two dimensions,
position p (units mm) and time t (units ms). Say there are M critical points.

2. Find the average velocity, ν, of the gesture associated with each critical point
m.
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∀m

ν(m) =

∑Ct(m+1)
k=Ct(m−1) |YYY a(k) − YYY a(k − 1)|

Ct(m+ 1) − Ct(m− 1)
(12.19)

3. Find the estimated critical points [Ĉp Ĉt] on ŶYY a.
Say there are N estimated critical points.

4. Initiate N flags, F (1 ≤ n ≤ N), required to know whether all the estimated
critical points find their correspondences.

5. Initialize the total error for the entire trajectory, tCTEa for articulator a.

6. ∀m : 1 ≤ m ≤M

a) The nearest critical point in the estimated trajectory to the mth critical
point in the measured trajectory is found as
N̂m = arg min

1≤n≤N
(Ct(m) − Ĉt(n))2

b) set F (N̂m) to indicate that the critical point in the estimated trajectory
has a correspondence in the measured trajectory

c)
tCTEa(m) = (12.20)

tCTEa(m− 1) +

((
Cp(m)− bCp( bNm)

ν(m)

)2

+ (Ct(m) − Ĉt(N̂m))2
)1/2

This equation adds to the total error, tCTEa, the Euclidean distance
caused by the displacement of the estimated critical point in the time-
position, 2-D space. In order the normalize between the two axes, i.e.
time and position, the displacement in position is normalized by the
velocity. Thus importance to the position with respect to time depends
on the velocity. The resulting value has the same units as that of time.

7. In order to penalize all the extra critical points in the estimated trajectory
without a corresponding critical point in the measured trajectory, ∀n ∈∼ F ,
(where ∼ is an unset flag),

a) The nearest critical point in the measured trajectory to the nth critical
in the estimated trajectory is found as
M̂n = arg min

1≤m≤M
(Ct(m) − Ĉt(n))2

b)
tCTEa(n) = (12.21)

tCTEa(n− 1) +

((
Cp(cMn)− bCp(n)

ν(cMn)

)2

+ (Ct(M̂n) − Ĉt(n))2
)1/2
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This equation adds to the total critical error the displacement at the ex-
tra critical point in comparison to the closest critical point in the original
trajectory. Thus all the excess estimated critical points are penalized.

8. tCTEa now contains the total critical error for an articulatory channel a over
an utterance. This is averaged over the true number of critical points in the

utterance, and the final average critical error is CTEa =
tCTEa

M
.

This method weighs the displacement in position error by the inverse of the average
speed during the gesture. So if the gesture is very slow, a larger penalty is given to
the difference in position, while if the gesture is fast, a lower penalty is given. For
missing critical points, the error would be quite large because the closest estimated
critical may be highly displaced in time. For inserted critical points, the error is
calculated with respect to a closest critical point in the measured trajectory, as
shown in Figure 12.8.

This error measure thus gives a better idea about how well the algorithm per-
forms in terms of how far the estimated trajectory is from being perfectly synchro-
nized with the measured trajectory. The drawback, however, is the reliance on a
method to find these critical points.

12.5 Results and discussion

12.5.1 Detecting critical points and Gestures

Table 12.1 shows the results for detecting acoustic gestures on the TIMIT database.
Most of the deletion errors occurred when the phoneme duration was less than
10 milliseconds, while most of the insertion errors occurred for phonemes with
durations longer than 200 ms. Several diphthongs and aspirated stops (/p, t, k/)
had insertions too.

The results are comparable with other segmentation methods described in the
literature (e.g. Sarkar and Sreenivas,2005; Svendsen and Soong, 1987). However,
the focus and evaluation strategies of the two methods were different. While the
proposed method tries to find critical points, which are likely to occur somewhere in
the middle of the segment, the other methods tried to detect phonemic boundaries.

Figure 12.9 shows that in spite of knowing the positions of only 1 to 4% of
the points in the trajectory, i.e. the positions of the critical points, the RMSE
for reconstruction is as low as 0.33 mm. This error is, in fact, lower than the
average resolution of the recording system. For comparison, the reconstruction
error for interpolating between the same percentage of randomly selected points
on the trajectory is also shown. The error for the same percentage sample of the
trajectories is much higher, around 0.8 mm to 1.5 mm.

The results described in Table 12.1 show that the critical point detection al-
gorithm is able to detect phonetically relevant units in the acoustic signals. Fig-
ure 12.10 illustrates that the detected critical points for most of the phonemes lie
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Table 12.1: Performance of the acoustic gesture detection algorithm. Accuracy in-
dicates how many times at least one critical point was detected within the duration
of a phoneme. Insertions denotes how many times a phoneme was segmented into
more than one gesture.

Window Length Accuracy Insertions
(ws) (%) (%)
30 ms 83.16 23.98
40 ms 76.5 11.67
50 ms 69.48 5.91

close to the center of the segmented phonemes. The corresponding acoustic ges-
tures are usually found to be triphones or longer phonetic units, but diphones and
monophones are also common, whenever there are insertion errors. The next ques-
tion is whether these detected critical points and the corresponding gestures can be
used for acoustic-to-articulatory inversion, which is investigated in Sections 12.5.2
and 12.5.4 respectively. The results in Figure 12.9 show that the critical points in
the articulator are good representative points along the trajectory. The relevance
of these critical points, and the correspondences of the same in two modalities (i.e.
acoustics and articulation) is studied in the following sections.

In accordance with the definition of Importance function, the importance of
the positions of the tongue is higher for the critical points in stop consonants and
fricatives than in vowels. This is in accordance with the knowledge that the impact
of the critical articulator on stop consonants is more pronounced.

Similarly, the variance of the location of the critical point also varies to a higher
degree in vowels than in consonants. The variance for the critical articulator (re-
lated to the place of articulation) at the critical points, is often less than the vari-
ance of the entire trajectory during the pronunciation of the phoneme. On the
other hand, the variance of the critical points for the non-critical articulators is
almost as high as or sometimes higher than the variance for the entire trajectory.
This aspect is illustrated in Fig. 12.11 and 12.12.

12.5.2 Inversion trained only on critical points

The results presented in Table 12.2 are the mean results across the different cross
validations for the male speaker (msak). We can see that the linear and non-linear
regression using only the critical points perform almost as well as the regression
computed using all the points in the training data-set. The reason for this can
be attributed to the fact that the non-critical points can be interpolated from the
critical points by the linear or non-linear regression.

Since the use of critical points leads to a reduction of the training set of up to
81 %, the method can speed up the training stage of the inversion substantially,
while maintaining almost the same estimation performance as when using the entire
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Figure 12.10: Illustration of the relationship between the critical points in the
the acoustic signal and the different articulatory channels for the sentence “Jane
may earn more money by working hard”. In all figures, plotted from the top to
bottom are: the acoustic Importance function with critical points, the speech wave-
form and the articulatory trajectories. For the y-axis, the scales of plots are not
maintained because the illustration indicates the relative changes in acoustics, ar-
ticulation and its Importance. The vertical lines represent the phoneme boundaries
(c.f. Appendix 12.A). The ellipses indicate synchrony between the the acoustic
and articulatory critical points. In most cases, the articulatory critical point for
the articulator that is important for the production of the corresponding sound is
synchronous with the acoustic critical point. The critical points for the unimportant
articulators may not co-occur with acoustic critical points
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Figure 12.11: The standard deviation of all the points for phoneme /p/ is the thin
blue ellipse and the standard deviation for the critical points alone is the red thick
ellipse. We can see that the mean is centered at the extreme end of the data points
for the lips.

data-set. This means that the articulator trajectories between the critical points
can be estimated without actually training on similar data. Thus, given the critical
points, the rest of the trajectory can be calculated using interpolation. While
selecting the same percentage of random points for training, the performance is
comparable with the critical points for the linear regression, but is significantly
lower (p-value < 0.1)for the non-linear regression techniques.

12.5.3 Relationship between acoustic and articulatory critical
points

The critical points detected using the acoustic signal and the articulatory trajec-
tories have a very complex relationship. There is a high correlation between the
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Figure 12.12: The standard deviation of all the points for phoneme /a/ is the thin
blue ellipse and the thick red ellipse for the critical points alone. We can see that
the mean is centered at the extreme end of the data points for the jaws and lower
lip.

critical points when the particular articulator is important for the acoustics, but
low when it is not so, as can be seen in Figure 12.10. The IPA symbols correspond-
ing to the ASCII characters denoting phoneme labels, displayed on the figure, are
detailed in Appendix 12.A.

The critical points on the lower lip (LL) are synchronized with the acoustic
critical points for the phoneme sequences ‘r-m, b and w’ (/ô-m, b, w/). We see
synchronization between the critical points on the tongue tip (TT) and the acoustics
for phonemes ‘jh and n’ and the silence before the ’d’ (/dZ, n, d/). One finds
synchrony between the tongue dorsum (TD) and acoustics for phonemes ‘ei, oo,
k and ng’ (/eI, o:, k, N/). On the other hand, the many critical points are either
absent or not synchronized with the acoustic critical point for articulators which
are not important for the production. However, all such relationships are not
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Table 12.2: Table showing the results of the different types of regression (MMSE)
on the entire training data-set as against selecting only the critical points from the
training data to perform the training for the male speaker (msak). The table also
shows the effect of selecting random points from the trajectory for training.

Method mean % of samples mRMSE CC
for training Cri. Points Random Cri. Points Random

Linear Regression

80% (All Data) 1.86 mm 0.61
15.6% 1.86 mm 1.87 mm 0.60 0.59
2.4% 1.87 mm 1.88 mm 0.59 0.58

ANN Regression

80% (All Data) 1.65 mm 0.66
15.6% 1.66 mm 1.74 mm 0.65 0.62
2.4% 1.75 mm 1.83 mm 0.61 0.58

GMM Regression

80% (All Data) 1.56 mm 0.72
15.6% 1.56 mm 1.68 mm 0.72 0.68
2.4% 1.65 mm 1.86 mm 0.69 0.58

straightforward, since what the important articulators for a certain phoneme are, is
not easily known. Many phonemes, have more than one important articulator, while
for some phonemes, especially vowels, the important articulator depends on the
context. Some other phonemes, such as diphthongs, may have more than one critical
point for more than one articulator. In order to study this further, we analyzed
the co-occurrences between the articulator critical point and acoustic critical point,
within a window of 40 ms. The results are displayed in Figures 12.13 to 12.18.
The articulatory gestures corresponding to the detected critical points are first
parameterized using 2D-DCT and then clustered using K-means clustering. For
each critical point in the cluster, the probability that it coincides with an acoustic
critical point is calculated. An acoustic critical point is considered coinciding if it
falls within 40 ms of a detected articulatory critical point.

From Figure 12.13(a), it is clear from the shape of the centroid of the cluster that
this cluster represents a sharp opening of the jaw. The phonemes with the highest
probability of acoustic-articulatory co-occurrence for the Lower Jaw (LJ) are open
vowels and diphthongs. However, some consonants like ‘th, g and w’ (/T, g, w/) too
have a sharp jaw opening. The second cluster, shown in Figure 12.13(b) shows a jaw
opening along with movement in the horizontal plane, but not as sharp as in cluster
1. The maximum co-occurrence is for back vowels, diphthongs as some consonants
like ‘b, dh, h and ng’ (/b, D, h, N/). The third cluster shown in Figure 12.13(c) is
for gestures with a closing of the jaw. These are mostly for fricatives and affricates
such as ‘s, z, sh, zh, ch and jh’ (/s, z, S, Z, Ù, Ã/), where the jaws tend to close in
synergy with the tongue tip. What is interesting here, is that although one would
consider the opening of the jaw as an important articulatory gesture for open and
back vowels, the probability of acoustic-articulatory co-occurrence is lower than
for phonemes where the jaw closing occurs. This shows that the timing of the
articulatory critical point for jaw opening (which is typically the extreme end of
the gesture) is not as important and consistent as that of the jaw closing.
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Figure 12.13: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Lower Jaw (LJ) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then clustered
into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability of the
articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic critical
point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities of
the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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Figure 12.14(a) shows the cluster where the upper lip (UL) is retracted upwards
and inwards. Vowels such as ‘i and ii’ (/I, i:/) where the lips are drawn sideways
are often found to co-occur in the acoustics and articulatory critical points. Besides
these, the consonant ‘zh’ (/Z/) is seen to have a high probability of co-occurrence for
cluster one with upper lip retraction. However, since there are very few instances
of this phoneme, it could be an artifact of the limited context available. The second
cluster shown in Figure 12.14(b) indicated a sharp upper lip raising, with no hor-
izontal movement. There is a mix of vowels, diphthongs and consonants, showing
no strong pattern. The diphthong ‘u@’ (/U@/) shows the highest probability of syn-
chrony in this cluster, which is intuitive. The third cluster, with a sharp downward
and forward movement, show in Figure 12.14(c) is dominated by phonemes which
are usually attributed to being produced by the lips, such as the bi-labials ‘p, b
and m’ and phonemes such as ‘w and uu’ (/p, b, m, w, u:/). Here it is clear that
the timing of the upper lip lowering is more important and correlated to that of
the acoustics than that of the upper lip raising. As expected, the cluster for lip
lowering corresponds to the place of articulation of the represented phonemes.

Figures 12.15(a) to 12.15(b) show the three clusters for the lower lip (LL) ges-
tures. Cluster 3 for the lower lip has similar phonemes as the cluster 1 for the
lower jaw in Figure 12.13(a), which shows the synergy between the lower lips and
the jaws. Cluster 2, indicating the lower lip raising gesture is dominated by similar
phonemes as in the Cluster 3 of the upper lip, i.e., ‘b, p, m, uu’ (/b, p, m, u:/) etc.
as well as the labio-dental fricatives ‘f and v’ (/f, v/). Again it is clear that the
timing for lip closure is more important that lip opening.

Figures 12.16(a) to 12.16c represent the correspondences of the three clusters
made by the tongue tip (TT) gestures. The first cluster consists of tongue tip raising
gestures, but slightly backwards. These are represented by post-alveolar consonants
such as ‘r, sh, zh, ch and jh’ (/ô, S, Z, Ù, Ã/). The third cluster, consisting of a
tongue tip raising slightly forward, is represented by alveolar consonants like ‘t,
d, n, s, z’ (/t, l, d, n, s, z/) as well as vowels like ‘i and ii’ (/I, i:/). Cluster 2,
indicating the tongue tip lowering gesture, contains phonemes where the important
articulator is likely to be one other than the tongue-tip, but have critical points for
the tongue tip due to synergy with either the lips or the jaw. Some open vowels
and diphthongs like ‘aa, ai and au’ (/a:, aI, aU/) are also represented in the tongue
tip lowering cluster.

Cluster 1 of the tongue back (TB) gestures shown in Figure 12.17(a) nearly
duplicates the first cluster for the tongue tip, both in the shape as well as the
representative phonemes. Cluster 2 which represents the lowering of the tongue
back is dominated by the dental fricative ‘th and dh’ (/T, D/) as well as the lateral
‘l’ (/l/) and open vowels such as ‘a, o and aa’ (/æ, 6, a:/). The third Cluster raising
tongue back while moving it forward, which is very similar to that of the TT coil.

Lowering of the tongue dorsum (TD) is captured by Cluster 1, shown in Fig-
ure 12.18(a), and is important for of open and central vowels such as ‘@, @@, a
and aa’ (/@, 3:, æ, a:/) as well as alveolar and dental fricatives, ‘s z, th and dh’
(/s, z, T D/) and lateral ‘l’(/l/). The upward and forward movement of the tongue
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(c) Upper Lip, Cluster 3

Figure 12.14: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Upper Lip (UL) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then clustered
into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability of the
articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic critical
point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities of
the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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(c) Lower Lip, Cluster 3

Figure 12.15: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Lower Lip (LL) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then clustered
into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability of the
articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic critical
point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities of
the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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(c) Tongue Tip, Cluster 3

Figure 12.16: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Tongue Tip (TT) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then clustered
into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability of the
articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic critical
point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities of
the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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(c) Tongue Back, Cluster 3

Figure 12.17: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Tongue Back (TB) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then clus-
tered into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability of
the articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic crit-
ical point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities
of the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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dorsum is indicated in Figure 12.18(b) which is dominated by the velar consonants
‘g, k and ng’ (/g, k, N/) and palatal approximant ‘y’ (/j/). The third cluster in
Figure 12.18(c) shows a backward movement of the tongue dorsum for post-alveolar
phonemes like ‘ch, jh, sh, zh and r’ (/Ù, Ã, S, Z, ô/), showing a synergy with the
front region of the tongue. However, back vowels and diphthongs such as ‘oo, oi
and ou’ (/O:, OI, oU/) and the velar approximant ‘w’ (/w/) also show a backward
tongue dorsum gesture, although not as frequently.

In most of the cases, the critical point in the articulatory gesture that is im-
portant for the production of the phoneme is co-incident with the acoustic critical
point. There are also different types of synchrony and synergy between the dif-
ferent articulators, depending on the gesture involved. For example, the tongue
dorsum backward movement is in synergy with the tongue back raising. One can
also observe a synchronized lowering of the TB for the lateral /l/ and dental frica-
tives /T/ and /D/. This result may not have been obvious by simple correlation
analysis because we now observe that the correlation depends on the type of ges-
ture involved. The observations indicate that the tongue back lowering gesture is
as important as the tongue tip protrusion for the production of these phonemes
such that the probability of co-incidence between acoustic and articulatory critical
points is greater for the TB than for the TT coil. For each cluster, the probability
of the articulatory and acoustic critical point co-occurring is around 80% for several
phonemes. But for many clusters and phonemes, the probability is around 50%.
Under these circumstances, it is difficult to decide whether the gesture is important
for production or not. This, however, indicates that there is a lot of variation, not
only in the shape of gestures corresponding to the phoneme, but also in the timing
of the gestures. These variations could be attributed to the co-articulation effects
of the phoneme occurring in different contexts.

While this study details the issue of the co-occurrences of the acoustic and
articulatory critical points as well as the clustering of articulatory gestures, it says
little about how the acoustic gestures are related to the articulatory movements.
The results from the inversion experiments in the next section, throw some light
on this aspect.

12.5.4 Results from the Inversion experiments on Gestures

Table 12.3 shows the partial optimization table, i.e., the result of variation over one
parameter at a time while keeping the other parameters to the optimal ones. The
level of smoothing does not affect the performance of the algorithm substantially,
but the best performance was for a detection with a balance between number of
insertions and deletions (c.f. Table 12.1). The largest effect is seen by the number
of meti parameters Q, as the performance decreases with more than 3 parameters.

Figures 12.19 to 12.21 compares the performances of the traditional frame-based
acoustic to articulatory inversion methods with the gesture based method proposed
in this article. The gesture-based method shows an mRMSE (cf. Figure 12.19)
of 1.45mm (0.63 of Standard Deviation) and 1.55mm (0.64 of Standard Deviation)
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(c) Tongue Dorsum, Cluster 3

Figure 12.18: The articulatory gestures corresponding to the critical points in the
Tongue Dorsum (TD) are parameterized using 2D-DCT (P=2, Q=3) and then
clustered into 3 clusters using K-means clustering. For each cluster, the probability
of the articulatory critical point coinciding (falls within 40 ms) with the acoustic
critical point, of each phoneme is calculated. Phonemes with the top 10 probabilities
of the co-occurrence between the articulatory critical point and the acoustic critical
point are displayed. The normalized shape of the mean articulatory gestures along
the midsagittal plane for each of the clusters is displayed in the inset. The results
shown are for the male speaker, who is recorded facing towards the left hand side.
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ws mRMSE (mm) mCC mCTE (msec)
30 ms 1.47 0.78 50.1
40 ms 1.45 0.79 48.4
50 ms 1.49 0.75 51.3
P mRMSE mCC mCTE
12 1.49 0.78 50.3
15 1.47 0.79 49.6
18 1.45 0.79 48.4
20 1.46 0.79 49.3
Q mRMSE mCC mCTE
3 1.45 0.79 48.4
4 1.5 0.74 50.1
5 1.55 0.71 52.3

Table 12.3: Table comparing the performance of the proposed method for different
window lengths (ws), number of ‘quefrency’ components (P ) and number of ‘meti’
components (Q). When one parameter was being optimized, the default setting
for the remaining parameters were ws = 40ms, P = 18 and Q = 3. The results
presented are the average over the ten-fold cross-validation on the male speaker
(msak) using 64 Gaussian GMMR.

for the male subject (msak) and female subject (fsew), respectively. The figure
shows that there is no statistical difference between the gesture-based method and
the frame-based one using dynamical constraints. However there is a statistically
significant difference (p-value < 0.05) between the methods using dynamic fea-
tures and the MMSE based method. This shows that modeling of dynamics of the
articulatory trajectories is important for the inversion.

The trajectories estimated by the gesture based method has significantly higher
Correlation Coefficient (mCC) with respect to the measured articulatory trajec-
tories (p-value < 0.05) when compared with the frame-based methods for both
speakers as shown in Figure 12.20.

The different methods showed an asynchrony (based on CTE in Figure 12.21)
in the range of 48-50 ms. Earlier research (Reeves and Voelker, 1993) based on
asynchrony between audio and video has shown that an asynchrony of around 40
ms cannot be detected easily by human subjects, but affects their performance in
retrieving information from the audio. Thus we can say that the current methods for
statistical inversion are close to the point where the error may not be detectable, but
will definitely not improve the performance if not degrade it. This effect has been
observed in experiments on enhancing speech recognition with estimated articulator
trajectories (Wrench and Richmond, 2000; Chapter 10) where the improvement in
recognition was not significant with inversion based techniques. As mentioned in
Section 12.4, measured trajectories could enhance the speech recognition accuracy,
but the same was not true when estimated trajectories were used.
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Figure 12.19: Comparisons of the mRMSE, over a ten-fold cross-validation for
different methods. The MMSE and MLTE methods are the traditional frame-based
methods, without and with dynamic features respectively, while the gesture-based
method uses the same GMMR regression, but has gesture based features.

Figures 12.22 and 12.23 show the RMSE from the gesture based inversion algo-
rithm for different phonemes. One can also observe that the largest error in terms
of RMSE is for the tongue tip which has the maximum variance among the different
articulators, in accordance with previous observations (Richmond, 2002; Toda et
al., 2008).

Table 12.4 shows that that the both the inversion methods are better for vow-
els, fricatives and diphthongs than for stop-consonants, nasals, liquids and approxi-
mants. The performance of the ‘Gesture’ based method is better for fricatives, stop
consonants and diphthongs, while the frame-based method performs better for vow-
els, nasals and liquids. This is probably due to the better modeling of transients
like diphthongs and stop consonants by the ‘Gesture’ based method. Insertion er-
rors can cause problems to the ‘Gesture’ based method during essentially static
segments of speech such as in longer vowels.
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Figure 12.20: Comparisons of the correlation coefficients (mCC) over a ten-fold
cross-validation for different methods. The MMSE and MLTE methods are the
traditional frame-based methods, without and with dynamic features respectively,
while the gesture-based method uses the same GMMR regression, but has gesture
based features.

Phoneme Type
mRSME in mm (Std. Dev.)

‘Gesture’ based Frame-based
male speaker female speaker male speaker female speaker

Vowels 1.53 (0.13) 1.60 (0.11) 1.48 (0.10) 1.55 (0.17)
Diphthongs 1.43 (0.08) 1.50 (0.11) 1.46 (0.09) 1.52 (0.2)
Stop consonants 1.63(0.30) 1.71 (0.25) 1.86 (0.41) 1.77 (0.28)
Nasals/Approximants 1.66 (0.27) 1.71 (0.20) 1.62 (0.21) 1.65 (0.18)
Fricatives 1.38 (0.28) 1.57 (0.3) 1.52 (0.29) 1.65 (0.3)

Table 12.4: Table comparing the performance of the ‘Gesture’ based and frame-
based algorithms in terms of mRMSE and its standard deviation for different
phoneme classes.
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Figure 12.21: Comparisons of the critical trajectory error (mCTE) over a ten-fold
cross-validation for different methods. The left column is for the male speaker
(msak) and the right column is for the female speaker (fsew). The MMSE and
MLTE methods are the traditional frame-based methods, without and with dy-
namic features respectively, while the gesture-based method uses the same GMMR
regression, but has gesture based features.

12.6 Non-uniqueness in the mapping between
acoustic-to-articulatory Gestures

This chapter explains a shift in paradigm, where acoustic-to-articulatory Inversion
is performed on larger segments of speech towards obtaining articulator trajecto-
ries directly, rather than on instantaneous positions of the trajectory. While this
methodology provides new insights into the basic problem, it would be relevant
to study whether the gestures are multi-modal or not. For this purpose a study
similar to the one described in Chapter 6 was performed. A Gesture can span from
one to several frames in duration (from around 10ms to around 400 ms). Using the
parameterized acoustic and articulatory segments a GMM with 128 components
is constructed and modes on the conditional articulatory space are obtained in a
similar manner to that explained in Section 7.1. Based in the procedure, we found
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Figure 12.22: The mRMSE in mm for individual phonemes, vowels and other
sonorants, and different articulators, from bottom to top: Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper
Lip (UL), Lower Lip (LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Body (TB), Tongue Dorsum
(TD) and Velum (V)

the number of modes that occurred in the articulatory distribution, conditioned on
the acoustics of each gesture.

Table 12.5 clearly indicates that the percentage of articulatory gestures which
map non-uniquely to acoustic gestures are relatively higher than for the percentage
of frames that are non-unique. This is fairly intuitive, because even if one frame
included in the gesture is non-unique, the whole gesture is considered non-unique.
This table vindicates the results expressed in the Chapter 8 which shows that
applying continuity constraints does not resolve all the instances of non-uniqueness.

However, studying the non-uniqueness problem in the context of gestures can
provide additional insights, such as expressed in Figure 12.24. This figure shows a
segment of acoustics where the predicted articulatory trajectory can take two dif-
ferent paths. This thesis does not cover the non-uniqueness of articulatory gestures
in great detail, but is definitely something we want to explore in the future.
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Figure 12.23: The mRMSE in mm for individual phonemes, diphthongs and other
consonants, and different articulators, from bottom to top: Lower Jaw (LJ), Upper
Lip (UL), Lower Lip (LL), Tongue Tip (TT), Tongue Body (TB), Tongue Dorsum
(TD) and Velum (V)
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Table 12.5: Table indicating the percentage of frames with more than one mode for
different articulators using the frame-based and gesture based methods.

Individual Frames Gestures
Articulator fsew msak fsew msak

LJ 7.16% 4.01% 7.67% 9.28%
UL 5.75 % 7.5% 9.7% 15.49%
LL 6.77 % 6.27% 7.1% 8.06%
TT 13.5 % 17.98% 8.92% 11.93%
TB 6.8 % 10.76% 7.84% 9.2%
TD 10.2 % 12.4% 9.22% 8.21%
V 4.1 % 2.7% 8.57% 7.17%

Total 7.7 % 8.82% 8.45% 9.95%
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Figure 12.24: The plot of the conditional distribution of the articulatory gestures,
given the acoustic gesture for the phoneme /ô/ in the phrase ‘great rhythm’ spoken
by the male speaker.
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12.7 Concluding remarks and future work

There are three main contributions and insights on two aspects from this chapter.
The first contribution is a definition for acoustic and articulatory gestures along
with a method of unsupervised segmentation of these gestures (or critical point de-
tection) which can be applied in the same way on both the articulatory and acoustic
spaces. This draws inspiration from the direct realist theory which supposes a direct
correspondence between acoustic and articulatory gestures. The gestures are de-
tected based on finding critical points in the trajectory of the articulators or in the
acoustic waveform. Based on these detected gestures, the relationship between the
gestures and their timings was studied. Several observations regarding the impor-
tance of timing the articulators in synchrony, in order to effect the specific acoustic
landmark, were made. Studying the mapping between acoustics and articulation in
terms of gestures, rather than the instantaneous position or acoustics of one frame,
provides insights about two aspects, namely the timing between the acoustics and
articulatory parameters and correlations between different articulators, depending
on the type of gesture involved. While there seems to be a high correlation between
gestures in the articulatory domain and gestures in the acoustic domain, the study
also finds a high degree of variability in the types of gestures. This shows that the
acoustic-articulatory gesture relationship is more complex than one may initially
assume. While this chapter does not claim to prove the superiority of the direct
realist theory as against other theories of speech perception, it provides a basis for
pursuing research in this direction.

The second contribution is the parametrization of acoustic segments using length-
independent 2D-cepstral coefficients. This form of parametrization using 2D-DCT
is suitable for both acoustics and articulatory trajectories, which is proved by per-
forming acoustic-to-articulatory inversion based on mapping acoustic gestures to
their corresponding articulatory trajectories. The gesture based method follows a
different paradigm from the traditional frame-based method. The machine learning
algorithm used was exactly the same as in the traditional frame-based methods. The
only difference was in the types of units used for mapping and their parametriza-
tion. The frame-based method made use of every single frame of corresponding
acoustic features and articulatory positions for making the inversion, while the
gesture-based method made use of longer segments of acoustics and articulatory
movements, thereby reducing the load on the machine learning algorithm. There
was a 4-fold reduction in the number of instances used for training in the gesture-
based method which correspondingly reduces the training time for the machine
learning based regression models.

While the overall performance of the gesture-based method was comparable with
the the frame-based method with dynamic features, the performance over different
phoneme classes was found to be slightly different in the gesture-based method. The
frame-based methods were found to be partial to vowels and liquids, which, being
longer and static segments, contribute to a larger percentage of the frames in the
database. The Gesture-based method tries to provide only one sample of correspon-
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dences for every occurrence of a phoneme, while modeling the dynamic movement
of the phoneme. This method shows a slight preference towards transients.

In spite of different types of parameters selected for the gesture detection and
their differences in performance, the Inversion results were largely unaffected. This
may be attributed to the definition where adjacent gestures overlap with each other.
Due to this, small errors in gesture detection may not have a large contribution to
the Inversion. So in principle, any segmentation algorithm may work equally well
for gesture-based inversion, as long as there is sufficient overlap between adjacent
segments. The minimum jerk smoothing with multiple hypothesis could thus be
an important contribution to the overall performance, although it is not easy to
speculate on the extent of the importance.

The final contribution from the chapter is the critical trajectory error measure,
CTE, which could project the error of the estimation in terms of asynchrony be-
tween the trajectories, thus giving a more intuitive idea about the level of errors
made. The chapter shows that the present error of 48 to 50 ms of asynchrony may
not be sufficient to drive oro-facial agents. We propose an error of 40 ms at most
in the mCTE for perceptually suitable use in automatic oro-facial simulations.

It would be interesting to see the scalability of the Gesture-based method to-
wards speaker adaptation. In addition to different sizes and shapes, different speak-
ers may have different strategies in co-articulation. The gesture-based method may
be more suitable to model various co-articulation strategies than the frame-based
method.

The proposed method may also be an alternative to traditional short-time sta-
tionary (frame-based) approaches towards speech signal processing in general. We
have shown non-uniqueness (c.f. Chapters 6 and 7) in the mapping between acous-
tic frames and positions of the articulators in continuous (natural) speech, which
may be treated as evidence against the motor-theory of speech perception. Whether
non-uniqueness occurs for ‘Gestures’ is investigates briefly in Section 12.6.

The gesture based method may be more useful than the frame-based one while
driving virtual oro-facial agents (avatars) with articulatory or visual features in
cases where the speed of the animation needs to be changed. The different artic-
ulatory gestures with varying speeds can be independently controlled quite easily.
For example, a gesture corresponding to a particular phoneme may be made slower
than others in order to stress on a particular aspect of the utterance.

Comparing the gestures made by the EMA coils with the gestures made by
articulatory parameters derived from PCA is another direction that would be in-
teresting.

Future work will also be directed towards implementation of a system which
can be used for pronunciation feedback in the form of articulatory gestures.
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12.A List of British English phonemes in the
MOCHA-TIMIT database for Parts II and III along
with the corresponding ASCII and IPA symbols

ASCII IPA ASCII IPA
Symbol Representation Symbol Representation

Vowels and Diphthongs

o 6 e e
aa A: @@ 3:
a æ i I
oo O: ii i:
@ @ u U
iy 9 uu u:
uh 2 u@ U@
oi OI ai aI
i@ I@ ou oU
ow aU ei eI

Stop Consonants

p p b b
t t d d
k k g g

Nasals, approximants and other sonorants

m m l l
n n r ô
ng N w w
y J

Fricatives

f f v v
ch Ù j Ã
s s z z
sh S zh Z
th T dh D
h h
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13 Challenges that Infants face when Learning

the Sounds in a Language

An infant learning to communicate with speech has been a source of intrigue and in-
terest, from the points of view of psychology, medicine and speech research. Under-
standing this phenomenon is especially difficult, given that infants do not remember
the process once they grow up and there may be limited means of communicating
with infants while the process of learning takes place.

The situation where an infant learns to speak is the most complex of problems
that are related to acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. Here the speech communi-
cation loop (as in Figure 1.1) is completed when the child performs acoustic-to-
articulatory inversion and performs a verification by imitating the sounds that
he/she heard. There are several challenges that the infant faces while achieving
the ability to speak and understand. The most important challenge is the lack of
the ability to receive specific supervision or feedback from the adults. Thus, infor-
mation that adults or relatively older children may have when learning a second
language is unavailable to an infant. Explaining contrasts in sounds explicitly is not
possible, neither is it possible to describe how a certain articulation is made. Even
more formidable is the fact that it is not possible to communicate to an infant what
the units of speech are, what constitutes words, what constitutes discrete sounds,
what variability is acceptable etc.

13.1 Physical limitations and challenges

Over and above all these challenges there are physical limitations that an infant
has. The most important one is the size and shape of the vocal tract. Infants
have a much larger ratio of horizontal (oral) to vertical (pharyngeal) sections of the
vocal tract (Boë et al., 2007). This alters the type of configurations the vocal tract
can take when compared with adults. The over all size is also of equal relevance,
because the acoustic formant composition that characterize the vowels produced
by adults cannot be reproduced by the infants (Ménard et al., 2002). So not only
do they need to perform an articulatory (non-linear) normalization (Gustavsson,
2009) when producing adult-like speech, they also need to know which sounds that
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Figure 13.1: Figure illustrating the different challenges that infants face in learn-
ing speech communication in the static sense along with some pointers to studies
explaining how the infants cope with the problems.

they can produce would map best onto adult speech production.
When faced with running speech, there are several layers of information that

infants need to decode before they can start reproducing adult-like speech sounds.
There is prosodic information, phonetic information, information related to the seg-
mentation of the speech into chunks of useful information, multi-modal information
(audio-visual, audio-motor etc.) as well as the lexical information. Thus acquisition
of speech communication ability is an extremely complex phenomenon.

13.2 Challenges in acquiring static sounds of a language

In this part of the thesis we restrict ourselves to studying the acquisition of speech
in the static sense, i.e. we restrict ourselves to modeling how infants are able to
acquire the ability to imitate static and discrete sounds that are produced by adults.
This is the part which is most relevant to the acoustic-articulatory analysis that
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the thesis focusses on. Figure 13.1 shows a schematic diagram with the different
problems and some of the literature that points to studies in addressing these issues.

There are several theories about how infants acquire the knowledge and skill
of producing meaningful sequences of sounds. While all may not agree on how
this process actually occurs, most researchers would acknowledge the several chal-
lenges that infants trying to learn to speak have to cope with. Firstly, the infant
needs to find the relationship between their articulatory configurations and the
corresponding acoustics they produce. This process has been attributed to bab-
bling (infant self-vocalizations) (Guenther, 1995; Markey, 1994; Westermann and
Miranda, 2004), which infants engage in. Even though the structure of the vocal
tract and therefore the acoustic-articulatory relationship undergoes drastic changes
as the child grows up, it is possible for a child to cope with these changes (Callan
et al., 2000).

Secondly, an infant learning to speak needs to learn over time how to categorize
the different sounds that he/she produces or hears from the adults. There are
several theories which try to answer how infants begin to discriminate language
specific phonemic contrasts, even before they learn to speak (Kuhl, 1993; Boersma
and Levelt, 2003; Werker and Curtin, 2005).

Thirdly, the infant needs to understand how to correlate the different sounds
it produces to the sounds produced by the adults. It is obvious that the speech
of adults and children have rather different acoustic properties. In fact, there is a
considerable overlap of the first and second formants spaces (F1 − F2) for different
classes of vowels for children and adults (Ménard et al., 2004). For example, the
range of F1 −F2 values of vowels /u:/, and /o:/ for infants around nine to fourteen
months old fall in the same range as that of the vowel /A:/ for adults. There have
been several proposals about which acoustic correlates are invariant between infant
and adult speech (e.g., Miller,1989). These measures were evaluated by Ménard
et al. (2002) and Heintz et al. (2009) and were shown to be useful in acquiring
the ability to imitate the sounds produced by adults. However, are these invariant
acoustic features that normalize adult speech, intrinsically and instinctively known
to children, or do they learnt it? Do they learn which transformations in the
acoustic space are required to make use of adult speech for their learning? If so,
what is the motivation for selecting one transform over another?

Finally, the infant needs to know which articulators need to be controlled inde-
pendently in order to span the entire articulatory space. Articulators are controlled
by several muscles, not all of which control the articulators independently (Dang
and Honda, 2004). During the babbling phase, most of the theories assume that all
the different degrees of freedom (i.e., the articulatory parameters) are explored in
order to span the entire articulatory as well as acoustic space. Studies show that
the infants’ ability to pronounce more types of phonemes as well as to discriminate
them increases with age (Hua and Dodd, 2006). This ability is also influence by the
number of distinctive features of the phonemes. While this phenomenon has been
studied for older children, only a few researchers (e.g., Kern and Davis, 2006) have
related the increasing complexity of infant babbling to exploring the number of ar-
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ticulatory degrees of freedom. The total number of degrees of freedom are assumed
to be known apriori by the infant. One could, however, ask if this is something too,
that the infants learn? If they do so, what is the motivation behind exploring new
degrees of freedom?

All the above mentioned problems, though not exhaustive, are relevant in ac-
quiring knowledge of producing static speech sounds. Chapter 14 touches upon
the topics of articulatory degrees of freedom and acoustic correlates that normalize
infant and adult voices. Chapter 15 focuses on the acoustic normalization problem.
Another contribution in Chapter 15 is a more realistic simulation of adult feedback
or adult supervision. The feedback used in this study is not specific, but only a
rating of the proximity of the imitation effort made by the infant to the adult pro-
duction. This is quite similar to the encouragement infants receive from the adults
when they produce a good imitation.



14 Imitating Adult Speech: An Infant’s

Motivation a

aThis chapter is mainly based on Paper J

14.1 Introduction

Several problems are encountered by infants acquiring the ability to pronounce the
static sounds in a language as discussed in Section 13.2. This chapter confronts two
aspects that have often been assumed to be intrinsic knowledge by most studies re-
garding speech acquisition: the motivation for an infant exploring and then settling
on a certain scheme of acoustic normalization and the motivation for an infant to
explore different articulatory degrees of freedom. Gaining independent control over
the different articulators is a slow development. It is likely that, if not required by
a language, such independent control may not be very developed. For example, in
languages which do not distinguish vowels on the basis of lip rounding, indepen-
dent control of the lips for articulating sounds may not be necessary (although this
may be gained for other purposes such as expressing emotions). This is a situation
similar to why many adults do not have complete independent control of the fourth
and the fifth toes. Similarly, if the infant assumes a particular acoustic correlate
and can produce the phonemes in the language distinctly, there is no motivation to
try another acoustic correlate.

These points are illustrated using a copy synthesis approach with an articulatory
synthesizer for infant vocal tract dimensions (in this case, 8 and 14 month old
infants). A babbling procedure that explores the articulatory space, is used to find
the best set of articulatory parameters that match the acoustic properties of target
phonemes (in this case, 10 vowels) in a certain language (in this case, Swedish).
In this chapter the infant is assumed to know what distinct phonemic (in this case
vowel) categories exist in the language. The chapter first describes the tools and
the data used for the experiment in Section 14.2. The set of experiments along with
the results with different normalization schemes and different articulatory degrees
of freedom are detailed in Section 14.3. Section 14.4 provides the conclusions and
some pointers towards future work.
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14.2 Tools, methods and data

The study makes use of an articulatory synthesizer, called the Variable Linear
Articulatory Model (VLAM) (Maeda, 1982) with reduced vocal tract dimensions
and different proportions of the oral cavity and the pharynx. The vocal tract
lengths are obtained from the data collected by Vorperian et al. (2005), while the
proportions of the different sections are obtained from the data described by Callan
et al. (2000). The present study uses vocal tract dimensions corresponding to that of
7 to 9 months old infants as well as 13 to 15 month old infants. Of the 7 parameters
that exist in the VLAM, we experiment with four articulatory parameters, namely
Jaw Opening (J), Tongue Height (TH), Tongue Shape (TS) and Lip protrusion
(LP). These parameters are expressed as a ratio of the standard deviations based
on PCA performed on the vocal tract data (Maeda, 1990). In this chapter, each
parameter was varied from −3 to +3 times the standard deviation of the parameter,
with steps of 0.05. The fundamental frequencies for the infant voices were obtained
from Keating and Buhr (1978), while the adult male’s fundamental frequency was
assumed to be 100 Hz.

Among the first to propose age normalized acoustic correlates was Fant (1975),
who proposed a non-uniform scaling factor for males, females and children based
on a cross-lingual analysis. However, this scaling factor was different for different
languages. From his studies, he concluded that the female-infant normalization was
more linear than the male-female or male-infant normalization.

Given that the perception of frequencies of the infant would be subject to critical
bands of hearing, an intuitive acoustic correlate is to convert the first three formant
frequencies into the Bark scale as proposed by Zwicker and Terhardt (1980) (hence-
forth, Z&T). The second acoustic correlate we adopted was formant frequency dif-
ference in the Bark scale proposed by Syrdal and Gopal (1979) (henceforth, S&G),
with three acoustic features:

[
FB

1 − FB
0 , FB

2 − FB
1 , FB

3 − FB
2

]
(14.1)

where F0 is the fundamental frequency, F1, F2 and F3 are the first three formants
and the superscript FB indicates that the frequencies are in the Bark scale. The
third and final acoustic correlate we adopted was as proposed by Miller (1989)
(henceforth, Mil): [

log F1

SR , log F2

F1

, log F3

F2

]
(14.2)

SR = 168 (mF0/168)1/3 is calculated from the geometric mean of the fundamental
frequency, mF0.

For each set of articulatory parameters, babbling was simulated by performing
VLAM simulations for all possible combinations of the parameters. They were
compared to the target formant values of 10 Swedish vowels produced by an adult
male (Fant et al., 1969) using the selected acoustic correlate. The configuration
with the lowest error was selected as the result of the copy synthesis procedure.
Although point targets of vowels would not be available to the infants in reality,
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the method illustrates a likely solution that infants would come up with, given
the number of degrees of freedom and the selected acoustic correlates. Another
unavoidable assumption (due to lack of data), also made in previous studies (e.g.,
Ménard et al., 2002), is that the articulatory parameters corresponding to adults
would change the area function of the infant vocal tract in the same way.

The results of the above procedure were synthesized by applying a glottal pulse
model to the calculated formant frequencies (Fant et al., 1985). These sounds were
played to three native Swedish speakers with at least a basic knowledge of phonetics.
Along with the audio, the Swedish alphabet and an example word containing the
sound what the synthesized vowel was supposed to sound like is also displayed. The
three listeners were asked to rate the simulations from a scale of one to ten, based
on how close they sounded to the target vowel. They were also asked to classify
every simulation to one of the possible vowels in the language, in order to verify
whether the copy synthesis was successful or not. Their ratings were normalized
with respect to the ratings received by the simulations of the target vowels in an
adult voice.

14.3 Experiments and results

In our first experiment, copy syntheses of the 10 Swedish vowels were attempted
by controlling only one parameter, ‘J’ and acoustic correlate Z&T. The vocal tract
model was that of a 7–9 month old. Being a visual parameter, it is easy for an
infant to emulate jaw opening. In this study, however, the ‘TH’ was constrained
to be in perfect synergy with J, in the sense that if J increased (lowering the jaw),
then TH would decrease correspondingly (the tongue follows the jaw). We call this
the ‘Dir-J-7-9’ condition.

It is clearly seen from Figure 14.1 that some of the vowels produced as a result
of the imitation are not distinguishable from each other in the F1 −F2 space. Only
the front and open vowels, namely /e:, E: and œ:/ were easily distinguishable. The
remaining vowels are indistinguishable from each other. At this point, if the infant
is not exposed to the distinction in the different sounds, it is unclear why he or
she would attempt babbling with other articulatory parameters (although we do
not propose that an infant may not attempt new degrees of freedom without this
motivation). This observation has been corroborated by other studies (Ménard et
al., 2004), where front and open vowels were very frequent in the inventory of sounds
produced by babbling infants (as perceived by adults). For argument’s sake, if the
first language of the infant had only vowels with only an open close distinction,
he/she would not haveneed to learn any new independent articulatory control.
However, if there is a means for the infant to understand that more variation is
required than has been produced in the first step, control of other articulators may
definitely be the next step to learning.
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Figure 14.1: The result of the copy synthesis using a vocal tract model of 7–9
month old infants, by varying J (synchronous with TH) and acoustic correlates
‘Z&T ’ (This is the ‘Dir-J-7-9’ condition). The ellipses indicate the phonemes that
may be indistinguishable in the simulation results.

14.3.1 Acoustic correlates

Knowing that the attempted vowels are categorized differently by adults, or that
the adults make a distinction between certain productions could be a strong moti-
vation to try different acoustic correlates. The same experiment (i.e. copy synthesis
with vocal tract dimensions of 7–9 month old infants by varying only parameter
J synchronous with TH) was performed, but with two different target acoustic
correlates mentioned in Equations 14.1 (‘SG-J-7-9’ condition) and 14.2 (‘M-J-7-9’
condition).

The results, illustrated in Figure 14.2, indicate that many of the vowels that were
indistinguishable in the previous are distinguishable in this experiment. Although
there is not a large difference between the two different acoustic correlates used, the
acoustic correlates ‘S&G’ seem to make each phoneme distinguishable, except for
the phonemes /A:/ and /o:/. Table 14.1 shows slightly higher rating for the same
acoustic correlate. However, more studies need to be performed in order to chose
one over the other. In this study, we continue with the S&G acoustic correlates.

Table 14.1 shows that that the identities of most of the vowels are incorrect by
adult perception, and the corresponding ratings are also quite low. The first step
of correction, i.e., from using direct comparison of Bark scale formant frequencies
to seeking normalized acoustic correlates can be made by observation, i.e., trying
to make the distinctions that adults make. Using better acoustic correlates, even
though the vowels are distinguishable to the infant, to know that they are not
classified as the correct vowels by adults requires some form of explicit feedback.
Thus, the next step requires the infants to have a basic communication with the
adults. 7–9 month old infants may not be able to understand and use this feedback.
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(a) Acoustic correlates, ‘S&G’ (‘SG-J-7-9’ condition)
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Figure 14.2: The result of the copy synthesis using a vocal tract model of 7–9 month
old infants, by varying J (synchronous with TH). The ellipses indicate phonemes
that are indistinguishable in the simulation results.

14.3.2 Articulatory degrees of freedom

The other aspect that infants can explore are the number of degrees of freedom for
the articulatory parameters. Tongue shape, which may be one of the important
parameters for swallowing (Logemann, 1998) was the next articulatory parameters
we added to the copy synthesis. We performed experiments with two different
vocal tract dimensions namely with 7–9 month old infants’ (‘SG-JT-7-9’) and 13–
15 month old infants’ (‘SG-JT-13-15’) by adding the TS parameters to the numbers
of independent articulatory parameters. Now the spread of the vowels in the F1−F2
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(a) vocal tract of 7–9 month old infants (‘SG-JT-7-9’ condition)
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(b) vocal tract of 13–15 month old infants (‘SG-JT-13-15’ condition)

Figure 14.3: The result of the copy synthesis, by varying two parameters, J (syn-
chronous with TH) and TS. The acoustic correlates were those proposed by Syrdal
and Gopal (1979).

space seemed to follow that of those described in Ménard et al. (2004) as shown in
Figure 14.3. Almost all vowels are now distinguishable from each other in both the
F1 − F2 and F2 − F3 spaces.

Many of the copy synthesis results, however, were categorized as different vowels
from the target class label in the perception tests (c.f. Table 14.1), with little
difference between the two vocal tract dimensions. The results indicate that the
change from 8 months to 14 months does not improve the physical capability of
producing the target sounds, but may improve the ability of the infants to receive
feedback from the adults.

The final experiment was performed by changing three articulatory parameters,
namely the J, TS and LP (another visual parameter) with vocal tract dimensions
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Figure 14.4: The result of the copy synthesis using a vocal tract model of 13–
15 month old infants, by varying three parameters, J (synchronous with TH), TS
and LP. The acoustic correlates were those proposed by Syrdal and Gopal (1979)
(‘SG-JTL-13-15’ condition).

corresponding to 13–15 month old infants (condition ‘SG-JTL-13-15’). Figure 14.4
shows that almost all the simulations are distinguishable. The topography of the
vowels in the F1 −F2 space resembles that of adults. The listenings test ratings for
many of the vowels are among the highest, except /E:, u:/ and /o:/.

14.4 Concluding remarks

This study tries to cover the step by step motivation for an infant to chose a certain
number of independent articulatory parameters or certain acoustic correlates in
order to be able to imitate the adult’s speech. The process of selecting these
parameters has been largely overlooked in previous studies where they were assumed
to be intrinsically known to the language learning infant. The motivations lie in the
ability of a certain set of independent articulatory parameters or a set of acoustic
correlates to able to make a better distinction between the different sounds a certain
language has and also to ensure a positive response from the adult listeners, who
would recognize the phonemes. However, for a different languages, these choices
could well have been different.

Being restricted to vowels and only a few articulatory parameters, is both in-
complete and unrealistic in some sense. Secondly, the motivation for the mentioned
sequence of steps in selecting articulatory parameters is not strong enough to justify
adopting one sequence of steps over another. Another aspect to be noted is that the
exploration for the different articulatory degrees of freedom may not be different
for different infant and spread over a larger period of their development. The se-
quence for the articulatory exploration may also not be valid from a developmental
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point of view (Serrurier et al., 2008). However, the choices we have illustrated in
this chapter seemed to make the largest impact on the discriminability of the vowel
productions. Analysis of infant babbling as well as interaction with adults from
the perspective proposed in this chapter is required to corroborate the results. The
overall failure of the copy-synthesis approach is evident from the fact that most of
the productions are not categorized to the target phoneme category. The search
for new acoustic correlates and new articulatory degrees of freedom would continue
until all the productions of the phonemes are both distinguishable and categorized
correctly by the adults. Future work would also include investigating the role of
transients in this process, where the movement of the formants is crucial.
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15 Using Imitation to learn Infant-Adult Acoustic

Mappingsa

aThis chapter is mainly based on Paper K

15.1 Introduction

As mentioned in Section 13.2, an infant needs to understand how to correlate the
different sounds produced during babbling to the sounds present in adult speech.
This is the main focus of our study in this chapter. Most studies have assumed
that infants intrinsically and instinctively know from birth, which acoustic features
normalize adult speech with respect to their own. Plummer et al. (2010), on the
other hand, have proposed a method which models the speaker normalization ac-
quisition for several languages. The correspondence between the adult and child
renderings of a few typical vowels was assumed to be available for learning the map-
ping between the two vowel systems. It was shown that given a few corresponding
instances, using a semi-supervised method based on topological alignment of the
manifold, the mapping could be learnt for the entire vowel system. However, a
model which requires the knowledge of correspondences between certain exemplars
in the adult and infant speech is not a realistic scenario for infants. Besides, the
study was also restricted to stationary vowels produced both by the adults and the
infants.

This chapter attempts to continue on the lines of Plummer et al. (2010) in order
to investigate how children learn the appropriate features that help in normalizing
between adult and their own voices, in spite of the seemingly large differences
in the acoustic spaces. We propose a method to learn the mapping without the
necessity of knowing specific corresponding exemplars. The important assumption
of maintaining the geometric relationships in the adult and infant acoustic spaces is
retained in our study. Instead of example-by-example supervision, the infant only
receives an overall feedback from the adult about the overall imitative babbling
endeavor made by the child. This feedback shapes the learning process, even though
ratings or correspondences of individual frames of speech is not available. This,
according to us, is a more realistic scenario in infant speech acquisition modeling.

The chapter is organized as follows. First the experimental paradigm and the

221
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Figure 15.1: The block diagram of our model for acquiring speaker normalization.
It shows the paths for both the babbling phase and the imitation phase.

tools used to carry out the experiment in described in Section 15.2. A description of
the experiments and results is detailed in Section 15.3 and discusses them. Finally,
Section 15.4 contains a discussion about the future direction of this research.

15.2 Experimental paradigm and tools

Our model is restricted to studying the acquisition of speaker normalization skills.
We do not focus on the other aspects of infant speech acquisition and develop-
ment. For this reason, we make certain assumptions and simplifications. The
block-diagram of our model is shown in Figure 15.1.

15.2.1 Simulation of babbling

Babbling has often been considered very important for learning the mappings be-
tween acoustics and articulation. We consider this phase important even for learn-
ing speaker normalization. We generate infant babbling simulations by manipulat-
ing the articulatory parameters in the articulatory synthesizer, VLAM, described in
Section 14.2. We pick articulatory targets for each articulatory parameter at ran-
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dom, to be achieved at certain randomly selected timings. The articulatory path
is then calculated, by applying a minimum jerk trajectory (c.f. Section 12.2.7)
between the two articulatory targets. In reality, there are some patterns that bab-
bling infants follow, and the targets are not truly random. The increasingly complex
patterns of babbling are motivated by the language that the infant hears from the
adults. This is, however, beyond the scope of the current chapter.

The babbling sounds that are created by our synthesizer include all vowel like,
as well as other sonorant-consonant like sounds. Voiced stop consonants are also
produced, but do not form a large percentage of the produced sounds. Fricatives
and aspirated stop consonants are not produced in this study due to the limitations
of the synthesizer we adopted.

We use synthesized adult data from a female adult vocal tract model for training
our models, instead of real recorded data, in order to simplify the simulation of adult
assessment and feedback on the quality of the imitation by the infant. Knowing
the vocal tract information of the target utterance helps in making a transform
from the infant voice to the adult voice easier. A more detailed explanation can
be found in Section 15.2.5. The adult utterances we use are produced by the same
babbling procedure described for the infant, making it language independent. This
simplification, although reasonable for this study, is unrealistic in the sense that
the true adult speech will be influenced by the languages they speak.

15.2.2 Acoustic features

We use two sets of acoustic features. The first one are 13 MFCCs obtained from
25 ms long acoustic windows shifted by 10 ms each. These are not normalized for
different vocal tract lengths. The infant needs to learn a method to transform the
MFCCs corresponding to its own voice to the MFCCs produced by adults. Since the
data produced contains both sonorants and stop consonants, formant frequencies
are unavailable for some frames of the data. Instead, MFCCs allow modeling of
both vowels as well as consonants. The topological clustering (c.f. Section 15.2.3)
uses these MFCC features to cluster both the acoustic spaces.

The second acoustic feature that is used is the first three Formant Frequency
ratios, proposed by Miller (1989) (c.f. Equation 14.2), as a speaker invariant acous-
tic measure. It has been shown (Heintz et al., 2009) that using formant differences
(formant ratios in the log domain) is one of the better acoustic measures in order
to simulate imitative babbling by infants. We propose that this measure may be
unknown to the infant, or rather is the measure that the infant must learn. This
measure is used by us only in calculating the adult feedback (assuming that this
measure is known to the adults), and not for modeling the infant learning process.

15.2.3 Topological clustering

The motivation behind performing a topological clustering is the assumption that
even though the transformation from the infant acoustic space to the adult acoustic
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space may not be easy to estimate, with the transformations being locally non-
linear, the topology of the two spaces would still remain similar. Self Organizing
Maps (SOM) (Kohonen, 1990) perform an unsupervised clustering while maintain-
ing the topological constraints on the original data. By using SOM with the same
set of parameters to cluster both the adult and infant acoustic spaces separately, we
hope to be able to make a topological mapping between the two spaces. Each clus-
ter of the adult acoustic space should correspond to a cluster in the infant acoustic
space, which lies in the same topological location. The problem, however, is to find
the correct parameters of the topology for the clustering. This is described in the
next Section.

15.2.4 The process of learning speaker normalization

As an infant is exposed to different sounds in its environment, produced both by
itself and the adults around, the infant tries to cluster these sounds into groups.
However, instead of classifying all the sounds into the same groups, we propose a
model where the infant performs a clustering of sounds produced during babbling,
separately from the clustering of sounds produced by the adults. The crux of our
model is this clustering, which needs to be topological in nature, and the same
number of clusters need to be estimated for both infant and adult voices. One of
the main issues is that the infant does not know the correct number of clusters. If
the infant performs clustering with too few clusters, then, even though the cluster
topological correspondence would be correct, the imitative babbling will produce
too few sound types, increasing the imitation error. On the other hand, if there are
too many clusters, the topological invariance assumption will no longer hold, since
the true mapping is a non-linear one. This will result in topology correspondence
errors. Another problem would occur if the infant uses an incorrect topological
structure in terms of the the number of dimensions and the shape of the topology
in order to cluster the two acoustic spaces.

This problem is solved in our model during the imitation phase. The infant uses
adult feedback on its imitation performance (detailed in the Section 15.2.5) to select
a suitable size and structure for the cluster topology. A topological structure which
enables a better imitation is more suitable for learning the mapping. During imita-
tion, the infant first classifies the target adult utterance into the adult clusters, finds
the topological mapping between the adult clusters and infant clusters, performs
acoustic-to-articulatory inversion to find the articulatory parameters and then pro-
ceeds to imitate the adult. The process of inversion is not simulated perfectly by
our study. Instead, the mean values of the vocal tract area functions parameters
from all the training data, classified under each cluster, is used to produce the im-
itative speech. Minimum jerk smoothing (c.f. Section 12.2.7) is performed on the
articulatory parameters before producing the imitation.
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15.2.5 Simulating adult feedback

Adult feedback to the infant is extremely limited and non-specific, since speech
based communication with the infant is very restricted. For this reason, models
which assume that one-one correspondence between adult and child productions is
available to the infant, are highly unrealistic. What the infant can receive is an
overall rating on its attempt at imitating the adults.

In trying to simulate the adult feedback, we make use of a global measure on a
number of imitative productions in terms of the RMSE of production. Comparing
the MFCCs of infants productions directly with the target adult utterances would
not be useful due to the mismatch between adult and infant voices, giving a poor
rating to the imitation effort. We assume that the adults sub-consciously know
what transform to perform on the infant speech in order to rate it. We simulate
adult feedback using the following methods

1. We used features suggested by Miller (1989) (c.f. Equation 14.2), applicable
only to vowels. These features provide an error metric that is speaker invari-
ant and thus provide a good means for feedback to the infant. We employ a
formant tracker (McCandless, 1974) in order to obtain the Miller features. In
this study, we assume that a frame-by-frame feedback or even utterance-by-
utterance feedback is not available to the infant. Since the overall feedback
is available over several imitation utterances, regions where formants are un-
defined are not taken into account. We call this the ‘Mil’ method.

2. Since we know the exact dimensions of the adult and infant vocal tracts that
produced the utterances, we can transform the infant vocal tract configura-
tions to that of the adult. The speech produced by the transformed adult
vocal tract, generated from vocal tract area-functions during the imitation
phase, is then used for direct comparison with the adult speech. The RMSE
is now calculated on the MFCCs, which include both vowels and consonants.
We assume that this transformation is comparable to the transformation the
adults make when they perceive infant speech. This rating method is valid
only if one knows the exact vocal tract configurations of the infant and the
adult. For this reason, we restricted ourselves to using synthesized adult
speech material for the experiments, instead of using real adult speech. We
call this method ‘transformed vocal tract’ method.

15.3 Experiments and results

We generated 220 utterances each in adult and infant voices. These consisted of
around 50000 frames of speech for each voice. The frame rate used was 500 ms
and sampling frequency was 8000 Hz. Each utterance contained what would cor-
respond to 1 to 5 syllables. The fundamental frequency and the loudness of the
different utterances were also varied, for both the sets of data. We then produced
22 utterances of adult speech, which are used for obtaining adult feedback. The
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Figure 15.2: Illustration of the Adult feedback in terms of RMSE over 22 utterances
between the original adult speech and the infant imitation using the ‘transformed
vocal tract’ method.

independent SOM clustering of the two data sets, with the same topological pa-
rameters for the two acoustic spaces was simulated. Clustering was performed with
the number of clusters ranging from 1 to 60, and the topology dimensions from 1
to 3. Different shapes for the topology, including ‘sheet’,‘cylinder’ and ‘toroid’ were
also applied. The best topology was selected by minimizing the RMSE using the
two error metrics described in the previous section (Section 15.2.5).

The experiments suggested that the best adult feedback using the features in
Equation 14.2 (‘Mil’ method) were obtained using 15 clusters, in a one dimensional
topology. The shape of a single dimensional topology did not matter. Using the
comparison of the ‘transformed vocal tract method’, the best adult feedback was
obtained for 18 clusters, again in a single dimension. Figure 15.2 shows the per-
formance of the topological mapping and hence the imitation with respect to the
different number of clusters. Figure 15.3 shows the mapping in the formant fre-
quency ratio domain between topologically corresponding clusters obtained using
the ‘Mil’ method. One can see that even though the topology is more or less main-
tained, the error between the adult clusters and the infant clusters can be quite
large. It can be observed that some topologically corresponding clusters may not
find a similar correspondence in the formant ratio space, such as clusters 1, 2, and
7.

In order to verify how well the correspondences were made, the prototype sounds
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Table 15.1: Ratings by the phonetically trained listener on the correspondence
between the infant and adult topologically mapped clusters for the best topological
configuration using the ‘Mil’ method.

Clust. Closest IPA Closest IPA Rating RMSE
No. sym. (adult) sym. (infant) (best=10) (log freq.)

1 Œ 3 5 0.2
2 9 e 5 0.27
3 i i 8 0.37
4 j j 9 0.42
5 y y 7 0.36
6 ø ø 9 0.08
7 8 E 3 0.21
8 U 8 7 0.25
9 o O 8 0.32
10 5 æ 8 0.15
11 E E 10 0.09
12 a a 9 0.15
13 æ æ 9 0.38
14 A A 9 0.29
15 A Œ 8 0.27

of the clusters were classified into the closest IPA symbols by a phonetically trained
listener. The listener was also asked to give a rating to how well the topologically
corresponding clusters corresponded perceptually. Perfect perceptual correspon-
dence was awarded ten points and complete lack of similarity was awarded one
point. Table 15.1 indicates classification and ratings given to the different clusters
in the adult and infant spaces obtained using the ‘Mil’ method. It is clear that even
though the synthesizer was capable of producing consonants, most of the clusters
corresponded to vowel like sounds. This probably due to their longer durations
as well as the limited capability of the SOM to model transients. The minimum
rating of 3 and a maximum of 10 was received with a mean rating of 7.6 for the
15 clusters. A similar rating was performed for the best configuration obtained
using the ‘transformed vocal tract’ method and the minimum rating was 4 and the
maximum rating obtained was 10, with a mean rating of 7.9 for the 18 clusters.

The perceptual ratings by the listener shows similarities to the RMSE between
the adult and infant clusters both in the log formant frequency space and the
vocal tract transformed space. In general, larger distances between the clusters
had a lower perceptual rating, though this was not the case for all clusters (cf.
Table 15.1). This shows that the features we used may not correspond perfectly
to the perception of speaker normalization, although more information is needed
to make definite conclusions. Sometimes more than one clusters was perceptually
found to correspond to the same IPA symbol. This is the result of unsupervised
clustering, where the grouping in not a function of perception, but a function of
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the data that is available.

15.4 Conclusion and future work

This chapter intends to model the acquisition of infant-adult speaker normaliza-
tion by an infant, by performing a clustering in infant and adult acoustic spaces,
separately, and then using the topological correspondence between them. SOM, an
unsupervised clustering method which preserves the topology of the data was used
for this purpose. Adult feedback in terms of RMSE either in the formant ratio space
or between the MFCCs of the original adult speech and the vocal tract transformed
infant imitation was used to select the best topology for the clustering. Perceptual
ratings by a phonetically trained listener showed a reasonable correspondence be-
tween the clusters formed in the infant space and adult spaces.

This study, although it by no means claims to solve the problem of learning
speaker normalization, provides a novel model and insight into the problem. The
method can be applied to any class of phonemes. There are several improvements
one could make to the model. The utilization of adult feedback is limited to select-
ing a suitable topology, and not in the clustering itself. Although the simulations
are based on continuously varying speech data, the clustering performed in this
study does not take into account the dynamic aspects of speech and each frame
is considered independent of the previous and succeeding ones. A clustering that
takes these aspects into account would provide better normalization results. The
inversion method used was extremely simple, which may cause errors in the simu-
lation of imitation. Using a more sophisticated inversion method would probably
improve the quality of imitation.

The main drawback for the current study is the use of synthesized adult speech.
Since the only reason why real speech is not used is to be able to provide feedback,
the model should be valid for real speech in principle. Our immediate future work
is to generate the clusters from real speech, but perform the imitation evaluation
on synthesized speech. The simulations in this study are restricted to a 10 month
old infant. Tying the number of clusters, imitation performance as well as the adult
feedback to the growth in age of the infant would be interesting future work.

As an offshoot to this model, one may predict that the best correspondences
between adult and infant speech will occur when the infant learns to cluster both
the spaces in the same manner as the adult, i.e., into the phonemes of the language.
Demonstrating this would require performing this experiment on adult speech cor-
responding to a specific language, something we envisage doing in the future.
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16 Conclusions and Future Directions

This thesis covers four topics related to acoustics and articulatory studies along
with a focus on different applications of studying the relationships.

16.1 Articulatory modeling and speaker normalization
(Part I)

The first part of the thesis focusses on the articulatory normalization problem. We
made an endeavor to find universal control parameters that can constrain the artic-
ulatory model of any speaker of a specific language. Using 3-way variance analysis
that it was possible to make articulatory models based on a subset of the data avail-
able for the speaker and generalize it to predict unknown or unseen articulations
made by the speaker. The error of prediction, however, is higher than for building
individual models corresponding to each person. We also showed that a sub-set
of around 20–30 articulations can predict the remaining articulations of a speaker
with fairly good accuracy, while explaining up to 70% of the variance. In previous
studies on articulatory modeling, the number of parameters used in the model was
selected based on expert knowledge. An important contribution in this part of
the thesis was towards formalizing an automatic procedure to select the optimal
number of control parameters, required for generalizing the articulatory model to
unseen data. Another contribution was to verify the validity of the estimates made
by the articulatory models using perception studies on vowels synthesized from
the estimates. This study may be applied in areas related to intra-oral modeling
for providing feedback to second language learners, hearing impaired listeners and
silent speech interface users. While we established the method to build and verify
universal articulatory models, the database we used is too small to actually call
them universal models. The universality is valid only for the three speakers in the
database. Future work would be towards implementing a truly universal articula-
tory model that could be driven with the same control parameters for all speakers
plus a speaker specific transform estimated for the speaker. This could be achieved
from a database of a larger number of speakers.
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16.2 Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion (Parts II and III)

The second part of the thesis covered different methods to measure uncertainty
in the acoustic-to-articulatory inverse mapping. Several methods were proposed
which formalized the study of uncertainty in finding cluster correspondences, non-
linearity, non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense and the entropy of predicting
the articulation, based on statistical data. A definition of non-uniqueness in the
statistical sense was proposed, also providing the sufficient condition for defining
non-uniqueness in the statistical sense. Using the estimates of non-uniqueness in
the acoustic-articulatory MOCHA-TIMIT database, it was shown that almost all
the phoneme categories had a certain number of acoustic distributions, which could
be mapped onto multiple number of modes of articulatory productions made by the
speaker. It was also observed that there were more number of frames corresponding
to non-unique mappings (in the multi-modal or discrete sense) when the articulator
position was critical to the production. On the other hand, in spite of the higher
number of non-unique frames, the overall predictability of the important articulator
position was also higher than for other articulators. A distinction was made between
non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense and non-uniqueness in the continuous
sense. Non-uniqueness in the continuous sense was related to the entropy (upper
bound) of predicting the articulation from the acoustics of a single data-point. This
gave a relatively intuitive understanding of non-uniqueness in the continuous sense
for uni-modal, as well as multi-modal data distributions. While the estimate of
non-uniqueness in the multi-modal sense was deemed to be relatively independent
of noise in the EMA or acoustic measurement or modeling errors, the same could
not be ascertained for the estimate in the continuous sense. Given the estimates
of non-uniqueness, experiments were made to verify how many instances of such
non-uniqueness (in the multi-modal sense) could be resolved by applying dynamic
constraints. It was shown that non-uniqueness for around 50% of the frames could
be resolved by applying dynamic constraints. This part of the thesis could be
applied in improving acoustic-to-articulatory inversion as well as used as a tool
for further acoustic-articulatory studies based on statistical data. It would be an
important future work to evaluate human speech production-perception models in
light of the evidences collected in this part of the thesis

The third part of the thesis devoted itself to presenting new methods for acoustic-
to-articulatory inversion. Several methods were presented, one which sought to im-
prove the inversion by explicitly modeling the non-uniqueness in the mapping, one
which used inversion based models to improve speech recognition, one which per-
formed inversion on patches of acoustics and articulations (called gestures) rather
than on single frames of acoustic-articulatory data and another one using mem-
ory based local regression to perform the inversion. While almost all the methods
showed promising results with slight improvements over standard methods, none
of them showed a significant improvement. However, each of the methods pro-
vided new insights into understanding acoustic-to-articulatory inversion. The first
method based on cross-modal clustering could make as accurate Inversion predic-
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tions, without using the dynamics of the articulatory trajectory as other methods,
which do not model non-uniqueness explicitly, but instead use dynamic constraints
on the articulatory trajectories. Thus, this algorithm may also be suitable for
learning other type of data involving multiple streams of information, where con-
tinuity constraints may or may not hold. Some examples are audio-visual, speech-
prosodic or audio-visual-motor data. The second method based on cross-modal
coupled HMMs, showed that it was possible to gain articulatory knowledge from
an acoustic-articulatory database, represent it in a model, and apply it to improve
phoneme recognition of acoustic data. Even though the improvement was significant
for a small number of model parameters, the proposed CMCHMM’s performance
saturated for a larger number of parameters and the improvement was no longer
significant. The third method presented showed that it was sufficient to model a
very small neighborhood of the acoustic-articulatory data points in order to make a
prediction about their mapping. This showed that the mapping relationships were
extremely local and generalizations based on the whole database were unnecessary.
This was especially true when one applied dynamic constraints on the predictions.
The final method presented, which is based on gestures, provided important in-
sights into the mapping between acoustic and articulatory gestures. This means
that articulatory configurations as well as coordination and timing with respect to
the acoustics could be studied simultaneously. The method also involved finding
critical points in the acoustics and articulatory trajectories. We provided an intu-
itive definition of importance and criticality based on the physics of the movement
of the articulators. Besides the contributions towards new methods in Inversion,
we also proposed two new methods of evaluation. The first method was weighted
RMSE which biased the evaluation towards those articulators that were important
to the discrimination of the given phoneme. The second method was based on
critical points in the trajectory where all errors were converted into errors of asyn-
chrony. This evaluation criterion had units in time. It was, hence, possible to have
a more intuitive understanding of the performance, because it would be equivalent
to making the articulatory trajectory asynchronous with acoustics by the estimated
error (although the asynchrony will not be constant for the entire utterance). Thus
errors can be associated to perceptual studies on asynchronized audio-visual input.
Future work could be directed at combining the results of the methods proposed in
Parts I and III in order to have a speaker independent or multi-speaker Inversion.

16.3 Infant language acquisition in the context of
acoustic-articulatory relationships (Part IV)

The final part of the thesis dealt with studying infant speech acquisition. We used
an articulatory synthesizer adapted to the vocal tract dimensions of an infant in
order to perform these studies. The main contribution in this part is towards
developing a paradigm to model adult feedback in a more realistic scenario. Most
previous infant speech production models assumed that the infants somehow intrin-
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sically had information about factors such as the number of phonemic categories
in the language, or the acoustic normalization scheme for infant-adult voices or the
number of degrees of articulatory freedom. We showed a method and a paradigm
using which one can model how infants acquire this knowledge, without obtaining it
through explicit communication from the adults. The feedback is only in the form
of an approval rating of the imitation effort of the infant vocalization. The first
study presented in this part shows how the infant can make choices about factors
such as degrees of articulatory freedom or suitability of the normalized acoustic
correlates. However, in this study the infant is assumed to know what the different
vowel classes are. The second study shows a more detailed method to learn the
infant-adult acoustic mappings. This is based on assuming that the acoustic spaces
of infants and adults, although different have a topological correspondence. Here
no assumption is made about the total number of phoneme classes. The proposed
method shows that there is an optimal number of clusters in the infant and adult
acoustic spaces which maximizes the adult feedback ratings. Both the above stud-
ies were based on synthesized data for both adults and infants. Since the study
was about acquisition of static speech sounds, it was difficult to use real speech
data, which would involve an additional task of unsupervised segmentation. An-
other problem with using real adult speech data, for example of infant directed
speech, is the limitation of the synthesizer we used. While vowels and some sono-
rants were easily produced, plosives and fricatives were not convincingly produced
by the synthesizer. Thus, it would be difficult to simulate the acquisition of these
type of phonemes. The last problem is connected with automating adult feedback.
In our studies, since we used synthesized data for adults, too, it was possible to
perform a vocal tract transformation from the voices of infants to adults in order
to rate how close the infant imitation vocalizations were to the adult target utter-
ances. If real adult data were used, it would be impossible to make this transform
accurately. We would need to rely on real human (adult) feedback ratings. Due
to the recursive nature of our algorithms this would involve a person (or several)
providing feedback ratings to a large number of synthesized vocalizations, in the
range of tens of thousands of vocalizations. In case of real infants this is realistic
for parents to do, because it is spread over a period of a couple of years. Finally,
our models simulate infants over only one or two age groups. There is a continuous
change in the dimensions of the vocal tract of the infant over a period of 15–18
months as they acquire the ability to speak. The cognitive abilities as well as the
amount of data received by an infant also changes substantially over this period.
Our future work would thus be at firstly directed at finding suitable methods to
deal with real infant directed speech data and secondly towards modeling the pro-
gression of speech acquisition by the infants incorporating the changing parameters
and scenarios.
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